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LARGEST PRODUCERS IN THIS FIELD FOR TWO DECADES . . . 

HIGH Q INDUCTORS 
FOR EVE RY APPLICATION 

FROM STOCK ••• ITEMS BELOW AND 650 OTHERS IN OUR CATALOGUE B. 

MQ Series 

Compact Hermetic 

Toroid Inductors 

The MQ permalloy dust toroids 
combine the highest Q in their 
class with minimum size. Stability 
is excellent under varying volt
age, temperature, frequency and 
vibration condit ions. High penile
ability case plus unifon)l winding 
affords sh ielding of apptoximately 
80 db. 

VIC case struct ure 
l ength Width Height 
1-1/ 4 1-11 / 32 1-7/ 16 

HVC Hermellc 

Variable Inductors 

A step forward from our long 
established VIC series. Hermeti
cally sealed to Mll-T-27 ••. ex· 
tremely compact . • . wider induc· 
tance raRge . . • higher Q . • . lower 
and higher frequencies . • • super
ior voltage and temperature 
stability. 

SPECIA'" UNITS 
TO YOUR NEEDS 

Send your 
specifications 

for prices. 
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Type 

VIC·1 
VIC·2 
VIC-3 
VIC·4 
VIC·5 
VIC·6 
VIC·7 
VIC·S 
VIC·9 
VIC·10 
VIC·11 

" 

Mean 
Hys. 

.0085 

.013 

.021 

.034 

.053 

.084 
.13 
.21 
.34 
.54 
.85 

Type 

VIC·12 
VIC·13 
VIC·14 
VIC·15 
VIC·16 
VIC·17 
VIC·1 8 
VIC·19 
VIC·20 
VIC-21 
VIC·22 

Meall· 
Hys. 

l .~-
2.2 
3.4 
5.4 
8.5 

13. 
21. 
33, 
52. 
83. 

130. 

VIC Var iable Induct o r s 

The VIC Inductors have repre
sented an ideal solution to the 
problem of tuned audio circ_uits. 
A set screw in the side of the 
case permits adjustment of the 
inductance from +85% to -45% 
of the mean value. Setting is 
positive. 
Curves shown indicate effective 
Q and l with varying frequency 
and applied AC voltage. 

DI Inductance D eca des 

These decades set new standards of Q, stability, 
frequency·range and conven ience. Inductance values 
laboratory adjusted to better than 1 %. Units housed 
in a compact die cast case with sloping panel ideal 
for laboratory use. 
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Type Min • Mean 
No. Hys. Hys. 

HVC·1 .002 .006 
HVC-2 .005 .015 
HVC-3 .011 .040 
HVC-4 .03 .1 
HVe-5 .07 .25 
HVC·S .2 .6 
HVC·7 .5 1.5 
HVC·S 1.1 4.0 
HVC·9 3.0 10 
HVC·1 0 7.0 25 
HVC·" 20 60 
HVC·12 50 150 

DI·1 Ten 10 Mhy. steps. 
DI·2 Ten 100 Mhy. steps. 
DI-3 Ten 1 Hy. steps. 
DI·4 Ten 10 Hy. steps. 

Max. 
Hys. 

.02 

.05 

.11 

.3 

.7 
2 
5 

11 
30 
70 

200 
500-

DI DECADE 
length .................. __ .. _4lh" 
Width ____ .. _ .. ____ 4%" 
Height __ .. _____ -2%" 
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A Speaker Designed for 

Miss (or Mrs.) Hi-Fi 

Women, it is well known, aI:e sensitive 
creatures, and the sensitivity extends to 
audio reproduction. Distortion and harsh
ness (particularly in the middle and higher 
fl' equencies) are more readily apparent to 
women than they are to most men. To 
satisfy their sensitivity, it is necessary to 
minimize intermodulation distortion and 
frequency modulation distortion, the major 
causes of this harshness and "fuzziness." 
With this in mind, Sherwood Electronic 
Laboratories, Inc. has designed the new 
Forester speaker system. 

The Forester system, using three separate 
speakers to cover the audio range, is de
signed with the same engineering approach 
used in $400 and $500 "dream set" sys
tems. The fundamental requisite of all such 
good multiple speaker systems is complete 
aco~~stical and electrical isolation of each 
speaker. When the proper isolation has been 
achieved, intermodulation distortion is held 
to an indiscernible minimum. In complying 
with this concept, the Sherwood system uses 
a 300 cps 4-element, 12-db/ octave crossover 
network (some manufacturers use a less 
effective 2-element, 6-qb/ octave network). 

The Forester system employs a true horn
loaded low-frequency section powered by 
a 12-inch driver. Completing the system are 
an 8-inch, heavy-duty mid-range unit with 
a 14.6 oz. magnet and a wide-angle 5-inch 
tweeter. All three speakers are separately 
housed in their own sealed cavities. 

Electrical measurements of the system re
veal only 0.5% intermodulation distortion 
with input of 10 watts. This figure should 
be compared with 12 % for a typical single
cone speaker and with 5% for a coaxial 
unit. As a result, the Forester provides an 
unusually "clean" and "smooth" per
formance which was immediately apparent 
to those who heard it demonstrated at the 
Chicago and New York Audio Fairs. The 
system will handle up to 35 watts program 
material with negligible distortion. 

Complete Forester systems are priced from 
$189.00 and are available in a variety of 
cabinet styles. Also included in the line are 
"do-it-yourself" kits priced from $129.50. 
Model'Uization kits from $49.50, which in
clude the 8-inch mid-range speaker, 5-inch. 
tweeter, and crossover network may also be 
obtained for use with your 12-inch woofel· . 
Further information on Sherwood amplifi
ers, tnners, and Forester speakeI' systems 
may be had on request by writing Dept. 
12A, Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, 
Inc., 2802 W. Cullom, Chicago 18, Illinois. 



ROTARY POWER 
IS BEST 

The "clop-clopll of 
"Old Bess" gave 
Grandma/s buggy ride 
more vibration than the 
smooth Rotary Power 
of today/s modern au
tomobiles_ ROTARY 
POWER is best for mo
bile radio, too _ _ _ 
and for all DC to AC 
conversion . .. smoother 
- - • more dependable. 

DC TO AC CONVERTERS 

For operating tape re
corders, dictating rna ... 
chines, amplifiers and 
other nO-yolt radio-

audio devices from DC or storage batteries. Used 
by broadcast studios, program producers, exec
utives, salesmen and other fifie ld workers". 

DUO-VOLT GENEMOTORS 

The preferred power sup
ply for 2-way mobile radio 
ins ta 110 t ions. Operates 
from either 6 or 12-volt batteries. Corter Gene
motors are standard equipment in leading makes 
of auto! , ,!ircroft, railroad, utility and marine 
communications. 

CHANGE-A-VOLT DYNAMOTORS 

Operates 6-yolt mobile radio 
"""'~...,.,,,,..,.~ ....... sets from 12-yolt automobile 

batteries ... als6 from 24,. 32 
and 64-yolt battery power. 
One of many Carter Dynamo
tor models. Made by the 
world's largest, exclusive man
ufacturer of rotary power sup
plies. 

BE SAFE. _ • BE SURE • . . BE SATISFIED 
--. AC can be produced by revers-

:J 
ing the flow of DC, like throw

. .., ing a switch 120 times a sec
ond_ But ROTARY conyerters 
actually generate AC voltage 
from an alternator, same as 
utility stations. That is why 
ROTARY power is such clean 
AC, so dependable . . . essen

. tial for hash-free operation of 
recorders from DC power. 

r> 
MAIL COUPON for illus trated bulletin 
with complete mechanical and 
e 1 e ct ric a I specifications and oerformance 
charts. Carter Motor Co., Chicago 47. 

r ~;i~~ ;;;~~;-::.-(g-~~~~: 1 
• C1l1cago 47, Illinois l.! U I 
I I 
IPlease send illustrated literature containing com-I 
Iplete information on 0 Carter " Custom" Con-I 
Iyerters and 0 Dynamotor Power Supplies I 
INAME • •..... ... •• ... ••.. .• .. . . ...•........• 
I I i Address •.••..•.......•...•.....••.•...•••. 
I I 

City •.••••..........•..... State ..• ......... • 
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UOIO PATENTS 
I HAVE NOTED a rather al:uming tendency 

in the last few months each time the 
Patent Office Gazette comes into view. 

This weekly pUblication carries vital infor
mation such as the number, name, and' one 
drawing and claim on each patent issued 
during the week. Where at one time there 
was no dearth of audio material, both in
teresting and routine, issuing from the 
Patent Office, today it is no longer so. 

After several years of scanning the 
Gazette and a large number of current 
patents, it is easy to see that the roster of 
weekly patents is a pretty fair index to 
what the technical world is interested in at 
the moment-though the "moment" may 
actually be a couple of years or so delayed 
since it takes at least that long to have 
a patent issue after the initial application. 
My impression is that the .audio brains 
have either decided that audio is as good 
as it can get and sales departments are 
having such a good time that the inven
tors aren't being pushed any more, or that 
there really" isn't anything left to invent. 

A further corroboration of the situation 
comes from my request in print a few 
months ago for comments from readers 
on what they would like to see invented and 
what they have been working on when they 
got stuck. This request went practically un
answered. It is, of course, possible simply 
that no one reads this" department or that 
readers can't find 3-cent stamps, both of 
which I refuse to believe because there is 
plenty of other kinds of mail. I also ref~se 
to believe that there is nothing further to 
be invented in audio, taking a lesson from 
that omniscient gentleman who made a 
similar statement back in the 1890 'so 

What, then, is everybody doing ' Why 
hasn't someone shown us how to avoid 
wasting a shameful percentage of amplifier 
power input in trying to generate a little 
output' Where is the genius who is des
tined to come up with a speaker which will 
genel'ate faithful sound without tryiug to 
move a ton of physical weight at high 
speeds as the present nonsensical repro
ducers do ' (Loudspeaker manufacturers
please keep your tempers; I am the same 
character who firmly believes the internal 
combustion engine is the Rube Goldberg 
supreme and cannot possibly work.) (And 
a DC-7 couldn't possi1:ily fly. ED.) What 
bushel is hiding the light . of the savant 
who will tell us how to make a tape recorder 
which will not require us to thread the 
blasted tape every time we want to use 
it, yet which will r etain the editing and 
other flexibility that present or past
mostly the latter-tape magazines don't 
have' Why must we continue to fool 
around with motors and mechanisms for 
recording and playback when the inventor 
who will accomplish the same thing in a 

* Audi o Consultant, 255 W. 84th St., 
New York 24, N. Y. 

RICHARD H_ DORF* 

cheap and practical way with nothing mov
ing but electrons need only get his brain 
working to reap a rich harvesU Which 
company is going to produce an audio con
trol system with all the flexibility we prize 
but without all the knobs and dials we now 
need, so that Aunt Mary, who just likes 
music but is disinclined to operate what 
looks like the instrument panel of a 
medium bomber, can get her music with 
maximum results and minimum damage ' 
Who is going to produce a magazine for 
phonograph records so that instead of 
hunting for a wanted disc, extracting it 
from the shelf, putting it on the turntable, 
and locating the stylus, we can just dial the 
record we want--but without spending the 
new-car price-and what are they doing 
now instead of getting down to business ~ 

Why do we have to buy several expensive 
loudspeakers when .we want to eliminate 
point-source effjlct, when the man who can 
show us how to do' it easily, cheaply, and 
without con~uming any more than single
speaker . space is probably down at the 
drugstore guzzling a soda' How about 
binaural phonograph records with the same 
time, cost, and simplicity as today's out
moded monaurals-where are you, boy' 
Finish your lunch and get baek to the lab! 
Where is that electronic piano-harpsichord 
We've been looking for, at half the cost 
of a cheap spinet piano and the tone and 
action of a Steinway grand' 

What are all these people doing ~ Are 
they too well fed ' Did someone tell them 
there's no money in inventing-that they'd 
better take jobs manipulating slide rules 
in unison like a ballet chorus just because 
that's safer and yields free insurance plus 
a retirement plan' Are our engineering 
schools finding it so easy to make the boys 
read books that they are forgetting to 
make them think 1 Are manufacturers so 
present-wise and future-foolish that they 
can't see the necessity for well endowed 
research departments filled with contempla
tive pipe smokers who are allowed to con
centrate on the wheels and cogs inside their 
heads rather than the machinery on the 
production lines' Maybe, like all revolu
tionary societies which achieve success, be
come well f ed, and begin to look with dis
favor on anything new, the audio industry 
is having too much success and has lost its 
ardor for trail blazing. Maybe engineers 
and technicians have become too well 
trained to attempt to do what theory tells 
them they can't do-:-instead of trying it 
anyhow and finding that the theory wasn't 
complete or has to be changed. 

The engineering world is just like the 
dynamic American economic system_ Tech
nology has to keep moving just to stand 
still, and it has to move even faster to 
make any progress. Technology in general 
is doing just that. Audio technology is at 
the danger point, and the present sales 
boom won't last forever. Let's get moving! 
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MODEL 301 
Transcription 
Turntable 

FEATURES: 

O TURNTABLE: 12'" diameler 
••• 71h lb. (Ost oluminum 

••. dynamically balonced, and 
precision. mochlned. Permanently 
"'ru.·· cen •• r boring fined with 
phosphor bronze bushing. 

A NEW HEA V Y-DUTY 
V MOTOR: 4-pole shaded da
lton" specifically engineered ror 
Ihl. unit. Enllrelv Gerrard·bulll 
heavy dle-ca.1 housing. Dynamic· 
ally balanced armature. Rotor set 
Into permanently accurate. self~ 
cent.rlng, self.lubrlcating phosphor 
bronze bushings. 

A FREE·FLOATING ISO· 
~ LATED MOTOR MOUNT: 
A newly developed GARRARD 
principle, whereby the entire motor 
Is suspended in air bv two sets of 
counterbalancing tension springs. 
This unique mounting eliminates 
even the borest possibility of vibra-. 
lion being Iransferred to the unit 
Dlate. . 

~ NOISELESS MAIN SPIN· 
1Ii1 DlE: Rotates on s-ingle, spe..
cially designed frictionless semi· 
elliptical bearing of phosl>hor 
bronze which elimInates noise and 
rumble and Is simple and inexpen· 
,I". to check. and replace_ 

now presents its new 
MODEL 301 

\ItM1k~Mf// 

transcri ption turntable 

WHY RECOMMENDED: 

A BUILT.IN PRESSURE LUB
~ .. CATING SYSTEM: Over· 
sized greose-houslng permanently 
mounted on main spindle to Insure 
contlnuous, proper lubrlcalion at 
all times. Knurled knob, easily 
accessible from top of unit for 
turning, forces addltlonaJ lubricant 
Into spindle, when required. 

A VARIABLE SPEED CON· 
W TROL: Simple, loolproof 

eddy current brake permits in· 
stantaneous variation of all 3 
speeds. Positive action at all timos 
through permanent mognet .. which 
Interacts wflh revolving metol disc. 
No frlclion. no loss of efficiency. 

SPEED SAFETY LOCK: Mokes I,. 
mandatory to shut unit oR before 
switching speeds. An important 
safety device. preventing jomming 
of Idlers end operating mechanism. 

tt:JJt. RESISTOR.CONDENSOR 
W NETWORK: Eliminale. 
shulaR noise, which ts normally 
Induced through pldup to foud· 
speaker. 

PERFECTED TURRET· DRIVE 
MECHANISM. Large, INe pulleys 
ocluale ovenized live rubber Inter· 
wheat, which Is mounted on boll 
bearings and retracts upon shUlaR. 

SHUTOFF IRAKE: Slop. froe lurn· 
lable revolutions when unit is, 
switched off. 

ell. EXCLUSIVE MOUNTING'-=' SUSPENSION SYSTEM: P.r· 
mits unit to be mounted fi rmlv to 
motorboord In fixed relationship to 
tone arm. Entire motorboord (in
cluding turntable and tone arml 
Is then spring-suspended on bose. 
Spe cial conical Gcrr~rd springs 
and other hardware provided. 

~ HEAVY UNIT PLATE: En· 
V tirely dle-cest and aluminum. 

SPECIFICATIONS: Voltoge: Dual range, 100 to 130· and 200 10 250 volts. 
50 cycle pully availoble. Wow: Less Ihon 0.2% Flulter: less Ihon 0.05%. 
(Gaumonl-Kolee Wow and Flutter Meter Type 564) 3000 cycle constant 
frequency records at 33113. 45 and 78 rpm. Rumble: Virtually non-ex Is lent 
Cabinet spac. required: 16" bock 10 front x 133/." wide x 21/2" obov~ 
(excluding pickup) and 3Vt" below top of motorboard. Weigh!! Net 16 lbs •• 
Gross 20 Ibs. 

A quality·endorsed product of the British Industries Group: 
• GARRARD Record Players. LEAK Amplifiers 
• WHARFEDALE Loudspeakers • R·J Enclosures 
• RIVER EDGE Cabinets. GENALEX Tubes 
• MULTICORE Solders 

• • .~ 

INDIVIDUAL INSPECTION 
REPORT and owner' ........ : 
Great attention has been given 
to quality control details 
appreciated by the connoisseur; 
including the most exhaustive 
performance test· procedure 
ever devised by a gramaphone 
manufacturer. Accurate 
measurements of speed, wow-, 
flutter, rumble, flash and 
insulation are contained in au 
individual inspection card, 
enclosed with each Garrard 
Turntable and referring to that 
turntable only. Also furnished 
are a comprehensive 24 page 
book·bound owner's manual 
and a permanent, heavy·duty 
stroboscope. 

Write for illustrated • • • 
British Industries Corp., Dept. A· I 2·5 
Port Washinglon, New York 

Nomae ____________________ _ 

Pl ease send B. I.C. _ 
High Fidelity Pion Book. 

~ • 
8J.C- High Fidelity Plan Book •. ' • 

City, _____________ -170ne---Slale' ____ _ 

5Iree l' _____________________ _ 

• ______________________ . , __________________ II ______________________ ~----



HAROLD LAWRENCE '" 

Assisting At The Piano . 

ALTHOUGH NO ONE refers to a psycholo
gist as a "psychologyist," the word 
, 'accompanyist" is still in circula

tion- a minor but revealing indication of 
the way in which members of this profe~
sion are frequently regarded. Even to many 
of those who pronounce the word correctJy, 
the accompanist is little more than a sha
dowy figure making discreet noises around 
the curve of the concert grand. In critical 
reviews, he is generally an afterthought: 
" --- was the able accompanist," "As
sisting at the piano was ---," or, "Mr. 
--- was throughout an alert and sym
pathetic pianist." The more cynical music 
lover describes the accompanist as a dis
appointed soloist, just as the violist is lab
elled a frustrated violinist, or the critic a 
thwarted musician. In the hierarchy of the 
world of music, the accompanist ranks low 
indeed. There are pianists who wonld sooner 
bone herrings than accept an accompanist 
date. 

Music's second-class cit izen has not only 
the soloist and public to blame f or his 
predicament. Reconciled, or rather resigned, 
to beillg "in harness," the experienced ac
companist will take the line of least resist
ance. If he is an able assistant, he will 
adapt his style ,to that of the soloist, antic
ipating a change of pace, an alteration of 
tonal color, or a cresc~ndo and diminuendo. 
But the more .skillf nl he becomes, the mote 
the danger of his losing sight of the ulti
mate goal: that of making music together. 
How many times have we heard a singer 
rise on an impassioned phrase while the 
accompanist, though dutifully playing 
louder, hardly g~nerates enough excite
ment to palpitate a jelly fish 9 As a mat
ter of f act, the forte (not to mention for
tissimo) is ra'rely found in some accompan· 

* 26 West Ninth St., New Y ork 11. N. Y. 
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ists' equipment. They sometimes have to 
use it, but they'd rather not. This desire 
not to obtrude affects phrasing as well as 
dynamic range. Finding himself alone with 
a melody, our accompanist will perform it 
a bit faster thau he should and in a most 
routine, "let's get it over with" fashion, 
so that when the soloist takes over, the cou
trast will be to the latter's benefit. 

At - souata recitals the accompanist's 
stigma is occasionally removed. Here the 
pianist is an equal partner ill the musical 
activities. Furthermore, applause is meant 
for him, too. At the conclusion of a piece, 
he needn't remain seated, rising only when 
beckoned. Simultaneous bowing, however, 
is still a rare occurrence on the concert 
platform. With all due respect to such pian
ists as Emanuel Bay, Alexander Zakin, and 
Ralph Berkowitz, the public pays to heal' 
Heifetz, Stern, and Piatigorsky. There are 
exceptions, of course, both in concerts and 
on recordings. I n the combination of a pair 
of stellar personalities, each receives top 
billing, as in the following cases : Bruno 
Walter and Lotte Lehmann, Artur Schnabel 
and Pierre Fouruier, Rudolf Serkin and 
Pablo Casals, Robert Casadesus and Zino 

. Francescatti, Alfred Cortot and Maggie 
Teyte, and Vladimir Horowitz and Nathan 
Milstein. 

Some accompanists have achieved high 
reputations in their field. Among them is at 
least one who is proud of his metier. His 
name is Gerald Moore. Virtually every fam 
ous singer of the past three decades and 
many of the world's greatest inst rumental
ists (not to mention countless other lesser 
known musicians) have benefited at one 
time or another from the superb accompani
ments of tillS English pianist. Moore is a 
regular visitor to E.M.I. 's studios where 
his records number in t he hundreds. He is 

Gerald Moore
. uThe 

Accompan istU 

you'll geta 

Christmas bonus 

certificate worth 

$75 toward the 

price of a 620 

amplifier-speaker 

when you buy 

your Ampex 

600 recorder. 

Thi s unusual Chri st mas bonus is 
being offe red because Ampex 
wants mare peo ple to know just 
how goad a ta pe recorder can be . 

Th e sup erb Ampex 600 and 620 
combination can be yours fo r 
p ure mus ical e njo yme nt, th is 
Christma s an d for ma ny years to 
come. 

This special bonus offer expires 
Dece mber 24 , 1955 ~ After that 
da te the Am pex 600 and 620 
combination wi ll revert to regu 
lar establ ished prices . 

They are easy to own on 
Ampex's new finance plan

as little as 10% down 
at any Ampex dealer. 

AMlPlEX 
CORPORATION 

SIGNATURE OF 
PERFECTION IN SOUND 

934 Charter Street 
Redwood City, California 

Distribution in principal U. S . 
cities (liste d in your classif ied 

d ire ctory under t·' Recording 
Equipment" ); aistribu.te d in 

Canada by Canadian General 
Electric Company. 

Th is offer is limited to the 
Continental limits of the 

Un ited States, Ca nada, Hawaii 
and Alaska . 
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EXCITING STEREOPHONY RIGHT IN YOUR LIVING ROOM 

THE AMPEX 612 STEREOPHONJC SOUND SYSTEM 

Overwhelming! The startling realism of true stereophonic 
sound that only a superb tape machine can provide. 

And what a gift for the family. The 612 achieves vivid 
reproduction . . ' . music that seems to have actual presence 

right in 'the living room. It plays full and half track 
tapes too. Complete Stereophonic Sound System, in custom 

designed cabinets, is priced at $699 ~ a lasting 
investment in listening and enjoyment. 

SUPERB RECORDING ANYWHERE 

THE AMPEX PORTABLE 600 & 620 

Perfect! For the discriminating music lover ... hi-fi fan ... 
professional musician . .. or talented youngster, the 

Ampex 600 is the finest tape recorder you can give. Its 
brilliant tone and precise pitch combine with rugged construction for years of trouble-free 

performance. The 600 costs $545. The matching 620 Amplifier-Speaker is priced 
at $149.50. Together, in handsome Samsonite carrying cases, they form a complete 

integrated system - portable perfection in sound. 

Distributors in principal cities (see your local 
r------ -----, Telephone Directory under "Recording Equipment.") 

Canadian distribution by Canadian General Electric Company. 

SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND 

934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California 
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JlIO mutter 1IJ ner(f,,, 

The ve r y best in 
Custom Television 

by TECH· MASTER 
FOUND IN THE FINES T IN T ERIOR S 

As the custom installation signifies the ultimate 
in well-chosen decor .. . so the name Tech-Master stands for the utmost in 
Custom Television. The reputation established with the manufacture of 
the renowned Model 630 chassis is further enhanced by the outstanding 
Tech-Master Audiophile and Sound Theatre. 

Only Tech·Master has these outstanding plus featu res: • World-famous 3 tube synch ro-Iok 
picture circuit for constant picture stability . • 30 tubes fully used .• " Full Frame Mounting" 
. . . just a simple cutout is requ ired for installation . • High· fide li ty picture as well as 
exceptionol audio reproduction_ 

ill) 
See your Cttstom hi-fi dealer today . .. or write 

TECH-MAS TER CO RPO RA TI O N 
~ ~ 7S FRONT STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
"·O~/C IO-U~~ 

also the author of ·several books including 
The Unashamed Accompanist (1943), and 
Singer and Accompanist (1954) . I n Octo
ber, 1954, he gave a lecture-recital in a 
well-filled Town Hall. He began his pro
gram by playing the accompaniment to 
II Bacio, a dreary succession of oom-pall 
chol·ds. This was by way of illustrating 
"what most people think accompany jug 
consists of." He then proceeded to show 
the other side of the coin. The art song, he 
said, is actually a duet for voice and piano, 
and should be regarded as such by the 
artists involved. By not realizing this, the 
pianist- more often than the singer-fails 
to exploit the technical as well as interpre
tive resources of his instrument . 
. Understanding the text of a song is also 

vital to the· correct accOfnpaniment_ Moore 
recalled a story about H ugo Wolf's Bitt' 
ihn, 0 Mutter (Beg him, ° Mother) . The 
daughter is pleading with her mother to 
prevent Cupid from releasing his dart. A 
budding young lady accompanist chose 
the song as an audition vehicle for Moore. 
As she seemed about to bang the opening 
notes, Moore interrupted her with : "Do 
you know what these words mean'" 
"Yes," the student replied. "0, mother, 
bite him!" 

While devoting most of his program to 
Schubert, Brahms, and Wolf leider, Moore 
also examined sonata playing with the same 
mixture of wit and instruction. Most of t he 
program is now on a delightful Angel re
cording entitled The Unasha'med Accom
panist (35262) . 

Unfortunately for the accompanist, there 
are still many pieces and songs of the 1l 
Bacio variety left in the repertoire. Pagan
iui's M oto Perpetuo, Kreisler's Liebesleid, 
and Saint-Salins' Introduction and Rondo 
Capriccio so are a few examples. What the 
soloist frequently overlooks is the fact that 
his virtuoso training, at home in works of 
this kind, becomes a handicap elsewhere. 
There are actually times when he accom
panies the piano part. Take Beethoven's 
Spring Sonata: it opens with a theme 
played by the violin above a gently ripp
ling, eighth-note pattern. At the eleventh 
bar, the roles are reversed; but in some 
cases, you '0. never know it. The gentle 
rippling is transformed into a Kre,utzel 
etude with raised fingers, while some,vliere 
in the distance the poor pianist timidly 
enunciates the melody. 

An ideal "live" balance, on the other 
hand, can be and has been destroyed in the 
recording studio, where microphone place
ment makes for critical differences. Even 
one of the world's leading accompanists, 
Gerald Moore, has fallen victim to iIIJ
proper engineering, unwittingly drowning 
out baritone Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau on 
an HMV performance of Schubert's. Ver 
Erlkonig. In the majority of instances of 
imbalance, however, it is the name artist 
who recommends the setup that will favor 
his own part. Of conrse, with two promi
nent musicians in the studio, the techni
cians must remain impartial . 

At the turn of the. century, string quar
tets were " led" by the first violinist. To
day, the term is outmoded. The accompan
ist likewise is coming into his own. But 
what he still wants, when the music de
mands it, is not less taxation, but more 
representation. 
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New acoustic filtering keeps out ALL interference 
• New turntable design prindple, acoustic filtering, pre
ve~ts speaker, building and motor vibrations from ever 
reaching the turntable. This frees record playing from 
distortion found in conventional systems. 

• Center-gear drive, with torsional filtering, eliminates 
"garbling" of high frequencies which results from the 
flutter inherent in rim drive. 

• Separate vernier control of each speed allows super
exact pitch adjustment. Convenient pushbutton selection 
of 33 V3, 45 and 78 rpm speeds. 

• Optical stroboscope for extremely precise speed set
tings, even while record is playing. 

• Built-in vibration isolation and pickup arm mounting 
system, simplify installation. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Rumble more than 60 db below recording level - wow and flutter less than 
0.1 % - built·in slip·clutch permits cueing - heavy non·magnetic cast alumi· 
num turntable - heavy·duty special induction motor with dynamically balanced 
rotor and extremely low hum field - pickup arm mounting board furnished 
with turntable - dimensions: 167/8" x 14'/2" X 7118" - accessory mahogany 
base $14.95' ' Slightly higher west of Rockies . . 

The perfect answer where space is at a premium 
• Includes complete equalizer-preamplifier with Bass, 
Treble · and Loudness controls, plus four-position record 
compensator. 

• Same sensational AM, FM, and binaural performance 
as in 330 tuner described above. 

• Special provisions for playback of pre-recorded tape 
through your music system. 

• New two-speed planetary-drive tuning; high speed for 
. instant station choice, slow speed for precise . timing to 
weak stations. 

~---------------------

• New chassis design of the 331 and 330 makes custom 
installation very simple. Beautiful accessory case available 
for using tuner on table top or shelf. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

FM and AM sections same as 330, above - selector switch for two high level 
inputs, four equalization curves (RIAA·NARTB·Ortho., Orig. AES, Orig. Col , oUR 
78), NARTB tape playback, FM, AM wide range, AM normal , AM distance_ bass 
and treble controls - two magnetic pickup inputs - recommended for use 
with any H. H. Scott power amplifier - beautiful accessory case $9.95 
'Slightly higher west of Rockies. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FREE - valuable booklet 
on high-fidelity amplifiers! 

Send this coupon, with your name and address, or 
write for FREE BOOKLET A-1255 and complete 
catalog on amplifiers, tuners, turntables, and noise 
suppressors. 

~·~·§£ott 
H. H. Scott, Inc., 385 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 

._--------------------- 38S PUTNAM AVE . • CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS. 
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THE ONLY STUDIO-QUALITY 

R.ECORDER. .UNDER $300! 
If you want to make studio-qual

ity tapes and have less than $300 to 
spend for equipment, there is only 
one tape recorder you can buy-the 
DeJUR Dual Professional! 

The DeJUR -Dual Professional, op
erating at an economical speed of 
7% ips (up to 90 minutes of playing 
time for less than the cost of a good 
LP record!) equals or exceeds the 
performance of high-priced profes
sional recorders, operating at 15 ips! 

We invite you to compare the 
DeJUR Dual Professional with the 
most expensive tape recorder made. 
Listen to both in an A-B test. We're 
:mre you won 't be able to tell the 
difference! 

Here are a few of the specifica
tions (checked by an independent 
engineering firm and confirmed by 
the testing laboratories of America's 
leading high fidelity distributors) : 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE. At 7% ips, 
40 cps to 16,000 cps, ± 2 db. At 33,4 
ips, 50 cps to 10,000 cps, ± 2 db. 
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO. Noise is 
down 55 db. (equalling or exceeding 
the figure for recorders priced at 
$600 and up!) 
WOW AND FLUTTER. Less than 0.1 % 
at 7% ips, 0.2% at 33,4 ips (The com
petitive recorder closest in perform
ance has 0.25% and costs $100 more!) 
Such a low figure is made possible 
by the use of a heavy-duty, dual
speed, reversible hysteresis motor 
(not a 4-pole motor) which is inde
pendent of line voltage fluctuations. 
EQUALIZATION. Professional 
NARTB equalization is employed so 
that the new commercial pre-re
corded tapes can be played back with 
perfect "broadcast" fidelity. 
INSTANT TRACK SWITCHING. Four 
separate heads are used - an erase 
head and a record-playback head for 
each of the dual tracks. When the 
end of the reel is reached on the 
first track, simply press a key and 
the tape motion is reversed, auto
matically recording or playing back 
the record track. Anyone who has 
fussed and fumed while changing 
reels in the middle of a symphony 
will greet this feature with cheers! 
ELECTROMAGNETIC DYNAMIC 
BRAKING. No belts, pulleys or 

8 

clutches to get out of order and de
teriorate performance! Instantan
eous stops in record-playback, 1,4" in 
fast wind - without tape stress or 
strain! 
ILLUMINATED TAPE COUNTER. 
Clock-like dial indicates footage so 
accurately tape can be indexed to a 
single note! 
AUTOMATIC STOP. By the use of in
expensive DeJUR Aluminum foil 
leaders, tape motion can be stopped 
automatically at the end of a reel. 
PUSH-BUTTON KEYBOARD. All func
tions are controlled by relays actu
ated by piano-type keys for simple, 
easy operation. 
INPUTS. 2 high, 1 low inpedance. 

These are just a few of the many 
specifications which make the DeJUR 
Dual Professional the only logical 
choice of the serious high-fidelity 
enthusiast. 

DeJUR Dual Professional Tapedeck 
ready to plug into your high fidelity 
system-Only $299.50 audiophile net. 
Also available in 
handsome, scuff
proof carrying 
case complete 
with built-in 6-
watt power am
plifier, 2 electro
static speakers, 
3 PM speakers , 
and wide r ange ' 
'cardioid micro
phone for only 
$379 .50 a udio
phile n et. 
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES. Remote 
control foot switch $19,50 DeJUR 
wide-range cardioid mike $29.50. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 

DeLlUR·AmSCO CORPORATiOn 
'Dept. A-2, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

r-~OTHING COMPARES WITH A 

I DedURa · 
({!lJua/ pjff_/~deo.~tal I 

i TAPE RECORDER . , 
t ____ ~~_ __,_,_.,,_,_~___ _, i 

LETTERS 
No Needling? 
SIR : 

My article in the October issue ("The 
record dealer views the stylus problem") 
has, by all t he evidence, caused a cousider
able stir, especially among record dealers. 
Many of them have writteu kiud comments 
about the article relating to our mutual 
needle problems. Mauy interesting letters 
have also been received from individuals 
outside of the music industry-engineers, 
executives, and so on-also co=enting 
favorably. In all truth, we have yet to re
ceive one letter making adverse criticism 
about this ar ticle. 

Many thanks for printing the story. 
SAM GOODY 
235 W. 49th St., 
New York 19, N. Y. 

(Thanks for wri ting it. ED.) 

Sealed Records 
SIR: 

Mr. Bartok's problem with sealed records 
is a real one, and I can understand the 
failure of his experiment since I am one 
of the customers on which it f ailed. Unless 
I am familiar with a particular recording 
I would hesitate to buy it without a hear
ing. 

I agree with Mr. Canby that it , would 
be nice to buy records undamaged by the 
reeord butchers that often frequent t he 
record shops. The seal that is not a seal 
is of little value, as one local record dealer 
fcund after opening one for me only t o 
find t hat someone else had been there first. 

Surely there must be a solut ion to this 
problem, at least for t hose dealers t hat 
handle a relatively large volume. I have 
often wondered why the demonstration rec
ord principle is not used in a joint plan 
between manufacturers and dealers. Some 
large dealers hav.e done this on their own, 
and I feel that some mutual arrangement 
could be worked out that would help every
one. 

Let us not give up yet. 
DONALD S. BLISS 
Route 2, Box 419, 
Albuquerque, N. M. 

c~ 
R~ ... 
Posi tions Wa nted and Positions Open a re 
lis ted here a t no cha rge to industry nor to 
individua ls who are members of the Audio 
Engineering Society. Positions Wanted 
lis tings from non-members are handled at 
a charge of $1.00, which must accompany 
t he request. For insertion in this column, 
brief announcements should be Bent t o 
AUDIO, P. O. Box 629. Mineola, N. Y. be
fore the fifth of the month preceding the 
date of Issue. 

• LeavIng' army in July '56. Seeking per
manent employment career in a udio a nd 
h i-fi. Degree in Physics; Phi Beta Kappa; 
lifetime interest in m usic a nd sound. 
highly experienced in dealing with the 
public; excellent facility wit h technical 
equipment and l!terature. Married, age 
26, own car. Desire to locate in Wash ., 
Phila., N. Y., or Boston area. Box 1201, 
Audio. 

* Audlo E ngIneer. Experienced hi-fi and 
PA circuit and prototype development . 
Mus t be familiar with practical measure
ment tech n iques and capable of bench 
work. Cha llenging work w ith a leading 
New York manufacturer. Box 1202, Audio. 
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... and iust in time for Christmas! 

SAVE 

*290 
ON EVERY REEL 

Here's your favorite recordz"1zg tape
"SCOTCH" Brand Magnetic Tape 111 at a 
new low price!" SCOTCH" Brand slashes 
the price from $5.50 to just $3.50! Take 
advantage of this giant saving to stock 

up on the tape used by radio 
stations the world over. 

"SCOTCH" Brand Magnetic. 
Tape 111 offers you superior 
recording resul-t-s ... reel- to

reel uniformity, higher 
fidelity and the exclusive new 

"Loop-Lok" reel for easier 
threading. No wonder it's the 

first choice of engineers here 
and in almost every 

country abroad! 

Buy now. See your dealer and treat yourself 
and your recorder to the best in sound. And 
don't forget you save $2.00 on every reel! 

Magnetic Tape 111 
The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Magnetic Tape made in U. S. A. by MINNESOTA MINING AND 

MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sales Office: 99 Park Avenue, New York 16', N.Y. 
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THE ONLY 
3·SPEED, 16·INCH 
TRANSCRIPTION 

TURNTABLE 
WITH HYSTERESIS 

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 
PRICED AT $250.00 

, I 

............ _------------------

THE 

REK-O-KUT B-ISH 

10 

FOR BROADCASTERS AND RECORDING STUDIOS 

The B-16H offers you the finest pro· 
fessional pe.r;formance at the lowest 
cost. Functionally and economically it 
is the outstanding investment in the 
turntable field. 

Mechanical simplification is the en
gineering secret of the B-16H. No 
more parts have been used than are 
absolutely essential for efficient opera
tion. Because of this, the B-16H has 
proven itself to be consistently reliable 
in performance. And it requires no 
more than routine maintenance. 

Here are some of the feature advan
tages: 

• Hysteresis synchronous constant
speed motor • Cast aluminum turn
table -lathe-turned with extra-heavy 
rim-dynamically balanced • SIngle· 
ball pivot bearing suspension • In. 
stantaneous selection of record speeds: 
33Y3, 45 and 78 rpm • Built-in, re
tractable 45 rpm record hub • Attains 

operating speed within 1h revolution 
• Speed regulation well within 
NARTB standards • 15 o/<i -inch turn
table Qiameter allows Va inch over
hang for cueing • Fits most existing 
co,nsoles. 

Extremely low distortion-rumble, 
wow and flutter - has been achieved 
through effective acoustical damping
in idler design and motor suspension
careful attention to motor bearings
concentricity of parts-proper harden
ing of surfaces - and the many tech
niques which make up the years of 
specialized experience acq)lired in the 
development of high quality record
ing and playback 

. equipment. 

CONSOLE CABINET 
Model C-7B for 
B-16H ........ ,$109.95 

TV'rite for complete specifications to Dept. AM-1 

REK-O-KUT COMPANY 
Makers of Fine Recording and Playback Equipment 

38·01. Queen$ Boulevard, Long hi and City 1, N. Y. 

-

N~W LITERATURE 
--• ORBa.dio Industries, InC., Opelika, Ala .• 

in a new fo lder titled "How Magnetic Tape 
Is Made," offers free to owners and oper
a tors of tape recorders, students, a nd 
others interested in m agnetic recording, a 
great deal of useful and interesting in
format ion about the manufacture and 
quality control of m agnetic recor~ing 
tape. The publication thoroughly deSCrIbes 
a nd illustrates in a series of photogra phs 
every step in the manufacture of tape, 
from start to finish. Written in the la n
guage of the layman, this booklet will be 
of great interest to every tape recorder 
owner. Your request for a free copy 
s hould be directed to Dept. 25 at the 
address shown above. D-l 

• Harma.n-Xardon, InC., 520 Main St., 
Westbury, N. Y., has just announced a 
new 17-page full-color catalog containing 
information on the complete line of H-K 
high-fidelity instruments. Profusely il
lustrated, the booklet pictures each unit 
in an appropriate setting with brief speci
fi cations and descriptive highlights. This 
catalog will give the reader n ot only an 
understanding of the various Harman
K a rdon hi-fi components, but will also 
assist him in gaining full comprehension 
of the term "high fidelity." Copies are 
available from hi-fi dealers throughout 
the country or by writing direct. D-2 

• shure Brothers, Inc., 225 W. Huron St., 
Chicago 10, Ill., explains the f unction and 
importance of the piclrup ca rtridge in a 
high-fidelity system in a booklet issued in 
behalf of the new Shure "Music Lovers" 
cartridge. The publication contains con
siderable information on the potentiali
ties of ba rium titanate cart ridges for hi-fi 
reproduction. Thoroughly described is the 
new Shure cartridge and its "needle
shift" design which eliminates turnover 
of eithe r the cartridge or the stylus, and 
the simple method of replacing the stylus 
in seconds. Copy will b e mailed on re
quest. D-3 

• G&ne,ra,l Industrial Company, 5746 N. 
Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Ill., has just pub
lished a new and colorful catalog which 
features many items that have been added 
to General's standard line consisting of 
inter-communication systems, steel shelv
ing, 'lockers, and storage cabinets. Shown 
in a wide variety of · sizes and capacities 
are plastic drawer cabinets which are 
ideal for small tools, nails, etc. Copy will 
be mailed free on request. D-4 

.Ohmite Manufacturing Company, 3680 
Howard St" Skokie, Ill., gives sp~cifi~a
tions and features of the new Ohmlte lme 
of sma ll wire-wound vitreous-enameled 
resistors with axia l leads in a two-page 
Bulletin No. 147 which has just been pub
lished. Listed in the fo lder a re the two 
sizes, 5 and 10 watts, which are carried in 
stoc1r in a wide r ange of values. Also 
s hown is a price schedule. Copy will be 
mailed on request. D-S 

• Bakelite Company, 300 Madison Ave., 
New York 17, N. Y., presents a wea lth of 
information of great value to manufac
turers of electronic equipment in a new. 
revised "1956 Condensed Referllnce File; of 
Bakelite Plastics- and Resins." The 12-
page booklet summarizes technical data 
about the wide range of special and gen
eral-purpose Bakelite phenolic, vi;hyl, 
styrene, polyethylene, fiuorothene; poly
ester, silicone and epoxy plastics and 
resins, and Krene film a nd sheeting. More 
than 50 plastics and resins are described 
under the headings : Molding Materials, 
Extrusion Materials, L aminating Plastics, 
Bonding Materials, Vinyl Calendering Ma 
terials, Protective Coating Resins , Flex
ible P ackaging, Flexible Film and ~heet
ing, and Plastic Rigid Sheets. CopIes of 
the booklet are available to business firms 
on request. D-S 

• Electro-VOice, Inc., ' Buchanan, Mich., 
does a superb job of illustrating and de
scribing the entire line of E-V profes
s ional microphones for TV and broadcast 
use in a new 32-page catalog which is of 
equal value to station management and 
engineers. The booklet gives detailed ap
plication information, also features and 
specifications for each E-V microphone 
used in TV and broadcasting. Operating 
principles a re described as well as oper· 
ational features such as polar pa tterns, 
frequency-response curves and wiring dia
grams. Development and manufacture of 
the microphones is explained in a special 
section. Requests for copy should s pecify 
Catalog No. 120. D-7 
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EDITOR'S REPORT 

END OF SHOW SEASON 

WITH THE FIRST OF DECEMBER comes a tem
porary cessation of audio shows, giving us 
time to mix into the greatest show of all

Christmas. And a good thing it is, too, for it would 
be more of a chore than usual to try to attend audio 
shows and keep up with the required amount of shop
ping-including both that which we want to do and 
that which we feel obliged to do. Naturally, many 6f 
us will indulge some of our Christmas savings for new 
pickUps, turntables, changers, arms, amplifiers, speak
ers, and cabinets, or at least we may try to get away 
with it, and anyhow, there's no harm in dreaming, 
is there~ 

Perhaps it is just as well that the last of the shows 
ends on November 6, for by Christmas time we may 
(possibly) have forgotten just what it was that we 
wanted most and would acquire as soon as the budget 
permitted. And even though budgets become strained 
traditionally over the year-end, there is still a sur
prisingly large volume of sales during the months of 
November and December. 

The Industry's first show under its own banner was 
held in Philadelphia, and a most successful show it 
was, we are told by our associates who attended. This 
is only the forerunner of more industry-run shows, 
and it is likely that they will continue to be as success
ful as the first one. 

The show in Mexico was also industry run, and it 
too was a complete success. Measured by what the ex
hibitors expected and planned to consider a success, 
the show rang up an impressive 200 per cent. The 
AMIAF had convinced itself (not us, we admit, 
modestly) that an attendance of 5000 would be con
sidered good-yet the three-day exhibit played to a 

house of over 10,000. And it was by far the most 
beautiful audio show ever held so far, with decora
tions and flowers that would do credit to the plushiest 
fashion exhibit. Since we recognize that we may be 
somewhat prejudiced by the reception we received 
at the hands of the people in Mexico, we have asked 
Leonard Carduner to describe the show to our readers, 
assuming that in one trip he may not have succumbed 
to the lure of our neighbors to the South. 

EYES IN BACK AND IN FRONT 
It is the usual custom in December for editors to 

review their progress over the past year and make 
optimistic statements about the coming twelve months. 
We have tried that many times, and after turning out 
what we consider to be a masterpiece of literature, we 
seem to remember that it sounds familiar. Checking 
back to the previous December, we often note that the 
material is an almost verbatim copy of the earlier 
effusion. So this year we will refrain from much 
eulogizing' and promising and say only, "Let's look at 
the record." 

Our worst fault in '55 was in coming out late, start
ing with late Spring and continuing until October. 
Now we are nearly up to normal again-one cannot 
catch ,up completely in one month, anyway-and we 
promise we shall try to stay there. Even the most un
believeable of excuses actually happened to us this 
year-one of the two-color presses did break down. 

This year, we shall keep our New Year resolutions 
to ourselves, so if we fail only our conscience will 
bother us. After aU, we do want Audio to be your 
favorite magazine, and that is what we strive for con
stantly. We can only promise to keep on trying. 

frnftt nIl of us tn nIL nf ynu 
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the first really new pickup in a decade 

Made by perfectionists -for perfectionists. 
The FLUXVALVE is literally the 
cartridge of the future, its unique 
design meets the demands of all 
presently envisioned recording 
developments, including those utiliz
ing less than 1 mil styli. 

There is absolutely nothing like it! The 
FLUXVALVE Turnover Pickup pro
vides the first flat frequency re
sponse beyond 20kc! Flat response 
assures undistorted high frequency 
reproduction - and new records 

THE 

luxvalvE. 
PICKUP 

retain their top "sheen" indefinitely, 
exhibiting no increase in noise ... 
Even a perfect stylus can't prevent 
a pickup with poor frequency char
acteristics from permanently dam
aging your "wide range" recordings. 

" With this revolutionary new pickup, 
tracking distortion, record and stylus 
wear are reduced to new low levels. 
The FLUXVALVE will last a lifetime! 
It is hermetically sealed, virtually 
impervious to humidity, shock and 
wear ... wi th no internal moving parts. 

The FLUXVALVE has easily replaceable styli. 
The styli for standard and microgroove record 
playing can be inserted or removed by hand, 
y.tithout the use of tools. 

For a new listening experience, ask your dealer to demonstrate the new FLUXVALVE . . ,words cannot describe the difference ••. but you will hea-r it! 

"FOR THOSE 

WHO CAN 

HEAR" I THE 

DIFFERENCE" 

PICKERING Be CO., INC. 
OCEANSIDE, LONG ISLAND, N.Y. 

PIONEERS IN HIGH FIDELITY 

, •• Demonstrated and sold by Leading Radio Parts Distributors everywhere, For the one nearest you and for detailed literature: write Dept.A-9. 
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Whiskers on tin-plated steel, enlarged 6 times. Immense yield strength 
of metals in whisker form was discovered by Bell scientists. 

The clue of the metal whiske'rs 
The habit of close obserVation at 
Bell Laboratories often turns "tre
mendous trifles" into important scien
tific progress. Such a case occurred 
when unexplained short circuits in 
wave filters seemed to be associated 
with a zinc-plated mounting bracket. 

Close scrutiny disclosed a whiskery 
growth on the zinc plating. Similar 
whiskers of tin were found growing 
on tin -plated equipment. Studies 
showed the whiskers to be tiny single 
crys.tals of metal. 

Suspecting that these unusual crys
ta1s might be of essentially perfect 
structure, alert Laboratories scientists 
saw an opportunity at last tel test 

an important metallurgical theory. 
The scientists studied the whiskers, 

grew larger ones, and showed that the 
crystals had enormously high yield 
strength as predicted by the theory 
for perfect crystals - a strength far 
greater than for the same metal in 
any other known form . This clue has 
opened new frontiers in the study of 
what makes metals strong or weak, 
and has excited metallurgists all over 
the world. 

Thus, another new advance has 
come out of the Bell Telephone Lab
oratories practice of scrutinizing ~ 
everything that can play a part in 
better telephone service. 

Through the study 01 thousands 01 specially cui· 
tivated whiskers, Bell scientists seek fo prevent 
treacherous growths in telephone equipment. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

JIYIPROVING TELEPHONE SERVICE FOR AMERICA PROVIDES CAREERS FOR CREATIVE MEN IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL FIELDS 



Electronic O rgan In Kit Form 
For Home Construction 

RICHARD H. DORF ~' 

In Three Parts-PART I 

Full details on design and construction of AGO-spec con
cert organ which can be buil t by anyone from ki t parts. 

NOW THAiI' ELECTRON IC ORGANS can be 
designed and built to sound just 
about any way the designer wishes 

- up to and including a r eally fine imita
tion of pipe-organ sound- the futUl'e 
appears to contain a genuine boom ill 
organ sales among the general public. 
E lectronic organs are nothing new, how
ever , to a large group of people (most 
of them technically inclined) who have 
for years wanted to build one and many 
of whom have spent countless hours try
ing to evolve successful designs andl or 
duplicate commer cially built units. Un
fortunately, experience is the best 
teacher in this kind of work and there 
is little practical experience to draw on ; 
this, and the necessity for some very 

" Electl'onics Consultant) 255 W est 
84th S t., New Y o1"lr, 24, N. Y. 

-

sp ecial p arts not available from elec
tronic supply houses, has kept the num
ber of successful amateur organ effor ts 
down to a very small handf ul. 

Recently, however, The Schober Organ 
Corporation l has come out with what 
appears to be the answer to the organ 
constructor's prayer - a full concert 
organ which can be built by anyone, 
with or without t echnical experience
f rom several kits of parts accompanied 
by exceptionally clear and informative 
instruction material. The kits are ex
pected to attract not only the p eople 
who have long yearned to build an 
organ, but also those who may never 
have thought of it before but would like 
an organ and find attractive the idea of 

1 35 Dail S t ., N ew H yde P al'k , N . Y. 

Fig. 1. The complete Schober Electronic Organ in the console designed for it. 
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acquiring one for less than half the price 
of its commer cial equivalent. There are 
24 separate kits which, when assembled, 
make up the comp lete organ, leaving 
the constructor with nothing to s2ek out 
on his own excep t solder and ordinary 
r adio tools. To increase the price advan
tage and make things easy f or the con
structor of modest income, each of the 
kits may be bought separately when and 
as the money becomes available. 

There is nothing toy-like about the 
Schober Organ, nor is it an abbreviated 
or cut-down version of anything. It has 
two f ull 5-octave manuals, full 32-note 
pedal keyboard, 19 stops giving as 
many authentic-sounding pipe - organ 
tone colors, and six inter- and intra
manual couplers. P laying dimensions 
conform to those set up by the American 
Guild of Organi sts f or pipe organs. The 
instrument is played e)..'nct ly like a 
pipe organ-including r egistration- and 
sounds so much like one that the first 
question from many nontechnical people 
is, "Where are the pipes 'I" 

Design Standards 

Designing a fin e electronic organ f or 
home construction is a bit more difficult 
than designing one that is to be sold in 
stores as a complete unit. In addition 
to assuring that the instrument will be 
as good musically as its commercial 
counterpart, special approaches and 
techniques must be used in physical de
sign to make certain that the average 
(and also the less handy than average) 
constructor will be able to understand 
the job and do it with a minimum of 
error and profanity. The detailed de
scriptions later in this article will show 
how this has been done. Suffice it to say 
at. this point that three principal factors 
are important : 

1. Unitized constntction. I n the elec
trical equipment there are functionally 
20 separate sections. In a commercial 
organ these might be combined into a 
f ew major groups, with each group 
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Following the phenomenal success 

of the industry-sponsored 

Philadelphia High Fidelity Music Show 

•.•..... 1 held in November of this year 

THE INSTITUTE of HIGH FIDELITY MANUFACTURERS 

a non-profit corporation devoted to the 

advancement of quality in sound reproduction 

ANNOUNCES that it will 

hold its first 

NEW 'YORK HIGH FIDELI'TY SHOW 
during 

SEPTEMBER 1956 

These industry-sponsored shows are intended to 

p rovide the place and the oppOltunity for new 

audio developments, techniques and equipment 

to be seen, heard and appraised by the general 

public. The readers of this magazine are earnestly 

solicited for their views on show format and 

practices, that these shows may better serve the 

growing public interest in high fidelity. 

Please address all replies to: Show Plans Committee 

INSTITUTE OF HIGH FIDELITY MANUFACTURERS, INC . 
25 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. 
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foil; it was only able to retain its sbape 
partially, and that for very few play
ings. Subsequent technical improve
ments, however , made the phonograph a 
popular device by the turn of the cen
tury. It is curious that our modern r e·· 
cording system, in which the record is a 
mechanical copy of the original maste.r, 
is more closely related to Cros's system 
than to E dison's. Emil Berliner, the 
father of the moulded or cast r ecord, 
began his research work by successfully 
carrying out Gros's proposals. 

The Mechanical or "Acoustic" 
Phonograph 

It would be useful to consider the de
sign of the non-electric phonograph, as 
illustrated in (A) of Fig. 3- 3. A better 
insight can thereby be gained into the 
function of the various components of 
a modern electronic system. 

The wave forms frozen into the r ecord 
groove control the vibrations of the 
playback sty lUi:! when the groove is 
traveled past the stylus by a revolving 
turntable. These stylus vibrations, al
though they contain a fairly large 
amount of mechanical energy, engage 
practically no air, like the revolutions 
of a bladeless electric fan. The needl e 
is therefore attached to a diaphragm, 
which vibrates in sympathy with the sty
lus and has a much larger surface area 
in contact with the air of the room. 

But even the r eproducing diaphragm 
doesn't get a sufficient bite of the air for 
practical purposes. Ther efore the dia
phragm is placed at the narrow throat 
of an acoustical horn, and the actual 
usable sound emerges int0 the room from 
the much larger mouth of the horn. The 
system works somewhat as though the 
diaphragm area were really that of the 
horn's mouth. 

It can be seen that all of the energy 
radiated by the horn is taken from the 
mechanical vibrations of the needle, and 
the forces between needle and record 
groove are neceEsarily very great. This 
has obvious implications for record wear, 

TAPE MECHAN ISM 

'PICKUP 

but perhaps more important, the de
mands for power placed on the "sound 
box" or "speaker" (old-fashioned terms 
for the needle-diaphragm-head assem
bly) place a severe limitation on musi
cal fidelity; High distortion and peaked 
;md severely limited frequency response 
are to be expected. 

The Phonograph Amplifier 

The solution to this problem lies in 
changing the f unction of the phonograph 
pickup, from the primary .generator of 
sound power to a device which controls 
an outside source of power. If the power 
from the outside source is made to oscil
late in imitation of the needle vibrations, 
two benefits can be derived: 

1 . The final output of -the sound 
derived from the record groove can 
be much louder. 

2. The power demands on the 
pickup itself are no longer heavy. 
The pickup can be designed for qual
ity rather than loudness; the problems 
of uniform, extended frequency re
sponse, and low distortion, are con
siderably lessened. So, incidentally, is 
the r equired 'Weight on the pickup and 
the grinding away of the record 
groove. 

The controlling' of an outside source 
of power to conform to given oscillations 
is called amp'Zification. The first phono
graph amplifier was pneumatic : the 
needle was made to actuate an air valve, 
which periodically throttled a flow of 
compr essed air. Most of the work of 
radiating sound power was thus per
formed by the . ail' compressor, and the 
stylus was relieved of part of its burden. 

All modern sound reproducing sys
tams use amplifiers, but unlike the first 
pneumatic systems these amplifiers are 
electronic. The phonograph pickup is no 
longer a sound generator but an elec
tric generator. It produces small alterna
ting voltages at its terminals, whose 
wave forms conform to those of the 
groove and of the recorded sound. I The. 

ST~~tiS\ TONE ARM 
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TUNER 

SPEAKER 
SYSTE M 

Fig. 3-4 Diagram of a com plete mode rn sound re produci ng system. 

(A) 

c@n»'1 
(B) 

Fig . 3- 3 (a ) The mecha nical phonog raph 
(b ) The elect ric phonog raph. 

pickup has to generate very little power, 
because the output voltage can be ampli
fied to almost any desired degree. The 
amplified electrical power must finally, 
of course, be converted back into sound 
by a loudsp eaker. The two types of re
producing system. electrical and purely 
mechanical, are shown in Fig. 3-3. 

The Modern Sound Reproducing System 

The purpose of the historical ap
proach used above has been to furnish 
the reader with an appreciation of the 
r eason for the modern audio system 
being designed as it is. With the elec
tronic amplifier supplying the brute 
force, so to sp eak, the mechanical 
components-pickup and loudspeaker
can be built in such a way as to suppress 
the natural resonant tendencies inherent 
in mechanical vibratory systems. 

Before discussing each of the audio 
components in detail, it would be useful 
to make a brief survey of the entire re
producing system. The complete system 
is illustrated in Fig. 4-3. 

First of all the disc record must be 
revolved by a m ota?· and tw·ntabZe. The 
chief operational requirements of this 
part of the system are that it revolve at 
the correct speed, that the sp eed be con
stant, and that extraneous vibrations do 
not communicate themselves to the 
pickup. 

The first of these requirements is for 
the purpose of ~eeping the reproduced 
music at the same absolute pitch at 
which it was recorded: too fas t a turn
table speed will make the pitch sharp. 
and too low a speed will make it flat. 
The second condition listed, constant 
speed, is required in order to avoid pitch 
variations, or "wow". The third r equire
ment, lack of extraneous vibrations, 

(Oontinued on page 51) 
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NE'W ALTEC 

biFlex SPEAKERS 
Jr, .. t. .. 

OUTPERFO:RM 

ANY OTHERS OF 

COMPARABLE PRICE ! 

Deve loped i n A lt ec Lans ing's famous aco ust ica l laboratories, the biflex speakers represent an 

enti rely new co ncept i n loudspeaker des ign. Thi s new deve lopme nt , mul t i ple co ncentric comp l iances, 

per mi ts st eppe d sections of t he cone t o rad iat e diffe rent f requencies, t hereby achieving a smoother 

and 'more ext end ed fr equ ency range th an prev iously attai nab le from a sing le cone lou.dspeaker. 

Th e pe rfor ma nce of t hese new A ltec biflex speake rs is so amazing t hat th ey mu st be heard 

to be be l ieved. See you r A ltec dea ler soon f or a de mon strati on of the ir range and fid eli ty. 

408A 412A 415A -
8" , 15 watts, 60-13,000 cycles, $24.00 12", 20 watts, 40-13,000 cyc les, $45.00 15", 25 watts, 30-13,000 cycles, $60.00 

These frequency ranges, measured in Altec's anachoic chamber, are guaranteed by-the manufacturer_ 

ALTEC FIDELITY IS HIGHEST FIDELITY 

Dept. 12· A , 
9356 Santa Mo ni ca Bl vd., Beve rl y Hill s, Calif. 
161 Sixth A venue , New York 13, Ne w York, 

reproducel's' . loudspeakers. amplifiers. preamplifiers. tuners. enclosures 
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The Sound Reproducing System 
SOUND- Chapter 3 

EDGAR M. VILLCHUR~' 

A discussion of the background of the phonograph and a description of the major 
elements of a home music system as used today in installations of va ri ous sizes. 

THE PHONOGRAPH is a classic example 
of an invention that cannot be 
credited wholly to one man. In 1877 

Edison directed his assistant, John 
Kruesi, to construct the first complete 
re.cord-reproduce jystem, but sound re
co;rders were sold . on a commercial basis 
as' early as 1860, .and Thomas Young's 
"A Course of Lectures on Natw'al Phi
losophy" described and illustrated a 
crude but practical sound recorder in 
1807. 

Young's recorder consisted of a sharp 
metal stylus held by spring tension 
against a revolving cylinder, the cylin
der coated with wax and turned by 
a governor-controlled gravity motor. 
When a vibrating' body such as a tuning 
fork was held against the stylus, a wavy 
line was cut into the wax. This line 
represented the wave form of the vibra
tions, and it could be studied and ana· 
lyzed at leisure. T·he -recorder was a 
mechanical draftsman, that could sense 
very small motions and record pressure 
changes that took place within a period 
of a very small fraction of a second. 

By 1856 Leon Scott de Martinville 
had constructed "t he "ph!lnautograph" 
(self-writer of sound) illustrated in 
Fig. 3-1. The sound wave-form was 
scratched by a hog bristle stylus on the 
surface of a cylinder coated with lamp
black, but the big advance over Young's 
machine was the fact that the phonauto
graph could record directly from the air. 
The force of the acoustical vibrations 
was concentrated by a horn onto a dia
phragm, and the stylus was attached to 
the.. ",diaphragm, so that the recording 
needle ,·did not have to actually touch 
the vibrating source of sound. This 
device, which corresponds in function 
to the modern oscilloscope, was a cata
logue item of the Paris firm of Koenig, 
and was sold as a measw'ing instrument 
to acoustical laboratories. 

The phonautograph which is at the 
Smithsonian Institution at Washington 
would undoubtedly reproduce music if a 
proper record were placed on its re
volving cylinder. The theoretical possi
bility of playback was understood then, 

" Woodstock, N. Y. 
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too, but the lampblack records were use
less for playback, as their grooves were 
not rigid enough to direct the vibrations 
of a playback needle. About half a year 
before Edison got his brainstorm Charles 
Cros conceived a method for bringing 
the groove sinuosities back to life as 
sound. The lampblack recording was to 

Fig . 3-1 Th e phonau tograph of l e on 
Scott d e Mart inv ille-a com me rcial sou nd 

recorder of the e ig hteen s ixties. 

be photo-engraved on a metal cylinder, 
and running a needle through the hard 
groove would then cause the needle to 
vibrate from side to side, in the same 
time pattern as the hog bristle stylus 
that first inscribed the line. 

For reasons . which may be related to 
nineteenth century differences in tradi
tion between the scholar and the indus
trial engineer, Cros didn't even construct 
a working model, but merely fi led a com
plete, sealed description of his system 
with the Academ'ie des Sciences. On the 
other hand, less than a month after 
Edison first conceived of a r eproducing 
phonograph the country was reading 
about a working unit in newsp aper 
headlines. There was a great stir of 
excitement over this amazing tonal imita-

\ tor, (see Fig . 3- 2), with public demon
strations, lectures before august scien
tific bodies, and a visit to the White 
House. 

The excitement soon died down, as 
the Edison machine was an impractical 
toy, with neither permanent records nor 
usable fidelity. The recorded groove was 
indented into a semi-hard material, tin 

Fig. 3-2 Ed ison wi th his t in-foil phonograph . 
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Mexico's First Hi-Fi Fair 
LEONARD CARDUNER ':' 

Observations from one familiar with U. S. a.udio 
shows on the occasion of his first trip to Mexico 
and his visit to the first fair South of the Border. 

IT WAS, PERHAPS, entirely fitting and proper that our first 
visit to Mexico should have coincided with the first Mexi
can High Fidelity Fair and that the first two words of 

Spanish that we learned should be . "Alta Fidelidad" or 
High Fidelity. I' . 

Surrounded as .we are by photos of the display end of the 
first Mexican Fair, we will restrict our own observations to 
the "human" side of the exhibition, as we saw it. 

The first thing with which we were impressed was that 
the Fair took place in what is considered to be the very 
best hotel in Mexico City! It is an amusing sidelight that 
after the first day of the Fair, the management of the hotel 
informed the sponsoring committee that the hotel would 
not be available to them for the following year ! It appears 
that the hotel owners were not aware of the amount of 
noise which would be created (more about this later), nor 
were they quite prepared for the number of visitors! As 
the hotel is rather a small one, by United States standards 
and as there were only two small elevators in use, those of 
our readers who have attended Audio Fairs in various 
cities in the United States can well imagine the resulting 
chaos. In fact, at various times during the day the que.ue 
for the elevators extended right across the lobby, outside 
into the street and ·around the corner of the hotel. 

The people who came to this Fair were extraordinarily 
well behaved, vexy quiet and spurred on by a genuine intel'
est in high fidelity. By proportion, there were more women 
accompanying the men than we are accustomed to seeing 
at our Shows. However, there were · no children anCL we 
would be inclined to say that the average 'age of the visitor 
was somewhere' around 40 years. ' 

In fact, the thing that was most impressive was the 
orderliness and courtesy of the visiting public. The hallways 
in the hotel were unusually good looking, decorated in col 
orful, cheerful pastels. Outside of each room were large 
vases of beautiful flowers, together with easels bearing a 
large display card of the exhibitor. We failed to see a 
single one of these vases or display signs disturbed or upset 
in any way, although many thousands of people passed 

• British Industries C01'pomtion, 80 Shore Road, Port 
Washington, N . Y. 

Upper left: Ga[.tard of ,Mexico displays both sides of chang
ers. Right, top: to bottpm': Example of fine cabinetry by Villa
real, GuadSJlat&ra; G.E. · provides living-room setting in 
Presidential 'suite; Collaro displayed old phonographs, new 
changer; Corporacion Mercantil showed Stromberg-Carlson 

line; decoration is typical of all exhibits. 
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name components, which we list with 
their specifications, carefully scanned: 

1. Argos bass-reflex speaker cabinet 
DBR-2, ported above and below the 12-
inch speaker opening; a version of the 
distributed port. 

2, 3. Electro-Voice 82D cartridge with 
diamond stylus for LP; separate 82S with 
sapphire stylus for 78's. Ceramic ele
ments, with response flat ± 2.5 db at 20-
15,000 cps with new standard RIAA 
curve. High-level output works into 
3-meg load at 0.5 volts. No inductive hum 
pickup; a compliance of 1.5 for clean 
highs; distortion less than 2 per cent. 

4. Garrard RC80 automatic record 
changer, pusher type platform; three 
speeds; . plays all size records. Inter
changeable plug-in-heads for either crys
tal, ceramic or magnetic,cart;ridges; tone
arm muting switch . activated between 
change-cycle. Comes completely wired 
ready to play, with two empty cartridge 
shells, 45 rpm spindle. 

5. General Electric S-120l-A 12-inch 
full-range speaker, 8 ohms impedance, 
25-watt · output, f'requency : range 50~13,-
000 cps; magnet weight 14.5 ounces. 

6. Harman-Kardon model A-200 
AM-FM tuner. Seven tubes plus sele
nium rectifier. Counter-weighted tuner 
control has built-in AFC defeat. Arm
strong FM circuit with Foster-Seeley 
discriminator. FM sensitivity 3 mv for 
20 db quieting, 5 for 30 db quieting. AM 
is superheterodyne circuit, automatic vol
ume control and built-in ferrite loopstick 
antenna. Phono input and a.c. receptacle. 

7. Pilot 10-watt amplifier model AA- -
903, Williamson type, with preamp. 
Seven tubes including rectifier arid push
pull output tubes. Controls for on-uff 
volume, bass and treble, and equalizer 
selector for LP, NAB, AES and foreign 
re.cordings. Frequency response ± 1 db 
from 15 to 40,000 cps. Distortion less 
than 1 per cent at 10 watts, hum level 
70 db below 1 volt. Three inputs for 
l'adio and auxiliary equipm~nt, and one 
with adjustable impedance for matching 
various magnetic cartridges. 

The point is that these are by no 
means "junior" components, in any sense 
of the word. They have been selected 
with an -eye on cost, it is true, but they 
are of known make and proven design 
and so you are going the hi-fi way, all the 
way. Which means that, while adding up 
to a total of around $275, the resulting 
system compares 'with anything that the 
ready-built boys have to offer and we 
fancy its components are rather superior 
in flexibility, variety, adaptability-they, 

. or their successors (if any) and because 
they have been housed with these objec
tives in mind. Change any of the compo
nents ~ That is a possibility, but not be
fore and unless they get infinitely better, 
class for class: and that is how the junior 
hi-fi powerhouse has been rigged. But 
not for damaging disembowelment-not 
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when changing a unit for a better means 
just removing a disposable, thin ply 
panel board, mounting the new appara
tus and putting it back, with new holes 
drilled in a new board, is all. 

Growing into Hi-Fi 

We hold that any escape from the 
adenoidal sounds generated by the un
regenerate pre-war phono pickup, or 
from the buzz-box tuners of the same 
era, is a good escape. Making fully good 
our youngster's escape to hi-fi called up 
our sense of dedication to a task needing 
to be as well done as we knew how, down 
to the last swipe of the waxing cloth 
across the as yet unformed face of the as 
yet unformulated design of a cabinet or 
cabinetry in which or to which the com
ponents could be congregated or secured. 

The family bookshelf, a many-used 
thing, figured in our final decision as to a 
mode of housing. It formerly held books 
and the encyclopedia; now it is children's 
toys, blocks, balloons, rag dolls, roller 
skates, etc.Etc. They have also con-

, tained a p(i)rtable phonograph, a toy ac
cOl'dion, a musical jack-in-the-box. The 
toy accordion has long since been en
thusiastically torn apart, and a displaced 
person is now the box's jumping jack. 
Displaced also from its ever so well-in
trenched importance, the old-line por
table phono, now good only up to the 
point of pleasing the three-year old's 
playing those ages-old nursery rhymes, 
at the quickly spun-out 78-rpm rate. Not 
that the 78's have played their interest 
right out the window, kids being notedly 
conservative in their likes, but that rec
ord players are today obviously better 
sounding, even to ears so young. So the 
portable phono is now the sometime 
play-thing of the three-year old, because 
the handling of it is her proud new abil
ity. When, as a result of her condition
ing to things of higher fidelity the nine
year old put in her wish for an hi-fi out
fit of her own, the convenient and pat
ently versatile shelvings (16 inches deep) 
suggested the germ of a rather simple 
solution to the placement of the system. 

To Encase or Bookcase the' Hi-Fi? 

Or so it seemed, at first glance. Aside · 
from first having to get the components 
then fitting a container around them 
(which is the sensible thing to do) the 
shaping up of the enclosure needed more 
than 'a glancing think. Shaping up, in 
the sense that the tuner, amplfier, and 
record player if concealed too well or 
affixed too permanently to panels or onto 
slide outs might be serviceable for use but 
not service-able for maintenance. And · 
there was the question of open display 
on the shelves, today's factory-fitted 
tuner and amplifier cabinettes being 
quite attractive in themselves. Perhaps a 
desirably inexpensive solution, but 
ruled out because the clutter of wires and 

trailing cord sets might expose the 
youngsters to danger of shock, not to 
mention having to push-pull the record 
player-all of it involving too much di
rect handling of the components. Evi
dently, the units had, in turn, to be pro
tected against mishandling by the kids, 
yet placed for easy servicing and parts 
replacement, and arranged for easy 
operation, too. Also, since the shelves 
provided housing-in-depth for the hi-fi 
equipment, a front close-off would be 
adequate. And for the reasons mentjoned 
above, a close-off designed to hold each 
component securely, at rest and in oper
ation, and give access to the works. 

As worked out, the solution took shape 
as a frame, 60 inches long by 19 inches 
high, with three doors, modelled in es
sence after the abovementoned triptych 
altarpiece. The frame is built with solid 
walnut top and bottom rails 1% inches 
thick by 2% inches wide, solid walnut 
upright inside stiles of the same dimen
sions; and narrower stiles at each end, 1 
inch wide by 1% inches thick. The two 
middle uprights are ' double-dowelled to 
the top and bottom crosspieces and cold
glued as shown in Fig. 3. The thinner end 
stiles are mitred and held in place with 
three screws set flush into reamed-out 
holes at each end (Fig. 4). These are 
covered with walnut veneer to conceal 
th~ screw heads (Fig. 5) which also 
gives a glimpse of the frame-with-door 
arrangement. Note the mounting of the 
shelves holding the tuner and the ampli
fier, their fore -edges cut on a bias along 
the arc of the radius through which the 
shelf must travel to swing clear. 

The amplifier used in this system is 
integral with preamp, the chassis there
fore being just too deep to clear the 
door opening, though it too is mounted 
on a bias-cut shelf. As both doors were 
designed symmetrically, in proportion to 
the width of the center door, and all of it 
kept to an over-all size to fit the book
shelf area, the full swirig-out of the am
plifier unit was accomplished by mount
ing its control panel to slide in a slot 
molding at the top, while slits cut 'into 
the shelf accommodate the slender (VB
inch) round bolts with hex nuts used to 
secure the chassis to the shelf, with just 
enough play to allow the amplifier chas
sis to be slid far enough over by hand 
(about an inch) to swing clear when it 
needs to be inspected. In fact it is quite 
accessible through the opened record 
player door (Fig. 6). 

Incidentally, both the tuner and the 
amplifier control panels are of % -inch 
walnut veneer plywood, cut to fit these 
components (Fig. 7) and mounted with 
four wood screws to the back of the 
doors, which makes them easily remov
able if need be without expensive cutting 
over of the furniture-finished doors. A 

(Continued on page 59) 
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~. !llr-
.Fig . 10 . Th!l .summ ing up: The bookshelf houses the compone nts in depth; th e w alnut-veneer fram e wi th 
doors 'd~er the load-bear ing . Note flush setting of control knobs; also frict ion drop-lid hinge holdi ng record 
player fi rni for loading and starting . Also that amplif ier control s at the ri g ht are conven ie nt to the player. 
Framew o rk "is secured to books he lf with screws through the top ra il. Mate rial fo r fra me is solid walnut, 

inside and out; doors, w alnut-venee r. 

longer cares for her simple portable phonograph, nor her 
strictly, stridently amplitude-modulation radio, night table 
size. The origins of this displeasure, and the resulting wish 
for a hi-fi outfit of her own can be laid to her piano lessons 
as well ail to the floods of disc, tape and FlVI music pouring 
out of a three-way speaker system morning, and we guess 
nOOIl, and certainly night, to which this nine-year old has 
been e~posed . DI·encluecl is the word for it, really, in the 
closeness of a very tight city apartment. So there it was, 
the beginning·, ~s yet unnoted particularly, of the junior 
hi-fi powerhouse deal. For the time had come to consider 
what price hi-fi peace at home, and vel·y mind the cost. Like 
a time for orthodontia, Brownies, booster shots, anti-polio 
vaccine, and so on- all valiantly faced and put behind (in 
spirit and gelt-anschaung )- so comes a time of pre-adoles
cent sophistication with \vhich family elders must variously 
negotiate at the summit to sue for peaceful co-existence. 
(Thus spake Spock!) 

Shopping the Field 

The decision to do something· about p leasing the young 
psyche with hi-fi satisfactions though affirmative, was made 
with the reservation of getting upstairs quality at a down
stairs price. So, with the median system behind us, we went 
back ashore to do some snooping and shopping among the 
ship-chandlerish delights of the hi-fi agorae. Such profusion! 
Such variety! Such claims ! Such beguilement! W ere you to 
whisper "esoteric" fast, we'd be inclined to say a "yup" 
right back to you. Insidish, specialish, like ordering your 
first suit in Savile Row (this, we can only imagine), that's 
how your hi-fi shopper usually sets the jib of his mood. But 
hold it, son. That kind of starry-eyedness can but lead to 
starey-eyed letdown when totting up the final cost. Especially 
when a second hi-fi system is to be shopped. And so we 
thought to explore first the case-goods or all-in-one cabinet 
hi-fi offerings, looking for the bargain buy. 

In short, here is what we happened to find as we went 
gaily forth to inspect packaged hi-fi offerings at depart
ment store and record shop, chain store and service-instal
lation spots. We sampled table model and semi-portable 
phonos at just under a hundred dollars, and automatic 
phono plus AlVI-FlVI tuner, amplifier and multiple speakers 

, all in one cabinet, at a tempting less -than three hundred 
dollars or just over that. Neither did we overlook some im
posing case-goods items offering AlVI-FlVI, short-wave and 
phona combos p lus speakers at around five htmdred dollars; 
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one without short-wave at just under three hundred dollars; 
another, with short-wave only at under three hundred dol
lars ; and a phono (only) console at just under two hundred 
dollars. Not to mention a console housing an accessory
studded phono only with separate speaker cabinet for close 
to one thousand dollars. And for the same price, about, 
another maker's offering of a combination radio-phono with 
three-way plus cross-over speaker system. 

It was not exactly comparison shopping. We didn't mean 
it to be, but it came to the same thing in the end. There had 
been the notion that something good and hi-fi could be found 
in tuner- and -record-player equipped consoles at about two 
hundred or two fifty . Find it we did, as r eported just above. 
But it was our impression, and a qifficult one to shake, that 
the component audio p arts of a few of the offerings in the 
affordable price group were in some way stowed, or stacked 
or strangulated to fit into rather ' tight console situations. 
But it is quite possible that, given the extra floor space, one 
or another of the console offerings, especially in the around 
three hundred dollar bracket, could have been made do as a 
second hi-fi system. (Their components and specifications 
seemed to be on the excellent side). What with one thing 
and another, more likely rightly than wrongly, we finally 
came back full circle to a shopping procedul'e that, as f ar as 
we can tell, has been and continues to be p eculiar to· the hi-fi 
industry, wherein the shopper is known to prefer · picking 
the ingredients himself. For his version of a bouillabaisse 
of hi -fi components, he would rather point a finger at the 
"makings" rich with promise than wrap his fist around an 
all-in-one deal, good as that may be in its way. He knows 
that he can weld the individual makings together to suit his 
plain or fanciest fancy, and within a given framework of 
cost, naturally. 

Shopping the second system thus became a matter of se
lecting ingredients of gClod repute available currently, but 
not without first a quick look at the right hand figures of the 
menu. Then eorrelating the cost with the most compatible 
quality factors, turning up finally with a l'oster of quite 
wholesome and we believe as .durable components as can be 
found anywhere in today's catalog of hi-fi merchandise for 
the devotee of at home with audio, old or young. 

Hi-Fi Repertory 

In alphabetical order the second hi-fi system installation 
includes the following seven items of well-known brand 
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Fig. 7. Power jig-saw is used for precision 
clamped down panel for component controls . For you, a 
stickleback saw will serve the same purpose. (See page 29, 

,I' at home wi th Audio, April 1954, for list of woodworking 
[1.,1 and other tools). 

Fig. 9. Precision tools were used for the smallest detail. For 
you, the hand drill shown in Figure 4 can be used to pre pare 
the brackets (as here) for screwing to the bcicks of the doors. 
The holes are pre-drilled and then reamed out so the screw-

heads will set flush, and tine. job a neat one. 

and anguished wails over poppa's devoted' big-earing of the 
f ull-throated big affair in the living room cornel', with a 
corresponding sickness at poppa's otherwise hi-fi: proud 
heart' P recisely because of its excellencies as a pUl'veyoi~ ,of 
musical and other sound, does a good hi-fi system, usually a 
feature exclusively of poppa's living at home-with audio, 
among other things- bring to the surface in mom and the 
kids come of the more , divergent undergrainings and la 
diffe~'ences due to their own listening preferences, listening 
times, listening instrumentation. One can cope with and 

become almost deaf to howls of turn it down! it's noisy! 
too loud! turn it off ! must you, now? and so on. Just step 
on that l OO-watt amplifier and blast it, man, blast it! And 
. .. dare you~ 

As a watter of fact, most of us hi-fi poppas tend to be 
placative, if anything, suing for peaceful co-existence on 
any terms, even at the price of a second hi-fi system. The 
elements of such a situation can be innocent enough. The 
old man's hi-fi has so charmed a daughter , an impressionable 
j unior· below-teen-ager, with its superior sound, that she no 

", 

Fig. 8. Door-hidden and door-held and protected , th e tuner is secured to a removable thin plywood pqnel; 
the chassis is held firmly to the shelf with screws. She lf, and supporting bracket have been cut on a bias 
to cleqr past door fram e when opened up for inspection or servicing. Note spring-loaded catch in lower 
rail, to hold door firmly closed . Functional ventilating holes are arranged in symmetrical, well-balanced 
pattern. Interior of shelf, back of doo r opening, is cl ear of obstructions, for thorough airing of equipment. 

c' 



Fig. 3. "Mockup" of framing shows components in their 
assigned. spots; also dowels i~ center posts, mitre-cut 
side posts, to assure all-around rigid, twist-free hi-fi 

load-bearing frame. 

Fig. 4. The frame in process of being c-c1amped to set 
the dowelled and mitred jointings. Note three-screw 
head ' pattern at mitred corners, pre-bored and reamed 

out for flush set-in of brass wood screws. 

THE POSSIBILITY has always intrigued us that there may 
be other cabi.D.etry solutions than adaptations of egg
crate or kitchen stove, steamer trunk or flour-bin, drum

table or ottoman, as feasible manifestations of the will-to
live at home with Audio. Something a little quieter seeming, 
say, than furnitUre with .doors ,aj:lir,."m-awers ...ag,ape and 

,-cascading, as it 'were, all over the place. Cabinetry acting 
by itself as a modest conversation-piece when closed, be-

-comes an eloquent mouthpiece when opened up for business 
with decibel and watt, cycle and microvolt. Something other, 
in short, than a pastry-dish array of components more for 
display (conspicuous consumption idea) than for "feasting." 

The subject of this month's ossay happens to be the 
"frame for hi-fi" type cabinetry, suggested particularly 
where spare floor-space is scarce and where sizable book
shelves are the permanent wallflowers. But perhaps you 
may not be inspired, as we were, to solve a hi-fi housing 
problem (a subject contained in the agenaa of this depart
ment) by going in for building a sort of triptych enclosure 
for your system. What happened is this: one day our three
year old asked her standing "look-in-the-book" question, 
"What they doing'" while paging through a book of art 
reproductions· (it happens). And looking her way we saw 
a triptych altarpiece painted by Hans Memling (Fig. 1). 
There, quickly, was the framing answer to a question framed 
in our mind in an effort to solve a family problem with, until 
that moment, no palatable answer. But here was answer 
enough, it would seem. For our lengthwise dimensions we 
followed the proportions of this triptych, applying the 
narrow end stiles, the heavier top and bottom rails and 

" Art Treasures from Vienna. Copyright 1949, Europa Verlag 
A. G., Zurich. 

Fig. 5. Preview of components placement 
and checkup of radii cut in equipment shelves 
and brackets to clear frame when swinging 
component-bearing doors out for servicing. 
(Design of Junior Powerhouse Cabinet copy
right 1955, Lewis C. Stone.> 
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middle supports of its framework to form our junior-hi-fi 
powerhouse. A year-end undertaking, reaching well into the 
Yuletide season, the junior powerhouse and its vari-func
tioned family of senior hi-fi components (what else') has 
been declared for official unveiling come Christmas day. 

- . Having Tecently' sent -the 'median--cost hi-quality hi-fi sys
tem down the ways (see AT a~ME WITH AUDIO, October 
1955), a system, as you may remember, that was housed in 
a hi-fi "powerhouse" cabinet of our design, it was to be 
expected that a follow-up discussion of a lower-cost but 
nonetheless hi-quality system might also report its con
tainment in a powerhouse-junior cabinet, or its equivalent. 
A junior version, yes, but not necessarily a cut down copy 
of its median forerunner. In truth a.nd in fact, it was no 
copy at all, yet functionally deserving of its powerhouse 
identity, as seen in Fig. 2. And we say this in a spirit far 
and away this side of idolatry_ For that matter it is highly 
probable that there would have been no "junior" sequel at 
all, with its hunt for wantable and affordable components, 
presumably pared-down cabinetry, and all. At least not so 
soon after senior's "birth." 

Family Entrance 

The blame, or credit, must be laid to family living, with 
or without hi-fi: striated, laminated, basically a form of 
existence criss-crossed with innumerable · grainages of 
temperament, mood, and inclination-these, rarely synchro
nized-like a many-layered plywood, held the more firmly 
together (oddly enough) by virtue of these contrary grain
ings. V'ive-la-diff erence! of course ; what's more fundamental 
as a cohering force in the long run' And what, on the con
trary, so invidious, in any day's run, as the distaff protests 

Fig. 6. Record player an.d amplifier-preamp are paired off 
for ' conveniently joint operation. With player door opened, 
amplifier inputs and level controls are easily right-handy. 
Note accessory 3-way plug attached to inner face of upright, 
powered from outlet in amplifier, and providing convenient, 
uncluttered hook-ins for tuner and record player power cords. 



Fig. 1. Triptych altarpiece after Hans Mem
ling. Symbol of the holiday season, it is also 
the pattern for design and proportioning of 
junior powerhouse for second hi-fi system. 

at home with 

Hi-Fi Give-Away 

LofWlS G. STONE 

Stuffer for a child's Christmas stocking is family's second new hi-fidelity system 

Fig. 2. Bookshelves, long a wallflower feature of the childre n's room, are glamorized w ith three-door panel 
for new hi-fi system of their own. Tuner mounted in left door; ampl ifier in right door, to be handy to oper
ate control when middle door bearing record player is opened fo r use . Speaker cabinet (left) is bass re-

flex, holding a 12-inch full -range speaker. 



ment of the groove (recording level). The 
wavelength y traced at any given point 
of the r ecord is equal to the lineal' veloc
ity V of the groove at that point, divided 
by the frequency f of the signal delivered 
to the recording stylus. Thus (1) can be 
written : 

(2) 

For minimum tracing distortion it is 
necessary that l ' ~ 1°off, where 1'eft is the 
efl'ective r adius of the r eproducing stylus 
ti p and equals tip mdius time cosQ /2' 
where a. is the total groove angle. For C( 

_ 0 _ tip 1'adius 
-90 ,'I"el/ - . Thus the follow-

'12 
ing relationship exists in place of (2) 

( 3) 

The new seven-inch r ecords are designed 
for use of a quarter -mil reproducing 
stylus tip radius. For commercial phono
graphs with somewhat limited frequency 
response, a 0.3-mil tip radius is adequate. 

The ratio of groove displacement for 
the conventional LP and the new records 
(XLP) will be determined by app'ying 
formula ( 3) to both types of records. 

LP 1' l ell = 4n2 F 2 D 1 
(4) 

XLP V/ 
(5 ) 

from (4) and (5) follows that : 

D. =(V2)' '!...l ef/ 
D J VJ 1" el l 

(6) 

The inside grooves of the new records 
after forty-five minutes playing time 
follow a diameter of 3.93 inches and 
V 2 will be 3.42 ips. For standard LP 
records 8.75 ips is the value for VJ 
corresponding to an inside diameter of 
5 ins; 
also 

1" ell = .001/'12',= .00071" and 1'<01/ = 
.00025/'1/2= .000178". 

Thus 
D./ D 1 = 0.61. 

Therefore, for equal amounts of tracing 
distortion the ma...'l:imum groove disp lace
ment (recording level) for the new rec
ords should not exceed 61 per cent of the 
standard LP records. 

Actually a recording level of approxi
mately 6 db below LP records is em
ployed, corresponding to a 2.5 cm/sec 
lateral groove standard at 1000 cps. 
Tests have shown that though the signal 
output from the new records is roughly 
one-half that of the LP l'ecords, the sig
nal to noise ratio remains substantially 
the same. This is apparently due to the 
lower stylus force (2 grams) and the 
smaller contact area (.25 mil tip r adius) 
as well as to the lower linea r sp eed. 

T he use of low stylus force also r e
sults in reduced stylus wear even though 
the stylus pressure has theoretically ill-
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creased. Life tests carried out with 
sapphire stylii on the new records showed 
less wear after the same number of 
hours' playing time than the 1-mil
radius styli with 6-8 grams pressure, 
p laying stand~rd LP records. These 
paradoxical r esults could be explained 
by the "size effect" described in a paper 
of Prof. F . V. Hunp 

It may be interesting t<J determine 
what performance the new records are 
capable of at the maximum outside di
ameter of 6.625 ins. in terms of the 
equivalent diameter of a stan~ard LP: 
from equation (6), 

(V2)2 =0.611·'elf =0.152 (7) 
VJ 1" 01/ 

7[el, 16) 6 
Substituting for V 2 ) - 60 and for 

rrd J 33.3 
VlJ --6-0-

where d. is the diameter of the outside 
groove of the new records and dJ the 
diameter of the standard LP groove with 
the same p'erforman.ce quality in terms of 
tracing distrn:tion. . 
Now (7) can be expressed as 

ell = 1.28 d. ( 8) 
and f or d2 = 6.625 in., elJ will be 8.5 in. 

Thus the tracing distortion in the new 
seven-inch records during forty-five 
minutes of continuous playing between 
the diameters of 6.625 and 3.93 ins. will 
vary as the tracing distortion on stand
ard LP records between the diameters 
of 8.5 and 5 ins. 

When recording speech, each side of 
the new records is capable of carry.ing 
one full hour. The inside grooves for 
one hour duration correspond to a di
ameter of approximately three inches. 
At that diameter, the linear groove ve
locity is decreased over the inside groove 
velocity for music and from (3) the 
frequency for which the mlllllllum 
radius of CUI'vature equals the effective 
stylus tip radius CRn be expressed as 
follows: 

(9) 

Now substituting for the lineal' velocity 

V (1'pm) n d inches/sec wher e d is the 
) 60 

groove diameter and r.p.m. is 16.66, the 
r esultant frequency will be: 

F=0.14 cl'\. f D1. - (10) 
" 1 ell 

For equal maximum groove deviation D 
an d effective stylus tip l'adius, the rela
tionship of frequencies f or 4- and 3-in. 
diameters will be 

F (3");= 0.75 F (4") (11) 
Thus for speech records of one hour 

duration pel' side, the recoTding char-

2 F . V. Hunt "On Stylus Wear and Sur
face roise in Phonograph Playback Sty· 
]us", JAES, Vol. 3, ro. 1, J an. '55 

acteristic should be so modified that the 
amplitude excursions at frequencies 
above 2 or 3 kilocycles be limited to % 
of the values used for music recording 
a t the larger inside groove diameter. In 
practice it was found that because of 
the natural lack of high frequencies in 
speech, the above conditions are fulfilled 
automatically and thus the standard re
cording charactel'istic can be employed. 

The new 7 -in. extra long playing rec
ords designed for automobile USf,'l cannot 
be played on existing home instruments. 
There are several types of home phono
graphs on the market which contain the 
16-2/ 3 speed but the relatively heavy 
pickup arm and the I -mil stylus radius 
are not suited for p laying the extra fine 
grooves. 

In the car these records meet all the 
necessary criteria mentioned earlier in 
this article. DUTing a two-houl's program 
only one interruption is r equired, namely 
to flip over the record, and thus there 
will be no need for a r ecord changer. 
The required stoTage space fOT the maxi
mum playing time is at a very minimum, 
about 13 per cent that of the 45-rpm 
system or of a tape system. The manu
facturing costs are reduced in about the 
same proportion. Figw'e 4 shows a com
mercial pTessing of one of the new rec
ords, with Tehaikovsky's Sixth Sym
phony on one side (42 minutes) and a 
series of Russian Dances on the other. 
The Player 

Because of the small size of the record, 
it was feasible to design a compact p layer 
which, with the cooperation of the 
Chrysler Corporation, was fitted into 
their 1956 series of cars. In its current 
form the player is mounted on a base 
which can slide in and out of a metal 
container mounted underneath the dash, 
as shown in Fig . 1. When opening the 
door, the p layer can be pulled out a 
sufficient amount to dTOP a record onto 
the tUl'ntable as in Fig. 2. 

The pickup and arm device r epresent 
a radical departure- from existing prac
tices. The distanGe bet)Ve~I!~ the stylus 
and the vertical arm axis~ is only 3lj2 ins. 
Between the vertical axis and the arm 
bearing there is a fluid of propel' viscos
ity f urnishing adequate friction to per 
mit the arm to follow Tapid torsional 
movements of the cal', at the same time 
providing a virtually frictionless bear
ing for following the extremely fine 
groove pitch. Also this method helps to 
damp out area r esonance. 

Inside the arm is a cartridge assembly 
which pivots around a horizontal axis 
and is carefully balanced so that acceler
a tion fOTces in a veTtical plane are 
neutralized and will not displace the 
stylus from th e groove. A small spring 
applies approximately 2Y2 grams force 
on the cartridge in the direction of the 
record, thereby assuring adequate track-

(Continued on page 63 ) 
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tages to consider. For instance, a par
ticular section on a recorded tape would 
be quite difficult to spot unless some 
fairly elaborate and costly system were 
employed. Also the electrical output of 
the tape is low and requires considerable 
equalization which would necessitate the 
use of a preamplifier as part of the tape 
machine. Last but not least, the public 
has been accustomed to the use of records 

• to such an extent that, unless some ex
tremely foolproof and simple method 
were found to play tape, considerable in
ertia would be encountered from the 
very outset against its large-scale use. 

The next medium which was investi
gated dealt with phonograph records. 
The 78-rpm type record is wasteful of 
speed, space, and time, and so the 45-
rpm record was considered next. Its 
small size (7-in. diameter) and availabil
ity at least in the popular music field 
made it seem attractive at first glance. 
However, further investigations revealed 
that from the point of view of the auto
mobile driver the mere fact that this 
record can be played on his machine (if 
he has one) at home does not offset some 
serious disadvantages. The maximum 
playing time on the current 45-rpm rec
ords is 8 minutes on each side (extended 
play) or 16 minutes per record. 

Thus to provide two hours' entertain
ment, almost eight of these records would 
be required (7.5 exactly). This then 
calls for a record changer which has to 
be loaded with seven or eight records in 
their proper sequence, and for each hour 
the listener will get seven or eight inter
ruptions. Clearly this is not desirable in 
a new system designed for many years to 
come. The manufacturing costs of put
ting two hours of program on seven or 
eight records would be of considerable 

16 

Fig. 3. The High
way Hi-Fi record 
player removed 
from its under-
dash mounting. 
Not e reversed 

pickup arm. 

extra expense to the ultimate customer 
and the storage of such stacks of records 
in the car represents a problem in itself. 
The space occupied by a record changer, 
even of the 45-rpm type, and its accom
panying cost are also undesirable. 

The next consideration was given to 
standard long-playing records which, as 
is known, turn at 33% r.p.m. The maxi
mum playing time per side of a 12-in. 
LP record is approximately 30 minutes, 
and does not fully satisfy the playing 
time requirements for the automobile. 
Due to the large diameter of the rec
ord, it would be difficult to design a 
sheck-proof player mechanism without 
undue size and cost an,d the storage 
problem also could be ,~", 9.ifficult one. 
It then appeared ,that Jh,t;l, possibilities 
among the existing systems; were ex
hausted and thus something entirely new 
and more, suitable for the, car had to be 
foU:nd. It'wo~ld ~e~ni. best to omit the 
trials and ti'ibulationsof the ' period of 
research that followed. The final out
come was a new record and record 
player, ' mated to each other, and de
scribed in the following . 
The New Record 

The record is seven inches in diameter, 
as shown in Fig. 4, turns at 16-2/3 
r.p.m., and can carry up to forty-five 
minutes of music, or one hour of speech, 
on each side. The number of grooves pel' 
inch is approximately 550 (or twice as 
many as the conventional LP). The 
forty-five minutes of playing time pel' 
side does not take variahle pitch record
ing into account. Its use would provi'de 
further leeway in the recording of long 
musical works. Economically this new 
record represents by far the least expen
sive method of reproducing music. With 
a maximum of one-and-a-half 'hours of 

music, or two hours of speech, this seven
'inch record brings the physical manu
facturing costs of music or speech re
production to an absolute minimum. The 
basic design of the records is such that 
after complete mastery of the cutting 
and production techniques, they should 
give performance substantially equiva
lent to current LP l'ecords. In the follow
ing some theoretical ' considerations will 
be given which will serve to substantiate 
this 'statement. 

There are many criteria which will in
fluence the performance of a record, but 
among the important technical considera
tions one should consider these three, 
which determine its basic capabilities: 

1. Frequency response 
2. Signal to noise ratio 
3. Tracing distortion 

A close interrelation exists between these 
three items, and the last one is particu
larly dependent on the dimension of the 
reproducing stylus. 

Linear groove velocity and groove 
deviation (recording level) for a given 
reproducing stylus radius are the chief 
factors determining record performance. l 

' The inside grooves of standard LP rec
ords for maximum playing time lie along 
a diameter of approximately five inches 
and represent a linear velocity of 8.64 
ips. Tracing distortion, one of the deter
minants of record performance, is pri
marily a function of the minimum radius 
of curvature of the traced waves as re
corded on the disc, and of the effective 
reproducing stylus radius. Distortion in
creases very rapidly when the effective 
stylus radius exceeds the minimum ra
dius of curvature of the traced wave. 

The minimum radius of curvature of 
the traced wave on the record can be ex
pressed as: 

(1) 

where ), is the wavelength of the recorded 
signal and D the peak-to-peak displace-

1 The Oolumbia, Long-Playing Micro
groove Recording System. P. O. Goldmark, 
R. Snepvangers, W. S. Bachman, Proa. 
I.R.E., August 1949, pp. 923-927 

Fig. 4. The new 45-minute XLP record 
requires a minimum of storage space. 
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Highway Hi-Fi 
PETER, C. GOLDMARK* 

Bringing for the first time the facility of "Music 
you want when you want it" to the motorist-par
ticularly the one who may want his own prefer
ence of music over that of some disc jockey's. Fig. 2. The simplest of operations is required to change records. 

As the automobile became one of the 
most prized and necessary posses
sions of almost every American 

family, the question was frequently 
asked why, with the amount of time 
spent driving, recorded music and speech 
is not available in the car' 

The question is quite proper because 
driving nowadays in modern cars is so 
effortless that the driver's attention to 
road hazards is almost the only exertion 
required. It is a proven fact that listen
ing to the radio while driving does not 
interfere with one's ability to' drive 
safely-as a matter of fact it contributes 
towards the driver's alertness by pre
venting drowsiness. It would thus seem 

• Chief Engineer, CBS Labo~'at01'ies, 
Inc., 485 Madlison Ave., New YO~'k 22, 
N. Y. 

quite natural to provide the driver with a 
system of recorded sound, giving him a 
choice of programs most suited to the 
environment of his interests. Thus the 
CBS Laboratories and the Chrysler Cor
poration established a joint program in 
the area of recorded sound for the auto
mobile with the purpose in mind of in
troducing this new medium to the motor
ing public if the result of the studies and 
subsequent technical development should 
warrant it. 

The successful conclusion of this pro
gram has recently been announced to the 
public by the Chrysler Corporation. 
Under the name of "Highway Hi-Fi," 
Chrysler is making available in all their 
1956 models (Imperial, Chrysler, De 
Soto, Dodge, Plymouth) a special auto
mobile phonograph which is mounted 

Fig. 1. Resembling a small auxiliary heater in appearance, the new XlP record 
player installs under the conventional auto radio. 
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under the dash and uses a 7 -in. extra
long-playing record. The unit is shown 
installed in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Prior to tackling this specific develop
ment by the CBS Laboratories, other 
methods were first examined. Everything 
else being equal, choosing ,a system al
ready used in the home was considered 
to be a desirable goal. First, recorded 
magnetic tape was investigated since it 
appeared to be the most logical system 
for the car. The tape, for instance, could 
meet such basic Tequirements as very 
long play, up to two hours per reel if us
ing double track and a speed of 3.75 ips. 
Long, uninterrupted play is an impor
tant factor in the cal' because driving 
offers the opportunity to listen to entire 
musical works, books, stories for the 
young and grown ups, travelogues, etc., 
and even the person who makes rela
tively short trips , to and from his work 
(or shopping) can listen to recorded 
books or musicals, stopping the instru
ment when leaving the car and resuming 
listening when entering it again. 

Another advantage of the tape system 
is that it can be made without undue 
complications to resist shocks, jars, and 
vibrations occurring in the automobile. 
Unfortunately the tape system has many 
disadvantages. The cost of the magnetic 
tape itself, compared with the cost of 
record material, is higher. The custom
ary method of threading the tape would 
not be practical in the automobile, and 
so a self-threading cartridge with auto
matic take-up mechanism would be re
quired for each individual reel of tape. 
The cost and the required storage space of 
these recorded works could then be quite 
excessive. There are still other disadvan-
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Quite simply, the Cabmart-Rebel speaker horns offer reproduction 
cleaner and truer to the original than conventional reflexed 
or resonated boxes. The Rebel 3, largest of the series, extends 
low-end response down nearly to 30 cycles. The _smaller Rebels offer 
comparable performance with no compromise in overall quality. 
Using the same principies of mirror images produced by 
room walls at a corner, as does the Klipschorn, Rebels offer the 
maximum possible performance per cubic foot, per dollars 
worth of horn and per driving element. 

and Ortho-speaker systems 

* 
Cabinarl is the exclusive, licensed m 'I 

of Klipsch-designed Rebel horns 

The REBEL 4 HORN 
factory-assembled and 

fi nished In fine woods 
KR-4/ .2 

for 12" woofers 

$&9.00 
KR ... 4 ," 'S 

for IS" woofe rs 

$87.00 
The K-12 

kltform 01 t he KR-4/ 12 
tor 12" woofe rs 

$3&.00 
The K .. 1S 

kl tform of the KR·4 / 15 
for 15" woofe rs 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE . CATALOG 

and Rebel Orlho speaker systems. a division of G & H Wood Products Co., Inc. 
99 North 11th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
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lumped together on one chassis with 
many interconnections within the group . 
The Schober approach has been to keep 
them separate, so that each section i~ 
more easily understood (though theo
retical understanding is not necessary), 
easily assembled, and easily serviced. 
This also makes possible purchase of the 
components in small " lots" so that little 
money need be spent at anyone time. 

2. Extensive use of etched-circuit 
panels. There are actually 130 "printed" 
circuits in the organ. Wherever used, 
they keep "wiring" uniform, minimize 
errors, mount all components in the 
open easily accessible for service and 
test, and vastly reduce assembly time. 

3. D~tailed and th01·ough inst1·uctions. 
The instruction sheets for assembly, ad
justment, and service of the various 
sections are easily among the features 
of highest importance. With every step 
detailed in full-even to such points as 
which way to wind a wire around a 
particular tube-socket lug-the construc
tor has a hard time going wrong and is 
sure to finish with a duplicate of the 
original design which will work as in
tended. Instruction sheets- many pages 
- accompany each section kit and give 
theoretical explanations as well for those 
who are interested, together with many 
illustrations. In conjunction with the 
physical design, the instructions make it 
possible for entirely nontechnical people 
to do a perfectly satisfactory job of 
building an organ. 

In the basic electrical design, there 
are several choices and the one chosen 
depends on which is felt to be most 
suitable both musically and for home 
construction. The Schober (like the 
Baldwin) is a "formant" organ which is 
an electrical analog of both ordinary 

TONE 
GENERATORS 

orchestral instruments and the so-called 
"straight" pipe organ, the type which is 
musically the most resourceful. Unlike 
instruments of the Hammond and Estey 
type, the player does not have to learn 
entirely new registration or playing 
techniques; the stops are controlled by 
standard tablets, each engraved with 
the stop name. These, as well as other 
console features, can be seen in the photo 
of Fig. 1, . which shows the completed 
organ. 

The formant principle is based on the 
functioning of ordinary acoustic instru
ments. There is first a basic source of 
tone. In a reed instrument this is the 
variation in air pressure created by the 
player's breath and the opening and 
closing of the reed; in horns it is the 
''Bronx cheer" the player makes with his 
lips; in stringed instruments it is the 
small quick string movements caused by 
the coarseness of the bow. The frequency 
of primary tone is controlled partially 
by the resonance of some parts of the 
instrument- the horn length and cross
section, the string length and tension, or 
the air-column length. In all instru
ments, however, the basic tone is complex 
- composed of harmonics in addition 
to fundamental. In horns and reeds, as 
a matter of fact, ·the basic waveform is 
approximately sawtooth because of the 
nature of the lip or reed movements; in 
strings the basic waveform is a rather 
sharp spike because of the small, quick 
string movements caused by the minute 
coarsenesses of the moving bow. 

It is after generation of the basic 
waveform that the formant character of 
each instrument imparts to . its sound 
the quality that makes it recognizable. 
This formant is in effect a frequency-re
sponse curve caused by the fact that the 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the complete organ. 

Fig. 2. How the forman t affects the 
spectrum of an instrument. 

instrument is actually a mechanical
acoustic filter. For instance, the length 
and cross-section shape of the horn are 
such that certain frequency ranges are 
emphasized and others attenuated, re
gardless of the frequencies originating 
at the mouthpiece; the shape and size. of 
the bell further determine these factors. 
In a violin the nature, shape, size, and 
finish of the wood body as well as the. 
same characteristics of the string cause 
certain frequencies to be radiated better 
than others. For each instrument, we can 
draw a cm've of the. audio spectrum, 
showing relative output amplitude of 
each frequency for a constant reed, lip, 
or bow energy input. These curves will 
differ for each instrument, and they are 
entirely responsible for the differences in 
sound among instruments. 

Figu1·e 2 shows an example, a curve 
of the spectrum of a hypothetical in
strument. This instrument is so con
stl"Ucted that it tends to emphasize any 
tones occurring at and around 1,000 cps. 
Let us put into this instrument at the 
mouthpiece. a sawtooth wave. Such a 
wave · has a large progression of har
monics, each of which is inversely 
proportional in power content to its 
ordinal number; that is, the 3rd har
monic has 7'3 the power of the. funda
mental, the 7th has 1/7 the f undamental 
power, and so on. The harmonic content 
of this wave is shown in (A) . In (B) 
you see the curve showing the shape of 
our instrument's frequency spe.ctrum. 

In (C) we have put in a sawtooth at 
125 cps. Since the frequency of maxi
mum emphasis in this instrument is 
1,000 cps, our tone comes out with a 
strong eighth harmonic. I n (D) we 
change the input frequency to 500 cps, 
and the result is a strong second har
monic. And at (E) with an input fre
quency of 1,000 cps, the most prominent 
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T HAT'S simple. The one that gives you the 
least distortion at high frequencies . Or put it 
this way: an amplifier with Unity Coupling. 
Because with Unity Coupling, transformer
caused iinpulse distortion just can't happen. 

I 

And which amplifiers have Unity Coupling? 
That's simple, too. National's Horizon 10 and 
Horizon 20. 

You know what makes a conventional ampli
fier sound "raw'; - especially at higher fre
quencies-even though its harmonic distortion 
may be rated low? It's because the output 
transformer has to function as a coupling 
device between output tubes. 

But with a National Horizon, no rawness
ever. Unity Coupling takes over. Output 
transformer merely provides an impedance 
match between tubes and load. 

So, impedance ratio of output transformer is 
lowered, leakage inductance cut way down. 

Authorized full line Natio nal Company 
distributors are ident ified by this sign 

Power bandwidth naturally increases. More 
distortion-free power becomes available at 
higher frequencies. Which, of course, is ex
actly what you're after. 

That's the logic of it ... but even more con
vincing is the listening. National's Horizon 
amplifiers can be found only at authorized 
National Company full-line distri butors. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

HORtZON 20 HORtZON 10 

Harm onic less thon .3% at rated Less tha n .5% at 
Disto rti on output of 20 watts roted output of 

10 watts 

Interm odula- Not more thon 1 % Not more thon 
tion Di sto rti on at 20 watts 2% o t 10 wotts 

Frequency 20 cps-20kc ±.1 db ; 20 cps - 20 kc 
Response 10 cps-l 00 kc ± 1 db ± 1 db 

Power 20 cps-20 kc ± .1 5 20 cps - 20 kc 
Respon se db ; 10 cps-60 kc ± ± 2 db 

I db at 20 walts 

Sensitivi ty 1,6 volts for 20 watts .5 volts for 10 
output watts output 

ationa 
Manufacturers of high-fidelity record changers, AM / FM tuners, 

preamplifiers, amplifiers, and speaker systems. 

Horizon 20, 20 watt amp lifier 

Write to Dept. A-123 

for fuJI specifications 
NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 
61 SHERMAN ST., MALDEN, MASS. 



harmonic is the fundamental itself. I n 
each case, the output tone will have the 
characteristic sound of that instrument, 
even though the actual harmonic dis
tribution was different. What remains 
constant is the -spect1'um shape, which 
imparts the fOl'l~:ants and identifies the 
instruments. 

This system is contrary to the har~ 
monic synthesis system used by Ham
mond and others, in which every note, 
regardless of fundamenta~ frequency, 
has the same harmonic content for a 
given drawbar setting. The Hammond 
system does not yield many realistic 
organ tones, though of course many 
people. like the new to::;,e types which it 
does proauce. The t:ichober Organ, how
ever, functions solely on the formant 
system and can imitate to a startling 
degree almost any type of tone desired. 

The way in which this is done elec
trically is extremely simple-by using 
an electrical analog or parallel to the 
acoustic factors in normal instruments. 
Figu?'e 3 is a block diagram of the 
Schober which indicates how things are 
done. At the left are shown the 12 Tone 
Generators. Each of these generates 7 
tones separated by octaves, so that one 
generator furnishes· all the C's, another 
all the D's, and so on, for a total of 84 
available tones. The waveshape of every 
tone is sawtooth. 

@) • 6.3 volts a. c . Heater Supply 

@) 
Terminals 7 and 8 on all sockets 
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The generated tones are connected to 
special switches under the playing keys 
of both manuals and the pedals. The 
generators operate constantly, so that 
when a key is pressed switches close -and 
t.ransfer the corresponding tones through 
a Manual Balance Switch (of which 
more later) to a series of Preliminary 
Amplifiers. The output of each amplifier 
tube is connected to a relatively simple 
audio filter composed of R, C, and some
times L. Each filter is so designed as to 
produce electrically the same spectrum 
shape as the acoustic instrument pro
duces mechanically, and therc are 19 
such filters, each creating the tone color 
of a particular instrument 01' group of 
organ pipes. The filter outputs are pas
se.d through a vibrato circuit, preampli
fier, and pedal-operated volume control 
to an output jack from which a cable 
is connected to whate~er power amplifier 
and speaker is used. 

The block diagram cannot, of course, 
show all the sections adequately. The 
coupler system is interwoven with the 
Preliminary Amplifier so that tone can 
be coupled from one manual to another 
or to pedals, 01' octave tone may be had 
on each manual. The Woodwind Circuit 
transforms the sawtooth into a sym
metrical waveshape to simulate certain 
instruments whose harmonic content is 
almost entirely odd. The Manual Balance 

'" '" T3 '" '" n T4 ~: ~~: ~, _ C9 Y. , - Q' C~~ ;0 
CIS " .. . ,,.,. " .. .J' 
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Switch enables the player to make one 
manual predominate over another if he 
wishes regardless of the stops in use; 
the Pedal Balance Switch adjusts the 
volume of pedal tones relative to those 
from the manuals. A preset volume con
trol is provided, so maximum volume can 
be set at in.stallation time in accord with 
the amplifier, speaker, and room size. 
The power supply furnishes all power 
needed for the console. 

Tone Generators 

Fig~we 4 is a complete schematic dIa
gram of one of the twelve Tone Gener
ators, with a table of parts values for 
all of the twelve. VIa is the master 
oscillator, a modified grounded-plate 
Hartley, which operates at the frequency 
of the hightest note and determines the 
tuning of all the notes on the chassis. 
The design is an exceptionally stable one 
so that once tuned, the organ will stay 
in tune for long periods. 

The top note actually used for output 
and all the other, lower notes, are gen
erated by locked frequency dividers con
sisting of the seven remaining triodes. 
This system is desirable because it 
means octaves will alw3:Ys remain in tune 
with each other and tuning the entire 
organ requires only twelve adjustments. 
Each of the seven stages is a blocking 

(Continued on page 61) 
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NOTE C cw D Df · E F FN G GN A Af s · 39S 1 1916 987.8 493.9 Z46.9 I Z3.S 6 1. 73 
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R3A 41K 41K 47K 41K 47K 39K 39K 39K Z7K Z1K Z1K Z1K Connections to these terminals are referred to 

R4 l OOK lOOK lOOK lOOK lOOK l OOK l OOK lOOK 68K 68K . o8K 68K as e z. C4. D,3. etc, 

RS lOOK l OOK lOOK lOOK lOOK lOOK - lOOK lOQK 6AK 6AK 68K 68K 
R6 lOOK l OOK lO9K l OOK lOOK l OOK lOOK lOOK 6RK 68K 68K 68K 
R7 lOOK l OOK lOOK lOOK l OOK l OOK lOOK lOOK 68K 68K 68K 68K 
R8 l OOK lOOK lOOK lOOK lOOK l OOK l OOK lOOK 68K 68K 68K 68K 
R9 lOOK l OOK l OOK lOOK lOOK lOOK l OOK lOOK 68K 68K 68K 68K 

Fig . 4 . Schematic of one tone generator. All twelve a re physically ident ical, though certain of the part values differ. 
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The greatest 
• In b",~.,.. 

D,7,lSb fA 
ectronics 

Mullard 
Electronic Tubes - used throughout the world 

I'1ULLARD OVERSEAS LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, 
ENGLAND. 

I@I 
Mullard is the Trade Mark of Mullard Ltd. and is registered in most of 

the principal countries of the world 
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lise 

British equipment manufacturers are 
making a vital contribution to the 
developement of electronics in all fields 
of application. 
Their products are being exported to 
every corner of the world, earning a 
universal reputation for advanced tech
niques and excellent performance. 
The majority of these electronic equip
ment manufacturers consistently use 
Mullard tubes. This choice is decided 
upon because they prefer the greater 
assurance of efficiency and depend
ability, and because the vast manu
facturing resources of the Mullard 
organisation guarantee ready avail
ability of Mullard tubes wherever they 
are needed. 
Supplies of Mullard tubes for replace
ment in British equipments are available 
from the companies mentioned below:':" 

In the U.S.A. I nternational Electronics 
Corporation . 
Department A12. 
81, Spring Street. N.Y. 12. 
New York. U.S.A. 

In Canada Rogers Majestic Electronics 
Limited. 
Department HD. 
11-9 Brentcliffe Road. 
Toronto 17. Ontario. Canada 
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JOSEPH GIOVANELLI 
Some readers have welcomed this section-others didn't say. 

Q. Why are tweeters so often used in 
high·fidel·ity speaker systems? Harry Davis, 
Utioa. 

A. A tweeter is used to raise the level 
of the high frequencies to that of the mid
dle and low frequencies. This must be done, 
as it is extremely difficult for a single 
speaker to respond equally well to all of 
the frequencies necessary for good sound 
reproduction. 

Q. What is the difference between AVC 
and AFC? Bruce Michaels, Chioago, Ill. 

A. A VC stands for automatic volume 
control. The term is a misnomer; it should 
more properly be called automatic sensi
ti-vity control. It acts to reduce the sensi
tivity of a radio receiver to strong signals, 
and permits the receiver to operate with 
full sensitivity, or nearly 80, on weak sig
nals. A VC action performs three very use· 
ful and important functions: 

(1 ) The reduction of sensitivity when 
receiving strong signals prevents the set 
from becoming overloaded, eliminating the 
distortion of the audio which would other
wise OCellr. 

(2) It acts to hold the level of all sig
nals more or less constant regardless of 
strength or fade conditions, since A VC 
action presents an insensitive receiver to 
strong signals and a more sensitive receiver 
to weaker ones. 

(3) Noise interference with strong sig
nals is reduced because of the receiver's 
decreased sensitivity under strong signal 
conditions, preventing the weaker noise 
bursts from being heard. 

AFC stands for automatic frequency 
control. It makes tuning the receiver easier, 
for, as a station is tuned in, AFC locks it 
in place. It also reduces the co=on prob· 
lem of drift in FM receivers_ 

A VC is used almost universally in AM 
receivers while AFC is gaining wide popu
larity in the more difficult to tune FM re
ceivers. 

Fig . 1. A simple high fid e lity AM tune r. 
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Q. Would you please print a circui"t f01' 
a simple, low-cost AM t1mer? James Stern, 
Camden. 

A. Here is one designed by the author 
and used successfully by him for some 
years. It is simple and low-cost but yet 
possesses excellent fidelity. As can be seen 
from Fig. 1, this is nothing more than the 
old-fashioned crystal set with an additional 
tuned circuit to improve its selectivity. The 
output of the receiver is quite low, so it 
must be f ed into a high-gain microphone 
input to obtain sufficent listening level. 

Construction: The unit may be built into 
one of the standard aluminum utility 
boxes, easily obtainable from any radio 
supply house. Be sure that coils L and L . 
are shielded from each other, ISO that 
coupling can exist only via C 7 ' It would 
be best to use coils which are already 
shielded; however, the shield can take the 
form of a strip of metal placed vertically 
between the two coils, and grounded to the 
box. Electrically insulate the variable 
capacitor, C

1
-C

2
, from the box. Run a 

piece of braid or bus wire from each wiper 
to separate points on the box. Make all 
ground con~ections for LIto the point 
where the Wiper for C 1 is grounded; make 
all other ground connections to the point 
where the ,viper for C 2 is grounded. C and 
C, should be mounted directly aCI'o;s C 
aii.d C 2 if possible. C 7 is a capacitor mad~ 
by twisting two pieces of inHulated wire to
gether. The gauge of the wire and the 
thiclmess of the insulation are not critical. 
One end of the pair is dead·ended, making 
sure there is no electrical contact between 
the wires. The other end of the twisted 
pair is connected as shown in Fig . 1. The 
twisted pair should be 6 to 8 inches long 
at the beginning of the alignment process. 

Alignment: (1) Connect the antenna, 
ground, ancl amplifier to their proper t er· 
minals. (2) Locate a station at the hi'gh 
end .of the band and adjust C

3 
and 0A fOl' 

maXimum output as heard through the 
loudspeaker. (3) Locate a station at the 
low end of the band and adjust the slugs 
of Ll and L 2 for maximum output. (4 ) 
Repeat Step (2). 

~t may happen that °7 is too large, 
WhiCh would cause excessively broad tuning 
and cross-channel interference. Reduce the 
value a little at a time by decreasing its 
length slightly with each new capacitance 
desired. After each adjustment of 0 7' re
peat Steps (2) and (4) . As the coupling 
is decreased, the tuning sharpens, but the 
output decreases. A compromise, therefore, 
must be made between output and selectiv
ity. Limiting the length of the antenna to 
between 20 and 30 feet also helps to improve 
the selectivity. 

Interference Elimination: Night recep
tion is often impaired by heterodynes from 
adjacent channels. This can be almost com
pletely eliminated by the use of a snitable 

low-pass fllt&. If the amplifier to be used 
is not already equipped with such a filter, 
one can easily be installed. The Miller EL-
58 Whistle Filter is an example of one that 
is easy to mount and comes with complete 
instructions. 

Q. What are the prinoiples of operation 
of a condenser miorophone? H elen 'B emis, 
Boston. 

A. Such a microphone consists essen
tially of a condenser with one of its plates 
rigid and the other, the diaphragm, free to 
move when sound waves strike it. There 
are two commonly used methods of trans
lating the movements of such a diaphragm 
into electrical potential: (1) The micro
phone is connected across :t source of fairly 
high d.c. potential as shown in Fig. 2. The 
capacitor formed by the plates charges 
quickly to a maximum value. When a com
pressional wa'\'e strikes the diaphragm, it 
moves nearer the other plate, with a con
sequent increase in capacitance which 
causes the charge on the capacitor to in
crease, causing a current to flow through 
R l' producing a voltage across it. When 
a rarefaction occurs, the diaphrngm moves 
away from the fixed plate, resulting in a 
decrease in capacitance. This decrease 
causes the capacitor to give up 'a portion 
of its charge. Current flows through R , 
but, this time in the opposite dil'ectio~, 
causing the voltage developed across it to 
become oppositely polarized. This a .c. volt
age developed across R 1 is then passed on 
to vacuum tube circnits for amplification. 
(2) The capacitor formed by the dia
phragm and the fixed plate is made a part 
of a tank circuit of an oscillator. Changes 
in the capacitance resulting from the move
ments of the diaphragm frequency-modu
late the oscillator. Its output is fed directly 
into a discriminator which converts the 
frequency changes of the oscillator into 
a.c. voltages. These are then amplified. 

B+ 
;> 

RI 

Fig. 2. Method for supplying DC voltage 
to a condenser micro p hone . 
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':ftere's the new " ,c; 
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G-E CONVERTIBLE HI-FI AMPLIFIER 

" . 
';'~. ~ ... ',t ___ "_ 

DUAL CHASSIS DESIGN, Two complete chassis function as one 
unit in a ha ndsome metal cabinet . .. or may be custom
mounted separately. Plus 7 knob studio-type cont rol panel. 

G-E Model 
A 1-320 . 

FREQUEN CY RE SPONSE 
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TWENTY WATTS UNDISTORTED OUTPUT. Frequency response curve 
is flat all t he way out . ± 1 db 20 cps to 20 K C at 1/10 power. 
and ± 2 db 30 cps t o 15 K C at ~ power. 

Exclusive Dual Chassis Design With Pure 20-Watt Output 

Everything about this magnificent amplifier-the Con
vertible, is new. Exclusive dual chassis construction is an 
exciting G-E innovat ion. The amplifier and power supply 
chassis cable-connects with the separate pre-amp and 
control chassis. Both are mounted in a handsome metal 
cabinet ; or, for custom flexibility each chassis may be 
mounted separately. 

Most important , the Convertible is as dramatic in per
formanceas it is flexible in design. The thrilling 20-watts 
of undistorted output is only part of its promise. New 
quality features include a 7-knob studio-type control 
panel, built-in rumble filter, 8-position selector/compen
sator, 5 inputs and 4 outputs for every audio need, and 
a power-on indicator pilot lamp. The remarkable new 
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Convertible was truly designed for the pleasure of the 
discriminating audio fan. 

See, but most important, be sure to listen to, the new 
Convertible amplifier by General Electric-at your hi-fi 
dealers' showroom. Or, write for more information to: 
General Electric Company, Radio & TV Department, 
Section R44125, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York. 

Progress Is Our Mosf Imporf;mf Protlud 

GENERAL _ ELECTRIC 
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Equipment Report 
Presto "Pirouette" turntable-Electro-Sonic La boratories' mov
ing-coil pickups-PanaSonic speaker-Ortho-Sonic pickup arm. 

ONE OF THE MOST difficult units to eval
uate is the high-quality phonograph 
turntable designed for semi-profes

sional applications. In the first p lace, most 
of those now on the market are of uni
formly high quality, most have rumble al
most too low to measure without laboratory 
equipment, and all are basically free f rom 
detectable wow or flutter. I n fact, using 
practically available means, a llleasurement 
of rumble is likely to result only in a 
measurement of the rumble present in the 
test record used. As the manufacturer of 
tape machines · for instrumentation once 
told us, it was possible to determine who 
made the tape used by a study of the flut
ter pattern caused by t he gears used to drive 
the coating machines. So with the better 
turntables, it is impossible to make an ab
solute measurement of rumble of the unit 
itself without a soundproof room, an ab
solutely flutter less and rumble-less unmod
ulated disc, and a calibrated pickup whose 
response is known down to 2 or 3 cps. 

On the other hand, relatively few listen
ers reproduce records under these conditions 
-most having to locate a turntable in a 
room in which the ambient noise level is 
of the order of 40 db. Furthermore, com
mercial records are not rumble-free. It is 
felt that our evaluation is adequate from 
the practical standpoint, even though it 
may not duplica,te manufacturers' figures 
for the same equipment. Actually, few 
phonograph records have a signal-to-noise 
ratio of as much as 40 db, so any turntable 
that exceeds this value should be com
pletely adequate. 

As stated in eahier reports, AUDIO be
lieves that the NARTB standard of refer
ence-a stylus velocity of 7 em/sec-is 
unrealistic, since by definition signal-to
noise ratio is number of db between the 
maximum level of the signal and the noise 
level of the system. The average maximum 
ree-oi-ded level on current LP records ap
pears to be in the vicinity of 20 em/sec, 
and tha t is the reference figure used in 
these reports, a figure approximately 10 db 
above the N ARTB standard. 

The Pirouette, Fig. 1, is of simple con
struction, employing a mounting plate 
which carries the turntable beaTing, the 
rubber mounted motor, and the shift plate. 
Three identical idler wheels are mounted 
on the shift plate, which is pivoted on a 
spring-loaded bearing. The plate has five 
positions-one for each of the three speeds 
and two off positions. As the operating 
knob is moved from an off position to any 
of the t hree speeds, the motor is started 
and the proper idler is engaged between 
the motor shaft and the inside of the turn
to.ble rim. The arrangement of the parts 
is shown in Fig. 2. A pressure adjustment 
nut, located at the right side of t he mount
ing plate, permits accommodation for wear 
of t he idlers, and since the idlers are all 
alike they may be interchanged to equalize 
wear, and a single spare serves as a re
placement for all. 

The turntable is cast aluminum, and 
weighs 414 Ibs. for the 12-inch model, 
7 Ibs. for t he 16-in. model. It is covered 
with a non-slip cork-neoprene compound 
which has become nearly standard for all 

professional model-s. The unit is mounted 
in a simple rectangular cutout 6 x 814 in. 
for the 12-in. model, 6% x 9% in. for the 
16-in. model. 

In operation, the Pirouette is easy to 
handle, quick in starting, and quiet in 
running. The speed selection knob is di
rectly in front of the turntable, and moves 
easily into the desired position where i t is 
held by de tents. The turntable has a re
tractable center for 45 rpm records which 
is actuated by lifting the center pin and 
turning slightly. 

Neither flutter nor wow were detectable 
on listening tests, and measured rumble 
level of ·18 db below '1 recording level of 
20 cm/sec was observed under practical 
conditions. The slight increase in speed 
commonly encountered with induction mo
tors as they warm up was also noted, but 
this is not considered of importance to 99 
per cent of users. 

Suffice to say that the Pirouette is one 
of the professional-type turntables that 
would provide the listener with better-than
average reproduction, adequate stability, 
and comparative freedom from rumble, 
wow, and flutter . The advantages of the 
professional type of turntable are hardly 
observable unless the amplifier and speaker 
equipment are above average in perform
ance, for the low rumble frequencies are 
not reproduced on any but the well baffled 
speaker that is capable of good reproduc
tion down below 40 cps. One result of the 
use of a turntable of this type is the al
most complete elimination of flutter, which 
is often noticed on players with a light 
weight platter which is often not mechan· 
ically true. F urthermore, idler bearings on 
other types of record p layers are rarely 
large enough in diameter or long enough 
to ensure smooth opera tion. In direCt com
parison with the average record player, the 
professional t urntable invariably sounds 
much better. 

For radio station use, the Pirouette 
should serve well because it reaches nor
mal speed very quickly-about one-sixth of 
a revolution at 33% rpm, and less than 
half a reVOlution at 78 rpm. D-16 

Fig . 1 {left>. The Presto " Pi rouette" t urntable. Fig . 2 (right). The shift plate and id lers of the Pirouette mechan ism. 
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The top performance features of the finest PRESTO 

units are yours in this 2-unit combination-R-27 
tape recorder and A-920B amplifier. Check the 
features of the recording unit: 3-motor drive; 
separated record, erase and playback heads; fast 
forward and rewind. There's no take-up reel clutch 

or idler pulley. Compare the features of the com
panion amplifier: 10 watt output at 16 ohms, self
contained power supply, separate preamps and VU 
meter and two playback. You can monitor the 
tape during recording. This professional per
former is yours fo r just $588 complete. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

PRESTO 

T-18 TURNTABLE 

••• finest low-priced professional turntable has 
world-famous flick shift-one sideway flick selects 
any speed. 

There is no fin er, smoother-running or easier- to-operate 
instrument for control room, studio or hi-fi system than the 
Pirouelt~ T-18- the PRESTO achievement that sets a ne,,, 
hi gh in turntable design. You select any speed- 33%, 45 
or 78 rpm-with a sideway !lick of the exclusive PRESTO 

3-speed shift. You engage the proper idler fo r t.he speed you 
want with one motion. There are no bothersome arms or 
shift carns. And check the extras yo u get : extra heavy
weight wide-beveled table, deep-well bearing, sleek styling 
in telephone black and brushed chrome. $53.50. With 
hysteresis motor, $108. , 

NEW 

PRESTO 

K-ll DISC RECORDER 
••• improved-professional version of PRESTO's all
time favorite K-l 0 - incorporates revolutionary 
T-18H turntable* 

K-ll is the smart new disc recorder you can fit in to your 
sound system - or use as an on-l ocation recorder. It's 
featherweight with a completely new pick-up arm, full y 
encased hi-fi speaker, smart new panel design with push 
button contro ls and the dependable P RESTO cutl:in g head. 
You get excellent broadcast-quality fidelity. For those times 
when a disc recorder· is preferable, the K-ll is your best 
bet. Cu ts discs up to 131/'1 inches in diameter. Three-speed 
operation. 

" with hysteresis motor 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY 

Export Division: I 25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y. 
Canadian Division: Instantaneous Recording Service, 42 Lombard St., Toronto 

WORLD'S FOREMOST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION RECO.RDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS 
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ELECTRO-SON IC 
LABORATORIES' 
MOVINC-COIL PICKUPS 

The moving-coil principle of pickup de
sign is theoretically linear and free of in
herent difficulties which tend to limIt the 
practical performance of the device_ All ' 
of the three models of the Electro-Sonic 
pickups employ this principle, which in 
this application consists of a tiny coil 
axially mounted in magnetic field and free 
to rotate back and forth in accordance 
with the undulations of the record groove, 
the motion being imparted by the stylus 
which is mounted on a "shoe" that con
verts the lateral vibratory motion into ro
tation of the coil_ In effect the entire unit 
resembles a miniature d' Arsonval meter 
movement, and the coil moves in a uniform 
magnetic field at all times. This accounts 
for the favor in which many moving-coil 
pickups are held, although it must be ad
mitted that there are many fine cartridges 
on the market which operate on other 
principles. 

The leader of the ESL line is the Pro
fessional Series arm and cartridge-de
signed for use with high-quality turntables. 
The pickup works only with the ESL arm, 
which is 15% in. long and mounts ap
proximately 12 in. from the center of the 
turntable in a 1 in. hole. This model, shown 
in Fig. 3, consists of the head, which plugs 
into the arm and locks with a threaded 
ring. The aI'm has an adjustable counter
weight calibrated in grams of stylus force, 
and the unit tracks with 2 to 7 grallls. 
Frequency response is fiat from 16 to over 
30,000 cps, and the manufacturer claims a 
compliance of 6.8 x 10-<1 cm/ dyne-higher 
than most cartridges available. The output 
impedance is 1.5 ohms and the signal out
put for a 5.5-cm/sec groove is 1 mv from 
the pickup, 7.5 mv from the secondary of 
the transformer when strapped for 50 ohms 
and 15 mv when strapped for 200-ohm 
output. 

The Concert Series, shown in Fig. 4, is 
in cartridge form to work in conventional 
arms, although its compliance is' considered 
too high for satisfactory operation in a 
record changer. Compliance, frequency re
sponse, and tracking force are the sallle as 
f or the Professional model, but output is 
0.7 mv. 

The Standard Series is similar in ap
pearance, but has slightly lower compliance 
--4.43 x 10-<1 om/ dyne-so as to work sat
isfactorily in record changers. The fre
quency r esponse is flat f rom 20 to 20,000 
cps, and tracking force ranges from 3 to 
10 grams depending upon the player. 

Fig . 3 . The Profes· 
sional Series ESL 
arm and p ickup. 

Two types of transformers aI'e available, 
one with 50 or 200 ohms output impedance 
and normally used with standard preamps, 
and one with an output impedance of 90,-
000 ohms which provides an output of 0.2 
volts. The low-impedance transformers are 
available unmounted, or on a small chassis 
for instant plug-in connection as shown in 
Fig. 6, and also on a chassis with a super
sonic. filter and s,vitch. 

The over-all appearance of the Con
cert and Standard models is similar, as 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Hnm pickup is 
low, and the quality of reproduction of all 
models is considered excellent, with only It 
slight difference in apparent output qual
ity, which is clean and crisp with inter
modulation distortion of less than 1 per 
cent. In a field where excellent reproduc
tion is common, the ESL line stands high 
in the list. Its high compliance results in 
a minimum of record wear, and the quality 
of reproduction leaves little to be desired. 

The Professional unit-arm and pickup 
-was checked for tracking to determine 
the resonance of the arm. In order to 
give good tracking throughout the low-fre
quency r anges of the reproduction, the 
resonance of arm and pickup should be 
well below the lowest frequency to be re
prodnced. This can be checked by playing 
a sweep-freqnency record designed for 78 
rpm at the LP speed, thns lowering the 
bottom frequency to 5/12 of the indicated 
value. Thus for a I'ecord which goes down 

to 30 cps, the lowest frequency available 
at the lower speed is 12% cps. By noting 
the output from the pickup and preamp, 
all the while monitoring on a 'scope, it is 
possible to determine the resonant fre
quency of the arm, assuming the record 
to be cut at a cqnstant amplitude. As long 
as the output remains fairly constant, this 
is a valid assumption. This test showed no 
apparent resonance down to the 121/z cps 
end of the recording, and tracking was 
adequate at 3 grams, the output being a 
clean sine wave throughout_ A similar test 
made with an LP test record with a swept 
frequency and played at a speed of 78 
rpm will give a top frequency of 24,000 
cps if the highest frequency ou the disc is 
10,000 cps. A clean sine wave was observed 
up to 24,000 cps, which seems to indicate 
that there is no pickup resonance up to 
that frequency, at any rate. 

The compliance of the stylus shoe in the 
vertical direction is such tha t there is little 
chance of damaging t he stylus even though 
the arm may be dropped onto the record, 
and the pickup is practically insensitive to 
any vertical motion. 

Because of the low impedance of the 
pickup coil and the relatively high power 
output, these pickups are well suited to 
work directly into a transistor input stage. 
The low impedance also results in a mini
mum of high-frequency loss even though it 
may be necessary to run the leads f(lr a 
considerable distance. D-17 

Fig. 4 (l eft). Top view of ESL Concert Series cartridge. The Standard Se ries is iden t ical in appearance . Fig . 5 (center) . Bottom 
view of Concert pickup show ing stylus assembly. Fig. 6 (right).Transforme r used with t he ESL p ickups mounted on a small chassis 

for instant pl ug- in use . 
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"BUILD -IT - YOURSELF" 

o Heathkit FM TUNER KIT 
Features brand new circuit and physical design. Matches 
WA-P2 Preamplifier. Modem tube line-up provides bet
ter than 10 uv. sensitivity for 20 db of quieting. Built-in 
power supply. 

, Incorporates automatic gain control-highly s tabilized 
oscillator-illuminated tuning dial-pre-a ligned IF and 
ratio transformers and front end tuning unit. Uses 
6BQ7A Cascode RF stage, BU8 oscillator-mixer, two 
6CB6 IF amplifiers, 6AL5 ratio detector, 6C4 a udio 
amplifier, and 6X4 rectifier. Shpg. wt. 7 l bs. 

MODEL FM-3 

$245•0 
~ 

~ 

E) Heathkit 25-Watt HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
Features a new-design Peerless output transformer and KT66 output tubes. Frequency 
response within ± 1 db from 5 cps to 160 Kc at 1 watt. H a rmonic distortion only 1% at 
25 watts, 20-20,000 cps . 1M distortion only 1% at 20 watts. 4, 8, or 16 ohms output. 
Hurri and noise, 99 db below rated output. Uses 2-12AU7's, 2-KT66's and 5R4GY. 
Attractive physical appearance harmonizes' with WA-P2 Preamplifier. Kit combinations: 
W-5M AMPLIFIER KIT: W-5 COMBINATION AMPLIFIER 
Consists of main amplifier and KIT: Consists of W-5M am-
power supply, a ll on Ol1e chas- p lifier kit plus Heathkit Model 
sis . Shpg. wt. 31 Lbs. Express $597.5 WA-P2 Preamplifier kit. Shpg. $795P 
only. wt. 38 Lbs. Express only. 

E) Heathkit HIGH FIDELITY PREAMPLIFIER KIT 
Designed specifically for use with the Williamson Type Amplifiers; the WA-P2 features 
5 separate switch-selected input channels , each with its own input control-full record 
equa lization with turnover an d rolloff controls- separate bass a nd 
treble tone controls-and many other desirable features. Frequency MODEL WA-P2 
response is within ± 1 db from .25 to 30,000 cps. Beautiful sati n-gold $1975 finish. Power requirements from the Heathkit Willia mson Type 
Amplifier . Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. • 

o Heathkit Williamson Type HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
This amplifier employs the famous Acrosound TO-300 "Ultra Linear" output trans
former, a nd has a frequency response withln ±1 db from 6 cps to 150 Kc at 1 watt, 
Harmonic distortion only 1% at 21 watts. 1M distortion at 20·watts only 1.3%. Power 
output 20 watts. 4, 8 , or 16 ohms output, l;ium and noise, 88 db below 20 watts. Uses 
2-6SN7's, 2-5881's and 5V4G. Kit combinations: 
W-3M AMPLIFIER KIT: Consists of W-3 COMBINATION AMPLIFIER 
main amplifier and power sup- KIT: Consists of W -3M am-
ply for separate chassis con- $4975 plifier kit plus H eathkit Model $ 69 50 
struction. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs. WA-P2 Preamplifier ·kit. Shpg. 
Express only. • Wt. 37 lbs . Express only. • 

o Heathkit Williamson Type HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
This is the lowest price Williamson type amplifier ever offered in kit form, and yet it 
retains all the usual Williamson features. Employs Chicago output transformer. Fre
quency response, within ± 1 db from 10 cps to 100 Kc at 1 watt. Harmonic distortion 
only 1.5% at 20 watts. 1M distortion at rated output 2.7%. Power output 20 watts. 
4,8, or 16 ohms ou tput. Hum and ,noise, 95 db below 20 watts, uses 2-6SN7's, 2-5881'5, 
and 5V4G. An exceptional dollar value by any standard. Kit combinations: 
W-4AM AMPLIFIER KIT: Consists of W -4A COMBINATION AMPLIFIER 
main amplifier and power sup- KIT: Consists of W-4AM am-
ply for s ingle chassis construc- $3 75 plifier kit plus Heathkit Model 
tion, Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs. Express 9 WA-P2 Preamplifier kit. Shpg. $595°. 
only. • Wt. 35 lbs. Express only. 

C:) Heathkit 20-Watt HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER .KIT 
This model represents the least· expensive route to high fidelity ·performance. Frequency 
response is ± 1 db from 20-20,000 cps. Features full 20 wa tt output using push-pull 
6L6's and has separate bass and treble tone controls. Preamplifier and MODEL A 9B 
main amplifier on same chassis. Four switch-selected inputs, and - . 
separate bass and treble tone controls provided. Employs miniature $355•0 tube types for low hum and noise. Excellent for home or PA 
applications. Shpg. wt. 23 lbs. 

Nuv ~ OJU MM1ihtMU. 
Heathkit construction manuals are full of big, clear pictorial diagrams that show the 
placement of each lead and part in ~he circuit. In addition, the ~tep-by-stel? proced'fre 
describes each phase of the constructIOn very carefully , and supp/tes all the tnformatwn 
you need to assemble the kit properly . Includes information on resis(or color-cod~s , 
tips on soldering, and information on the tools you need. Even a begmner can bUIld 
high quality Heathkits and enjoy their wonderful performance. 
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AND ENJOY 

Heathkits. 
o 

HEATH 

The World's 
Finest 
Electronic 
Equipment 
in Kif Form 

COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Daystrom Inc. 

BENTON HAR BOR.25, 

MICHIGAN .' 
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THE PANASONIC LOUDSPEAKER 

Long noted for its excellence in optical 
products, J apan now sends us a loud.
speaker which offers some unusual features 
- first among them being an extremely low 
resonant frequency_ The two units tested 
measured 46 and 49 cps respecti.vely in 
free air, which indicates that when placed 
ill suitable enclosures t~ey would be ca
pable of response down to at least 35 cps. 
The cones are made with a tapered thick
ness ranging from a thick paper at the 
center to a much thinner rim, resulting in 
high compliance at the rim. Stiffening is 
provided by an elliptical ridge formed in 
the cone, the shape reducing the tendency 
to introduce a resonance of the cone struc
ture. 

For the high end, a small "piggy-back" 
cene of lighter paper is actuated directly 
by the voice coil, with suitable compliance 
being introduced between the main cone 
aud the voice-coil former. Thus the high 
frequencies are reproduced maiuly by the 
small cone_ A spheri~al diffuser mounted in 
the center of the unit provides uniform 
distribution of high frequencies. 

These units were tested in two types of 
enclosures- one a simple rect angular cab
inet with distributed port openings (a 
standard General Electric cabinet for 8-in. 
loudspeakers) and the other a Cabinart 
Rebel V. Clean response was observed 
down to 40 cps, as indicated by the signal 
picked up by a Shure 300 microphone and 
reproduced on a 'scope. Some doubling 
began to be present below 35 cps, and .the 
output fell off noticeably in the reflex 
cabinet. With t he Rebel V, response held 
up well to 35 cps, being down only 6 db 
at that point. 

At the high end, the respollfle was r ela
tively smooth up to; 8000 cps, with a grad
ual fa lling off to a: point 6 db down at 
10,500 cps and 12 db down at 14,000 cps, 
which is considered fairly good in compar-

40 

Fig . 7. The a-in _ 
PanaSonic . loud
spea ker, w hich of
fers some unusua l 

featu re s. 

ison with maay 8-in. speakers. While the 
PanaSonic is not capable of handling the 
maximum output of a large amplifier, its 
output is completely adequate for the av
erage living room when fed from a 10-watt 
amplifier. 

When the PanaSonic speaker is fed from 
a clean source and is housed in a suitable 
cabinet, its performance is equivalent to 
many larger and more costly speakers. It 
is .no.t to "be compared to a coaxial or two
way system, but when the desire is for 
quality at a low cost, the PanaSonic should 
certainly be considered and its perform
ance compared with other types before 
making a decision as to the choice of a 
speaker. D-18 

BARD ORTHO-SONIC 
PICKUP ARM 

While this unit is completely correct in 
tbeory, it is lik~ly to raise some doubts as 
to the possibility of making such a device 
work satisfactorily. But a short trial with 
it will indicate that the Ortho-Sonic arm, 
Fig. 8, fulfills in practice what is claimed 
for it by the manufacturer. Since all rec
ords cut commercially are made with the 
recording head traveling on a radius, it 
naturally follows that the ideal way of 
reproducing the disc would be to have the 
pickup also traveling on the radius. The 

Fig. 8. The Bard 
Ortho-Sonic V / 4 

Pickup Arm. 

realization of such a requirement seems 
somewhat difficult, and it must be admit
ted that it does present some problems_ 
However, all the tests to which this unit 
have been put show that it works, and 
extremely well. 

The arm consists of a housing which 
carries a stainless steel rod in a line paral
lel to a radius of the record. The carriage 
rides on four ball bearings which roll along 
this rod, the carriage being counterbal
anced to the required stylus force for any 
desired pickup. The entire arm rotates 
from its operating position so as to clear 
the turntable to permit changing records. 
Once a record is placed on the turntable, 
the arm is returned to its operating posi
tion, and the housing is tilted forward, 
lowering the stylus to the record. A rubber 
grommet on the steel rod may be moved so 
as to position the stylus over the lead-in 
groove of a 12-in. record, thus accurately 
locating the carriage every time. As the 
,housing is tilted backward after playing 
the r ecord, the stylus is lifted from the 
record without any possibility of scratch
ing the surface through inadvertent shaki
ness of the hand. A scale on the housing is 
viewed through a magnifier, and serves as 
a guide to cue records to any desired point. 
The entire housing may be adjusted as to 
height to acco=odate any type of pickup, 
and the carriage is equipped with a thumb 
screw and spring-loaded contacts so that 
most standard types of pickups are simply 
pushed into place and held by tightening 
the thumbscrew. A simple mea)lS for level
ing the rod is also provided. 

The most critical ,. check of tracking 
seemed to be that known as the McProud 
test (see Letters, AUDIO ENGINEERING, Au
gust, 1951) which involves the use of a 
45-rpm record placed on the t urntable so 
that the edge of its center hole is against 
the pin. This gives an eccentricity of I%, 
in. Using a P ickering 260DD pickup with 
stylus force adjusted to 6 grams, tracking 
was continuous at 33Ys rpm; for 45-rpm 
tracking, the stylus f orce had to be in
creased to 12 grams. This is a very severe 
test, and can not be met (at 45 rpm) by 
many standard pickup arms. The side 
thrust required to move the carriage is 
less . t han one-half gram, which is of the 
order of magnitude required to move a 
conventional arm. Tests with a 78-rpm 
sweep-frequency record running at 33 Ys 
rpm failed to show any resonance down to 
] 2 % cps, and the inertia of pickup aud 
carriage is great enough to permit perfect 
tracking down to that. frequency. 

Obviously, with the pickup moving along 
a radius, there can be no tracking error at 
all, thus eliminating any ·distortion from 
this source. With all of its features, the 
Ortho-Sonic' arm seems to provide a satis
factory answer to several of the problems 
of satisfactory disc reproduction. D-19 
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how utterly simple 
to have your own component hi-fi system 

with the new [ P4-'Or 1 hi-fi 

The new HF·56 is the most welcome contribu· 
tion ever made to component high fidelity for 
the home. It has everything - a super·sensitive 
FM·AM tuner, a versatile control.preamp·equal· 
izer and a superb 35·watt Williamson.type am· 
plifier - all conveniently mounted on a single 
chassis - so easy to handle, to install and to use. 

No technical knowledge is required. You set it 
on a single shelf, and you have a 'custom' in· 
stallation - or you house it in the handsome 
cabinet furnished as optional equipment, avail· 
able in either light or dark hardwood to match 

HF-56 
the color scheme of your room. Only a speaker 
is needed - and, if you wish to use it as a high 
fidelity phonograph, a turntable or record 
changer. Even the antenna is built in. 

And like all Pilot products the new HF·56 is' all 
Pilot ... Pilot·designed and engineered and 
Pilot·built with Pilot·selected parts . ; • with 
more than 35 years of Pilot experience going 
into it ~ to give you absolute assurance of the 
finest possible high fidelity performance. 

Model HF.56 (less cabinet) $209.50' 
Cal>inet Mahogany $18.95 Blond (illustrated) $19.95 

Prices slightly higher West of Rockies, 

See your elealer for 9 PILOT Hi·Fi elemo.n~tration -
or write for complete specificaHons to Dept. H M'-l 

the! A10r J RADIO COR P 0 RAT ION 37·06 36th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. 
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1. MOZART'S 200TH. 

THE MOZART B ICENTENNIAL ( his 200th 
birthday) gets nearer and nearer, as 
1956 approaches, and the record com

panies are out to do him honor to their 
utmost in accordance with our honor able 
preoccupation with the mystery of round 
numbers. 200! It's incredible that this 
little man whose personality is so aston
ishingly familiar to so many of us should 
be beginning his third century, dead or 
alive, as an Important Human Being. 

And the strangest part of it is that 
Mozart, the person is enormously better 
known and appreciated and understood to
day than, say, a paltry 50 years ago, a few 
moments in his long "life." Back a t his 
150th, he was no more than a pretty, be
wigged antique who had written pleasing, 
perfumed little pieces that only a few odd 
souls ever professed to admire for any
thing more than their decorative value. 
After all, didn't the great Beethoven 
" free' , music from the bounds of Mozart's 
time~ 

Today little Mozart, he of the big nose, 
the receding chin and t he startled pop· 
eyes (thyroid, no doubt ) is widely taken 
as both a supremely serious and a profound 
composer, a man with fantastic reserves 
of musical hitting power behind what once 
was felt to be his glittering facade. 

It glitters still, that facade; but we see 
through it today with the greatest of ease, 
straight into the depths beyond. 

Mozart: Violin Concerti # 2, # 5 {"Turk
ish"}. Arthur Grumiaux; Vienna Sym
phony, Paumgartner. 

Epic LC 3157 

Epic is runn ing in the Mozart vanguard 
with its ambitious and thorough Mozart 
Jubilee, managed in Europe (via the parent 
Phillips Co.) by Herr Paumgartner of Austria. 
As th is series progresses it is becoming evident 
that Paumgartner is a first rate man. His 
conducting of Mozart orchestral music and 
orchestral accompaniments in particular Is 
for my taste just about ideal. There's nothing 
heads or showy about it, no virtuoso stuff, 
no arbitrary stylization but, on the other 
band, neither is his work dull nor "musico
logical". 

Above all he conveys an easy sense of 
naturalness, a complete freedom from the 
" pretty-pretty" .attitude towards Mozart of 
too many conductors, plus a wonderful feel 
for good phrasing and unobtrusively careful 
detail work. Maybe the big-name conductors' 
work is more ear-catching ; I'm pretty sure 
that this sor t of man will bring you Mozart 
himself with the greater satisfaction in the 
long run. 

* 780 G1'eenwich St., New York 14, N . Y. 
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EDWARD TATNALL CANBY* 

These two concerti (and see two more on 
Epic LC 3060) are cases in point. All five 
violin concer ti are earlyish Mozart and rela
tively light in weight, especially as related to 
the flamboyant concerti of P. later age. But, 
as Paumgartner knows, these actually were 
pioneer efforts, big in their day, significant 
in a field t hen undeveloped; he plays them 
without the painful cuteness so often dis
played in big-name playings of the same, with 
a sense of their bigness; even the acoustics 
themselves are geared to a bigger sound, 
though it is by no means heavy. Heifetz, 
Kreisler, et a!. notwithstanding, this is the 
way they should be, I say. 

A relat ively simple violin technique" and an 
unpretentious approach on Grumiaux' part 
too may at first seem to lack the required 
zip. Not true. His is merely a restoration of 
a kind of dignity and sanity to works t hat 
too long have been o"erplayed, over-cleverly, 
by fiddle rs used .to Tchaikowsky and Brahms. 
I like it. . 

Please (for reasons of space) apply all this 
to other Epic releases in the same series, as 
fo llows. 

Mozart: Violin Concerti # 3, K.2 16, # 7 , 
K.268. Christian Ferras; Stuttgart Cham
ber Orch ., Munchinge r. 

London LL 1172 

Two more concerti, from a different source. 
This is a serious kind of playing, very mu sical , 
that however seems to me to miss the point In 
the opposite of tbe usual mannet'- it Isn't 
flippant enough! Searching for words of de
scription, I said to myself-devotional, dedi
cated. That's how it sounds. The brilliant 
tntti passages are played down, there is little 
gaiety and fun. 

Now if we have learned anything about 
Mozart, it is that he saw no contradiction be
tween outward gaiety and inwa rd profundity. 
Good Mozart playing recognizes both facets 
equally, adding strength through brilliance ; 
bettel' serious, respectful playing like this 
than the aforementioned "cute," patronizing 
approach of some vh·tuosi-but it still isn't 
right. 

Incidentally, the concerto in E flat, K. 268, 
bere labelled #7, formerly #6, is problem
atical. Seems that if Mozart wrote any of it. 
he merely sketched out parts of the firs t and 
last movement, then dropped the project out 
of sheer ennui (something else got his in
terest); whereupon, maybe, an enterprising 
Jesser Iigh t, name of Eck, generously took the 
thing over and wrote a second movement all 
by himself. Oddly enough, the concerto was 
later sold off as echt-Mozart (that's a Canby 
pun, echt meaning genuine), to somebody's 
pecuniary profit. Wonder who. An interesting 
job and I leave it to you to savor the pleasure 
of guess ing which parts are echt-Mozart and 
which echt-Eck. 

Mozart: Famous Concert Arias {tenor}_ 
Waldema r Kme ntt; Vienna Symphony, 
Paumgartner. 

Epic LC 3076 

Mozart: Famous Soprano Arias. Hilde 
Zadek; Vienna Symphony, Paumgartne r. 

Epic LC 3135 

Here are a pair, both containing unusual 
and top-ranking music of sorts generally not 
widely heard- in spite of the word "famous." 
The tenor disc is one of the most valuable 
Moza rt records to come out in years, con
taining music of absolutely extraordinary 
Mozartian interest. The soprano disc is only 
slightly less interesting, with a few standard
item fi llers on it, rounding out extensive selec
t ions from Mozart's seldom-heard "Titus" 
(Clemenza di Tito) and three of the concert 
a rias, unattached, which make up the entire 
offering" of the tenor disc. A good, but slightly 
wobbly and una thletic soprano, a good if not 
great tenor, both singing under impeccable 
stylistic direction, an absolutely superb orches
tral accompaniment under Paumgartner (see 
above), plus excellent recording, are the physi
cal qualities of these two records that bring 
the music through so effectively. 

The so-called concert aria was a remarkable 
institution. In Mozart's day all opera was 
"moderD," contemporary; new operas ap~ 
peared every day, in Italian as a matter of 

~:srs;~ ;~;~~=~r t~!~y t:eel~p;l?am~~:~~. ~:s~',~ 
enough; separate a rias, on typical bits of 
operatic Italian text, were w idely composed 
simply as concert pieces, for singing. Moz!lrt 
was always <.>b liging with one or another of 
these arias composed for his singing fri ends, 
who valued them immensely. All opera t ic 
writing then, of course, was for specific sing
ing VOices, the music tailored expressly for 
the person intended to sing it. Nobody wl'ote 
arias just for soprano--any old soprano. 

Moreover, the celebrated Singers regularly 
went about wangling "private" arias f rom 
this and that composer for insertion in the 
middle of somebody else's opera, ad lib! This 
didn't seem to bother anybody and a number 
of Mozart's arias here are of that sort, for 
insertion into various non-Mozart opera •. 
Good, healthy competit ion. 

Mozart: Sonatas K. 306, K. 481, K. 11 ; 
Variations "Helas, J /ai Perdu" K. 360. 
(violin and Mozart-period piano). The 
Amsterdam Duo. 

Epic LC 3131 

Mozart: Sonatas K. 301, K. 304, K. 378, 
K. 379. (violin and Mozart-period piano). 
The Amsterdam Duo_ Epic LC 3034 

This is a fascinating pail' of di scfuls of 
first rate Mozart. The Mozart piano, a new 
one, is here perhaps more "authentic" In sound 
than a n actual piano of the time, restored. A 
restored instrument is bound to sound a bit 
ancient at 200-odd years even with the best 
of rebuilding, whereas a copy of Mozart's own 
favorite piano such as this (based on a Stein 
pia no made in 1777, now in Salzburg) com
bines the sound of the old with the authentic
ity of a newly buil t instrument. After all, 
Mozart didn't use antiques ; why should we? 
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, 
• at LEONARD RADIO it adds up to a SAVING of almost $100 for you on 5 high 

fidelity components by the industry's leading manufacturers. 

regular net price for all 5 com ponents if purchased individually ... $314.04 

FAMOUS BRAND PRE-AMPLIFIER-a masterpiece of workmanship, 
beauty and performance .. Designed to specifications far beyond those of 
the ordinary unit of its type. Specifications: 2 cascaded triode sections ; 
5 inputs ; frequency response ; -+- .5db 20-20,000 cycles ; 8 controls; sep
arate loudness, on-off control ; full 16 positions of high and low equaliza-
tion. reg. net .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . . . . . .. : .. . .. .. . ... .. ... . 97 .50 

FAMOUS BRAND AMPLIFIER-offers 25 watts of clean power (peaks 
to 50) . Proven speaker damping control eliminates speaker mismatch and 
produces low frequency response unmarred by annoying distortion . Speci
fications: output-25 watt , peaks to 50 ; frequency response -+- . 1 db 
20-20,000 cycles ; output impedance-8 and 16 ohms. reg. net .. 99.50 

FAMOUS BRAND MACNETIC CARTRIDCE-designed for high quality 
phonograph reproduction; all design factors were considered primarily 
from that standpoint. Specifications: 2 precious jewel needles for all three 
speeds ; frequency range-not less than 40 to .15,000 cps; minimum 
" needle talk" ; minimum harmonic distortion ; not more than 3 db varia 
tion ; designed to withstand wide changes in temperature and humid ity. 
reg. net . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 .37 

FAMOUS BRAND TRIAXIAL SPEAKER-integrated 3-way assembly 
completely wired with HF control , produces smooth response out to 
15,000 cycles . Overall diam. 12 V4"; resonance 45 cps ; 20 watts ; magnet 
weight 1 lb., 2 oz . ; response 35- 15 ,000 cps; Mech . crossover, 2000 cps 
impedance 16 ohms. reg. net . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59.70 

FAMOUS BRAND RECORD CHANCER-Featuring several ingenious in
novations in three speed r~cord changers, it nevertheless, retains the 
watch-like custom construction which has made it acclaimed by mus ic 
lovers the world over. It plays all types of records nOw in use . Once 
records are placed on the changer qnd simple settings made, action is 
completely automatic , with unfailing switch-off at the end of the last 
record . Easi Iy adaptable for either 1 10V or 220V current. Suppl ied com
pletely wired and ready to play with two empty cartridge shells. 
reg. net . .... . . .... . ... .. .. . ... .. . . . . .... . .... . .. . . " 49.50 

+ LEONARD RADIO, INC. has been for many years the 
leader in the field of high fidelity and electronic equip
ment in New York . We offer our customers quality , satis
faction and service . Visit our spacious showrooms at 69 
CORTLANDT STREET in downtown New York, whe re 
you may see displayed , and hear demonstrated an infinite 
variety of high fidelity sound components. We are open 
Mon. -Sat. from 9-6. 

Limited quantities at $219.95 

RADIO, INC . 
York 7. N. Y. COrtlondt 7-03\5 
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Mail orders accepted. 25 % deposit, balance C.O.D. 

Place your name on ou·r list now to receive bulletins 

on new developments in high fidelity equipment. 
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The music is a revelat ion as played here. 
The old-type piano is brighter, tinnier, more 
highly colored than our much larger modern 
instrument ; its tone blends to perfection with 
the violin, as ours decidedly does not in 
Mozart's piano writing; the piano parts sound 
full and well colored where on the modern 
grand they sound falsely thin and delicate. 

Resul t: Eveu for the wholly untrained 
amateur ear , the M~zart sonatas are here ve,'y 
natural, much simple r to understand and en
joy, once the initial surprise at the hard, 
tinny sound of the Mozart piano wears off. I 
don't Imow when I' ve enjoyed two records 
more. 

The Amsterdam Duo, hUSband-wife team, 
Nap de K li jn, violin , and Al ice Heksch, Mo
zart piano, are e>;cellent Mozart players, who 
perform very much in the easy, unaffected but 
warm manner of the director of this series, 
Bernhard Paumgal'tner, as mentioned above. 

Mozart: Sonatas K. 454, K. 481. Szigeti, 

violin, Szell, piano. 

Columbia ML 5005 

Here we hn ve big names, and good ones too. 
but even so I fiud this collaboration not nearly 
as rewarding as the Epic one preceding. (One 
of the sonatas apllears in both recordings, K. 
481.) 

A bad tonal mixtu re, first. Szigeti's ev i
dently failing physical powers allow him to 
play on ly with a sort of rubbery tone and a 
very noticeable slow vibrato, though his 
musiciansh ip is as keen as ever. Againsf thl. 
a lmost pathetically softened delineat ion , 
Szell 's somewhat hard and snappy Mozart 
brilliance is much out of place ; a mOre lyric 
pianist (aud a softer-toned piano recording) 
would have helped m inimize the physical 
troubles of Szigeti 's playing, as they. should 
be minimized. 

Both men a re big musicians as well as big 
names. But in this specia l s ituation I am sure 
that you will find the much less celebrated 

For clean amplification, low distortion and abundant power 
no other amplifier compares with the Mcintosh-long the 
standard of high fidelity excellence. The fundamentally
different Mcintosh circuit delivers amplification within 0.4 % 
of theoretical perfection! The result: outstanding realism, 
clarity and listening quality. Make the Mcintosh listening 
test at your dealer's. 

I.Or, 

I.O"l. 

,0.5 ",4 

0'1 
o 

Distortion: 1 / 3 % Harmonic and 1/2 % 1M, even at full 
rated output, from 20 to 20,000 c.p.s . Power: 30 walls 
continuous, 60 walls peak (for Model MC-3 0) ; 60 walls 
continuous, 120 walls peak (for Model MC·60). Fre
quency Response: 20 to 20,000 c.p.s. ± 0 .1 db at full 
rated output . Highest efficiency means longer life. 

DISTORTION vs. POWER OUTPUT 

I I / 20 ..... 410 kC I 
.L'loo ..... t 2 

KC ~l ___ &~,!l !'JS~R~~T ___ 1 ___ ' --- ---- --- ---
15 30 .45 75 

POWER OUTPUT IN IIMS WAns 

SINGLE FREQUENCY HARMONIC DISTORTION 

1.f- -- -- --- --- -,,1""!+~~'"+~11 i lTYPiCAl MEASUREMENT 60 WA~S 
o· 1. 

10 20 ,0 100 100 ~ I KC '2 KC !5 KC 
fREQUENCY IN CYCLES 

Write for complete deta ils on 
Mcintosh amplifiers and free booklet. 

LABORATORY, Inc. 
324 WATER ST., BINGHAMTON, N. Y. 

Expo,I Div. 25 Warren Sl .• N. Y. 17 Cabte: Simonl,i(e 
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MC.60 $198 so 

Amsterdam Duo a more satisfactory Mozart 
med ium, for home listening. 

Mozart: SYMphony #25 in G; Symphony 
# 28 in C. Columbia Symphony, Bruno 
Walter. 

Columbia ML 5002 
If you want your Mozart in the symphony 

concert tradition , as played by one of the big 
conductors, you'll find Bruno Walter at the 
top, as he is when conducting in numerous 
of the world's concert halls. 

The trouble is, for me at least, that I'm not 
at all sure that's what I want. Bruno Walter, 
for a ll his undoubted eminence as a sensitive 
conductor, his warm, modest personali ty. his 
eschewing of per onal virtuosoship~ IS of the 
older generation and reflects faithfully a way 
of playing that is faithfully bolstered by 
Columbia's big-auditorium sound. This, mind 
you, is no cri ticism! It is, rather, simply to 
say that the musical scene is changing fast 
and Mozart is very much in on t hat change; 
the big concert ha ll sound is, for much mu ic 
including Mozart's, beginning to become an 
anachronism, unfanliliar to many listeners. 

Rightly so. This sort of Mozart and, indeed, 
most Mozart, was not Ileard in the vast, for
mal spaces of our present and past concert 
tradition. Mos t lIIozart was played closer- to, 
on a mOTe intimate scale, with, I suspect, a 
more personal wa rm tho It's ve ,'y hard to pu t 
a finger on the d ifference between these con
cert-style recordings and the type which is 
now replacing them, but I would be dishonest 
if I did not point ou t the change, now in 
process of happeni ng. 

Mozart's two early symphonies here, then, 
are beau tifu lly tailored and played with ut
most dedication. But the sound seems to my 
earS too di ·tan t, too big, too formal , the play
ing itself somehow of that Sunday-afternoon
symphony persuasion, just a bit (here and 
there) on the overly grim side. Horrors! 
B runo Walter? Well , some of it may be no 
more than the distant-style Columbia record
ing. But not a ll. This is big-symphony playing, 
not small-symphony. 

In the Gardens of 
Mozart) Columbia 
Walter. 

Mirabel!. (Music by 
Symphony, Bruno 

Columbia ML 5004 

The intriguing title simply covers a group 
of assorted s horter items from the same series 
of record ing sessions as the preceding sym
phonies. It neatly points out, I feel , the very 
inconsistencies mentioned above-for the 
Mirabell Ga"dens, near Salzburg, are a typi
cally 18th centu ry pleasure spot, indoors and 
out, full of drolleries and fantastic humor, 
formally laid out but with the utmost 
warmth; in these gardens there was un
doubtedly much music-making (though no 
symphony concerts of our sort) and in them 
Mozart walked and dallied and perhaps played 
mus ic too. 

But what have we? First, ':Eine Kleine 
Nachtmusik," ultra-familiar, played here as 
though it we re a huge symphonic work, the 
,' aat sound reverberating at a distance, the 
st rings seemingly of full orchestral massive
ness . Th" ee informal li ttle minuets are given 
the same big-sound treatment, like pieces of 
symphony, along with a brace of the little 
German dances more at home in a beer parlor 
(and the Mi rabell Gardens, too) than in any 
concert hall, recorded or otherwise. This is 
just plain not t he "Mirabell" atmosphere that 
is claimed by the title! 

Four Mozart opera overtures , played beauti
fully in concert hall style (but unlikely as 
garden pieces) and the .superb "Maurerische 
Trauermusik," a funeral piece for a Mason 
(equally unlil(ely in anybody's garden) round 
the pl'ogram ou t. 

It's a nice program, all of it fine musi c, 
all well played. But it just-doesn't sound like 
garden musi c. 

Mozart: Thamos, King of Egypt, K. 345 
(Incidental Music). lise Hollweg, M. Nuss
baumer-Kniflach, W. Kmentt, Walter 
Berry; Vienna Chamber Choir, Vienna 
Symphony, Paumgartner; R. Boesch, narr. 

Epic LC 3158 
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This imposing mass of incidental music to a 
play will remind you that plays were f'eal ly 
done up with music in those days-witness 
Beethoven ("Egmont"), Schubert ("Rosa
munde"), Mendelssohn ("Midsummer Night's 
Dream") . Schumann (" Manfred"), etcetc
a ll big collections of orchestral, solo and 
chorus music usually with some na rration-to
music, as here. 

The story is Aida-like, with mass ive temples
of-the-Sun, choruses of priests, maidens ; obvi
ously it was a Cecil B. DeM ille spectacular of 
its day, an immense stage pl'esentation, a nd 
Mozart's music is big and in his most im
pl'essi ve nlannel'. 

Mozart lovers will find, to the ir p leasure, 
that there is much of his Masonic style here, 
as of the more serious parts of that magic 
opera "~'he Magic Flute," itself full of temples 
and priests and sacred ri tes. (See also the 
poignant "Maurerische Trauermusik" in the 
"MirabeU Garden" recording preceding.) ,The 
choral writing is, Similarly, like that of Mo
zart's nlore impl'essi\7 e sacred ,vorks rather 
than like any Mozart opera, "Magic Flute" ex
cepted. Without any doubt (the music tells ns) 
Mozart felt important symbolic meanings of a 
Mason ic sort in tbis e la borate story and he 
composed accordingly. There a re massive, won
derfully t uneful cboruses, hymn-li ke against 
energetic, fast- paced string accompaniments, 
set into large and involved sequential struc
tures one chorus run ll ;ng on into another, in
termixed with solo passages, li ke the finales 
of Mozart operas (but they a re generally all
solo ); in between come importa nt instru
menta l movements on a symphonic scale, as 
in Beethoven a nd Schubert. There is much of 
romanti c drama here-in fact t his is to all 
intents and purposes a work of the early 19th 
century, well ahead of its time in tbe m id 
1770's when Mozart wrote it. 

A fine co llection of varied numbers and it 
will grow on you mightily as you get to know 
its many facets. . The performance, Paum
gartner again, is excellent and very much in 
the sp irit of the work. 

Mozart: Flute Concerto # 2, K. 314; Horn 
Concerto # 4 , K. 495. Aurele Nicolet, 
f l., Winterthur Symph., Swoboda. Jan 
Zwagerma n, horn, - Ne therlands Ph ilh ., 
Ackerman . 

Musical Masterpiece MMS 87 (10") 

A mail order cont"ibution, budget-priced, to 
the Mozart 200th. Neither olle has up-to-date 
recorded quality though both al'e easily listen
able. The flute is good, the Swiss orchestra 
with it a bit on-the logey side. The horn is as 
good as any horn can be in the somewhat 
preposterous role (as Mozart knew perfectly 
well) of concerto so loist; but his cadenza here 
is out of aU proportion and shou ld have been 
gently axed, via the tape edit ing block! Who 
wa n ts to pay money for even a low-priced 
hom cadenza . The hom's orchestra (Nether
lands) is livelier than the Swiss one. 

2 . MODERNS FOR AN 
ENTERPRISING XMAS 

Schoenberg: Pierrot Lunaire (1912). Alice 
How land , narrator; instr . ense mbl e , 
Winograd. 

M-G-M E3202 

This seems odd ly to be the most enduring 
in the large public mind of all Schoenberg's 
mature works ("Transfigured Night" ex
l:epted) though it was radical enough in its 
day. As of now, more than 40 years later, it is 
one of the few Schoenberg works that seems to 
be emotionally understandable to a n averagely 
curious mnsical ear-and this in spite of a 
wholly atonal idiom and the strange spl'echs
stint'/lle, a voice that recites, half s inging (ac
cord ing to a species of musical score) yet 
not on any exact pi tch. ~'bere is an air of 
rightness and sense about tbis piece that
perhaps-presages the feeling we all may have 
in another quarter-century for Schoenberg's 
latel' 12-tone works. 

This is an excellent · presentation. Alice 
Howland "sings-speaks" tbe exci ting narrat ion 
in a wonderfully convincing and natu ral way; 
it seems no experiment at all as sbe does it. 
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Fits perfectly 
into y our varying 
TIl.us ic picture . . . 

b e cause 
,:-f--:!Ib- / 

f/e;c~~e. 

Instrum ents One: • 
I n 

1. Pushbutton Automatic Record Changer 
2. Pushbutton Manual Record Player 

. f or your com plete enjoymen t of All records! 
No won der the M i raco rd XA-I00 is called " The Perfect 3-Sp eed R eco rd 
Ch anger" by engineers and h igh fidelity enthusiasts ! The revoluti onary Magic 
Wand Spindle ch an ges records q u ietl y, allows you t o intermix 10" and 12" 
records at w ill. No p u sh er arms or stabilizer p la tes h ere- records a re released 
q uietly, w ith out fu ss or dam age, and the Pau sam atic allows you to select p au se 
time between records ... up to five and one-half minutes. Or if you wish, you 
can repea t the entire record or any portion, at any time. A special. F ilter con· 
trol el imin ates surface n oise from old records. 

Now insert the Sin gle-play Spindle-your Miraco rd XA-I00 becom es a man~al 
player. R everse th e spin d le and the record w ill r epea t indefin itely. N o other 
ch an ger brings you the won drous Miracor d ver satility! 

Other Features : No wow, no rumble· Ball bearing suspen ded turntabl e an d 
tone arm· 4·Pol e motor · White r u bber ma lted turntable · Comes complete 
with leads an d p lug. 

MI .RAPHON XM-ll 0 3-Speed Manual Player al so ava ilable. 

See and hear the Miracord at your dealer Now! Or send for literature Dept. A-12 

AUD I OG ERSH CO RPORATION 
23 PARK PLA CE, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

IN T!'iE 'U\,~:FOR 7fAC' ti(2!D 
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Listening· quality 
is everything! 

Excerpts from impartial Lab re
ports on the new Audax Hi-Q7 
magnetic cartridge: 
A leading recording s tu
dio: "Because readings 
showed an amazing total 
lack of distortion, check
tests were repeated 3 
times." Consumer 
sheet: " Good fre
quency and t ran
sient response. 
Practicall y no h igh 
frequency distor
tion. Low inter
modulation distortion." 
Ideal as these reports are, they belong in 
t he Lab. Listening quality is ever y
thing--and the new Audax Hi-Q7 has 
it to a degree not equalled by any other 
pickup. But-HEAR it yourself. 
there i s no other way ! 

l'iEW COMPASS-PIVOTEn 
ARM 

Universally acknowledged as the most effi
cient arm- barring none. No restraint. No 
frontal oscillations. No springs. No fatigue. 
Highest tracing efficiency. Equipped jor 
stylus-pressure adjnstment. New adapter 
makes this superb Audax arm usable 
with practically all cartridges. 

STY LUS-BALANCE 
tt • •• this really works . .. " Canby 

With the scales· and gauges available here
tofore, it has been impossible to check 
stylus-pressure closer than 2 or 3 grams 
-that is 50% off-correct. This means de
formation of groove-walIs, echoes, ghosts 
and other distortion. Stroboscope-like, 
STYLUS-BALANCE accurately indicates 
correctness or incorrectness of stylus
pressure. Precision-calibrated like a phar
macist's balance. \'\Torks with any arm or 
cartridge. Gold Finish. Net $4.80 (add 
25¢ if shipped from N. Y.) 

FREE copy of $1 .00, 22-page, 1956 
reference guide, "ELEC

TRONIC PHONO FACTS" at yottr 
dealers, or write us. 

AUDAK(;OMPANY 
SOO Fifth Ave., dept. A, New York 36 

Pin. audio-electronic apparatus over 30 year' 
CIRCLE 46A 
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'l'he instrumentalists are distinguished, headed 
by that veteran of contemporary pianism, 
Edward Steuermann. 

The story-li ne? Aha! That's the big fea· 
ture. The poems-originally in French, J 
gather- are straigh t ou t of the now·fal1liliar 
fantastic period of extreme French modernism 
that hi t most of the Western world just be· 
fore the First \Va r. This is bu t another, )nore 
Daliesque version of "Petrou chka," the pup· 
pet; this is Surrealism in its most flamboyant 
early manifestation, fu ll of night:J:nare sym
bolism! No wonder it goes down easily for 
us today. There are even-if you listen with i t 
in mind-numerous musical bits that are not 
too far removed f rom "Petrouchka" in its 
more violent moments. 

A further interesting comparison is with 
\Villiam Walton's early "Facade," which now 
can be seen as perhaps deriving from the 
earlier wor k of such as Schoenberg. "Facade" 
is wholly British and at first utterly unlike 
the present work-but listen again ; there, too, 
is a form of s1wechssU."'lloe, expertly practiced 
by the a uthoress of the words, Edith Sitwell 
and (in the most recent version) Peter Pears, 
both of whom recite the poetry as fast as they 
can ayC/iinst the music. There, too, is the 
model'll kind of symbolic, non-realist poetry, 
fu ll of words and meanings that a re so mu ch 
nonsense to t he immediate ea r. (I never did 
figure out what Sitwell was tal king about but 
I love the stuff.) There too, in Walton' s music, 
is the same brol{en·up, fragmental'y chamber 
orchestra accompaniment, dry, colorful , full 
of thin, wide leap. Only the spirit is different 
-and that not 80 much, for there's a good 
·d'ea:l. of humor in "Pienot" as we ll as in 
"Facade." 

Schoenberg: Suite, Op. 29 (1926). Inst r. 
Ensemble, Gunther Schuller. 

Peric d SPL 705 

A long·delayed mention of a worthy disc 
which might interestingly supplement the 
"Pierrot" p receding. It is played by seven 
instruments-violin , viola, cello, E-llat clari· 
net, clarinet, bass clarinet and piano, and the 
recording is satisfyingly hi·fi, which help8 
a lot i n such music as thi s. 

The Suite is one of the parlier of Schoen· 
berg's t rue 12-tone works and, as no doubt has 
been sa id , cal'l' ies t he implications of "Pierrot" 
to a logical further systematization. All of 
wh ich will not help to evaluate the sounds 
here inscribed! T ough music, doggedly un· 
compromis ing ("1 already feel the opposition 
1 shall have to overcome," said Schoenberg 
earlier), rhythmically persistent to a point of 
exasperation for the neophyte, full of those 
squeaky, decadent little Viennese waltzes that 
returll so frequently in the Viennese 12-tone 
trad ition-the music will undoubtedly drive 
you nuts on fil'st hearing. 

But keep in mind that music which can so 
irri tate you is strong music! Schoenberg was 
a strong man, musically looldng for trouble, 
perfectly aware that he wou ld be in tensely 
disliked and ready to defy that dislike to the 
bitter end in the interests of hi s mus ical goal. 
We cannot avoid his personality-it would be 
foolish to deny it and, indeed, his music 
would be fa lse if it did not express him. 
(Even moderns are human.) But we may, even 
so, be in the presence here of a really great 
innovator a nd it's at least worthwhile h aving 
him around , so to speak, for future reference 
-in case our individual and collective taste 
changes. It will, you may be sure. Always bas. 

Honegger: A Christmas Cantata . M. Roux, 
bar. , Eliz. Brasseur Choir, Petits Chant
eurs de Versailles, Lamoureux Orch ., 
Sacher. 

Distler: The Christmas Story. Netherlands 
Madrigal and Motet Choir, Voorberg. 

Epic 4 LC 3153 

Two interesting modern Christmas works. 
The Honegger, in the large-scale Swiss·French 
tradition, calls on the usual immense forces 
- including child ren'S choir-that figure in 
his many Swiss·style festival works of th is 
kind. ("King David," a n early one, ·is the best 
Imown.) 

Honegger is a big musical dramatist; the 
entire first section of this worl( is the an· 
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guished appeal of humani ty, represen ted by 
t he full forces involved, to the Saviour ; the 
rest , fittingly, is the answer in the form of His 
coming, the Christmas s tory itself. The open
ing, almost inaudible, rises gradually to g reat 
climaxes over a pulsing ma rch beat-a won
derful sugges tion of the millions of humanity 
in to rment . The pastora l Chri stmas story 
which follows makes ra ther lovely elabora tions 
upon Chris tmas songs of numerous lands, 
superimposed upon one another. Among them 
you will hear "Lo, how a Rose," "Sleepers 
Awake" (Wachet auf) and, of course, "Silent 
Night." A splendid work this, of its super
grandiloquent type, and 1 found it very ex
cit ing to lis ten to. 

The Distler , German from 1933, i s wholly 
different but also very lis tenable. It is for un
accompanied voices with recitative solo, 
modelled di rectly on the "Christmas Story" of 
Heinr ich Schuetz, 17th century German com
poser, a work that has ga ined very consider
able favor over here in several recent r ecord
ings. This is a sensitive, ret icent, reserved 
evocation of the past , in skillful modern t erms, 
and its composer, oppressed by the Nazis, (he 
la ter committed suicide) had an extra
ordina rily a cute sense of pitch and melody for 
the voice. It took a tower ing musica l talent, 
pa radoxically, to write this perfectly pro
portioned example of extreme artis tic limita
t ion and we can only be sorry t ha t h is genius 
could not have opened out more naturally into 
a truly modern idiom. W e have precious little 
real choral music today. 

E pic . has made the mistake (perhaps budge
tary) of not includiljg .printed. t exts for e ither 
of these wo"ks. ,,' 

Britten: Saint Nicholas (Cantata), Op. 42 •. 
Peter Pears, tenor, D. Hemmings, boy 
soprano, Aldeburgh Festival ·Orch. and 
Cho ir, Britten . 

London LL 1254 

The tit le is a bit misleading- this is about 
Saint Nicholas himself who wasn't always t he 
Santa Claus he now seems to be. P rincipal 
s tory about him has to do with the three li ttle 
boys who were pickled by the bu t cher (during 
a famine) and served up to Sant N. and 
fri ends, whereupon he restored them t o life 
and returned them to their anxiou s families. 

This is a really lovely work, though not 
a ll of an even goodness, whi ch seems t o be 
characteristically Britten. Superb choral pa rts, 
a ppealing music fo r boys' choi r, for girls' 
choir (a new d istinction of tone color 1 don't 
remember hearing featured before ) , fo r boy 
solo-and for t he superbly authoritative tenor 
of Peter Pears, who has sung most of B L"i tten's 
lUusic and fo r WhOlD most of its tenor parts 
were clearly written. Here is the best of t he 
Briti sh tradition fo r vocal music as p rojected 
by the finest talent in t he field today, a nd . 
there's not a thing di fficul t about it, though 
it rises to greatness, I'd say, in many spots. 

Britten : Winter Words, Op. 52; Seven 
Sonnets' of- Michelangelo, Op. 22. Pete r 
Peo rs, tenor, B. Bri tten , pf. 

London LL 1204 

Her·e are ·the two aga in, composer a n<;l per
fo rmer , and this makes a fi ne supplement to 
the above, if you wan t t o add a bit. The 
Ha rdy texts a re wond.erfully set and easily 
unders tandable in spite of no printed "lib· 
ret to" ; the Ita lian ,words a re much t oo much 
fo r me without prin ted a id. (I keep looking 
inside the folder, hoping a leafl et of texts \vill 
fa ll ou t-but no.) 

3. OLD CURIOSITY SHOP 
Stravinsky: Symphony # 1 (1906-07). 
Vi e nna Orchestral Soc., F. Charles Adler. 

Unicorn UNLP 1006 
F or anybody who knows Stravinsky beyond 

t he Fire Bird-here's an oddity. The music i s 
hls fi rs t big student work done, most expertly, 
under the tu telage of old Rimsky-Korsakoff. 
It ree l;s of everybody of the time, Rimsky in
cluded (also bits of any Russian you can 
mention from Glinka to T chai kowsky and 
Borodin, plus plen ty of Liszt , \Vagner, 
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Scriabine and so on.) A big, long, colo rful 
work and you can fool your friends and reo 
lations no end with it, Who'd a t hunk . ... 

Elgar: Enigma Va riations; Cockaigne 
Overture; Serenade for Strings. Royal 
Philharmonic, Beecham. 

Columbia ML 5031 

A convenient tuneful and authorita· 
tive collection, placing the "Enigma" along 
with Elgar's two other best known works (not 
counting "Pomp & Ci rcumstance"). The di s· 
tant recording emphasizes, somehow, t he 
modestly deri vitive Romant icism of this ultra· 
British musician. His is sweet, ly ric, honestly 
appeal ing music but it runs to milk toast much 
of the time. 

Chabrier: Une Education Manquee (oper
etta). Christiane Castelli, Caudine Collart, 
sops., Xavier Depraz, bass, Orch. Symph . 
de Paris, Bruck. . !~; 

Vanguard VRS 460 

Not too late to try this highl y amusing 
little comic opera, pseudo-18th century, three 
characters a nd a small orchest ra, which makes 
lovely fun of two innocent newlyweds in a 
time· immemorial way. One 'oprano, 18th c. 
style, is young hubby, t he other is wife; t he 
basso is t he school teacher who doesn't seem 
to have taugh t them the right facts -of life. 
(Too much Latin, not enough s-x.) Complete 
libretto; excellent French singing make. 
things easy to follow. 

Chopin: Waltzes. Artur Rubinstein, piano. 
RCA Victor LM 1892 

H ere's another in Rubinstein's felicitous 
new series of solo recordings, in most of which 
he seems to have retu rned to a less power
house, less uconcert tour," more musical ki nd 
of playing, almost as though, having reached 
the top in concert bi1ling, tou red the world 
and toured it again, he has come to feel that, 
after a ll, real musical expression is the end 
of a life such as hi s, even after a nd beyond 
the ultimate in fanle. 

The waltzes are crisply played, for the most 
part beautifully too and with a fine close·up 
look, for us, at a p rodigeous tech nique. It is 
not surprising to find that t he less familia r 
waltzes are the most expressive, the war 
horses tending towards a bi t of t he old Rubin· 
stein concert fl ashiness. Still in all , a fine job 
and worth a nybody's attention. Lovely cover, 
too. Degas. 

Bach Organ Recital (Prelude and Fugue 
in E Mi., Fantasia in G, Passacaglia and 
Fugue in C Mi.). Anton Nowakowski, 
Organ of the Klosterkirche an Soro, Den
mark. 

Telefunken LGM 65030 (10") 

The superb Danish organ sing.- out like a 
S trad and is the main featu re, a long with 
Bach, of this little disc. What rich , exquisitely 
balanced sounds came out of the old "Baroque" 
school of organ building! The organist he,·e 
is of the modern persuas ion, tending towards 
rapid, faidy rigid tempi but chOOSing hi s 
organ color with skill and good cont rast. His 
Passacaglia makes an interesting comparison 
with the slower, w ore stately and architec· 
t u ral version by Schwei tzer in his r ecent 
Columbia album. 

Haydn: Symphonies # 88, #101 
("Clock"). Vienna Philharmonic, Munch
inger. 

London LL 1199 
This is a n excellent "Clock" ",here so many 

performances a re routine or even patronizing, 
Munchinger in Stuttgart (see Mozart Violin 
Concerti ) is one thing and lI1unchinger in 
Vienna another, evidently, fo r there is no more 
than a sl igh t Viennese softness here to 
diminish the brilliance of these Haydn scores, 
and t hat could well be attribu ted to the 
Vlenese musicians t hemselves. Tempi a re a bit 
slower than the usua l whirlwiJlc1 symphoni c 
versions we hea r hereabouts, a nd the music i s 
the better for it. 
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Both sides have the same shiny, steely re
corded brilliance, the strings close-np, over
all liveness ultra-realistic. 

Bartok: Violin Concerto; Sonta for Un
accompanied Violin_ Ivry Gitlis; Pro 
Musico (Vienna), Horenstein. 

Vox PL 9020 

Among a nnmber of recent Bartok record
ings this is the only one I wonld recommend 
for general-interest listening. Two big, late 
worl{s, and Gitlis str ikes me as extraordinarily 
mnsica l in his playing of them. The Concerto 
will make a good addition to any collect ion 
that already inclndes the now-familiar Con
certo for Orchestra; this is a lmost as easily 
accessible thongh an outwardly complicated 
fiddle part requires a bit mOre anral penetra
tion. Exciting orchestral playing from Horen
stein. 

The solo sonata, for violin alone, is nom
inally the _ kind of thing most people s teer 
away from. In another recording than this I 
wonld agree ; but Gitli s makes snch potent 
and mnsical sense ont of the worl, I suspect 
many general music lovers will, after a few 
tries, discover to their amazement th'!tt they 
like it. It's a big, rewa rding work, solo ' or no. 

Fine fiddle recording, but in the concerto 
the v iolin is pretty close, the orchestra at 
some distance. Not an ideal ba~ance. 

4. REPERTORY FOR THE XMAS 
LIST 

Bruckner: Symphony # 1_ Vienna Orches
tral Soc., Adler. 

Unicorn UNLA 1015 

My Scout #2 says this is a n excellent per
formance', bringing out a "youthful sweet
ness," especially in the firs t two movements ; 
the last part gets pretty noi sy. Good record
ing too. 

Bruckner: Symphony #7; Overture in G 
minor. Vienna Symphony, Hague Phil
harmonic, van Otterloo. 

Epic SC 6006 (2) 

Scout #1 feels that this one isn 't up to the 
competition from another Dutchman, van 
Beinum with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw, 
on London. (That was before Epic signed up 
the Concertebouw, I guess.) He thinks this 
new version is "paced a bit too deliberately." 
(If so, it mus t be awfully, awfully long.) H e 
likes the G minor Overture better, with van 
Otterloo's own home orchestra. 

Brahms: Violin Concerto. Heifetz; Chi
cago Symphony, Reiner. 

RCA Victor LM 1903 

For all-around values, this is the peer of 
all LP recordings to date of the work, says 
Scout #1, and I can add that thi s one com
bines RCA's nota~e values uniquely-the 
superb Reiner series, the equally superb . 
Heifetz series, going back many years, and 
the best of the New O,rthophonic recording 
technique for super hi-fi. Highly recommended. 

Tchaikovsky: Symphony #5. Pittsburgh 
Symphony, Steinberg. 

Capitol P 8325 

Seems a bit controversial, th is one. "Clear, 
clean and beautifully disciplined," says Scout 
#1, but he feels, a lifeless, unexciting perform
ance. 

You may interpret that as meaning that 
here is one of those modern-style, updated 
playthings which avoids the lushness of the 
Old School coudu ctors-and perhaps thereby 
also avoids the intention of the music i tself, 
which comes from a pretty lu sh period , after 
all. No final decision can be made on such a 
perfOl'llllUlCe ; if you like your Tchaikov,ky 
clean and held back, if ,you abhor the old
fash ioned, a ll-out tearing of hair, then you 'll 
likely enjoy the Steinberg verSion , which with
out any doubt at all is authoritative and of a 
high order, in its ca tegory. 

Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto # 1. Conrad 
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If you're a high-fidelity fan, 
Jhm you undoubtedly suffer 
from the B-T Blues, 

You. want to hear a record as it was 
originally·-recon;l.ed .• ~ so you set .
the equalization control on your 
amplifier to the curve at which the 
record was made . . . and then 
you' re stuck! The record doesn't 
sound quite right to you, because 
the acoustics of your, room are dif
ferent from those of the studio, or 
~rhaps your individual taste re
quires a litt!e less highs-or a littl e 
more lows. 

N ow you have to ad just the bass 
and treble controls to get the kind 
of reproduction you want, and, be
cause they' re not ca librated, you 
have tG readjust them every time 
you play the same record - that's 
the B-T Blues. 

The new Munston " 10," with 
'Dynamic B-T' (Bass -Treble ) , " 
does away w ith the B-T Blues I 
D ynamic B-T g ives you separate 
turnover and rolloff settings dis
tinct! y marked on the bass and 
treble controls, respectively, for all 
of the latest equa lizat ion curves. 
Both contro ls are also completely 
calibrated through their entire 
range, so that if it i,s necessary to 
adjust the controls after the equal· 
ization setting has been made, it is 
a simple matter to note on the rec
ord the exact setting of the controls 
which pleases you best, for future 
reference, 

rnunslon 
10-WATT AMPLIFIER 
WITH BUILT-IN PREAMP 

See the new Munston "10" at your 
local Hi-Fi dealer's, or write tor 

complelt; illtormatioll. 

MUNSTON MANUFACTURING, INC, 
Beech Street, Islip, 1.1., N,Y, 

Hansen; RIAS Symphony, Sawallisch , 
Remington R-199-197 

Got to keep your eyes on Remington. Every 
so often this low-priced label brings out a disc 
to compete with any in musical value, if not 
in big-name allu re. Scout #1 is enthusiastic 
about this, likes the big-sound, grand-man
ner piano as well as the complementary 
orchestra. Good sound, too. 

Strauss: Till 'Eulenspiegel; Death and 
Transfiguration, NBC Symphony, los
canini. 

RCA Victor LM 1891 

Scout #2 likes the Toscanini fireworks-the 
"snazz"-that go into "Till Eulenspiegel," 
making it a tom' de JO" ce of orchestral display, 
which does it no harm, He thinks that "Death 
and Transfiguration" has interesting values 
here, bringing out that late-German sick-to
death quality that is probably its most im
portant expression. (It would take a n Italian 
conductor to do t hat!) But he feels that the 
old Toscanlni dramatics, highligh t ing every
tMng, subtly exaggerating each effect, leads to 
the same intensity all the way through and 
thus '! 1iatad(}xiQa-tly, to -a-.kind ·of ,mon6tonGUS 
t01w 'de force effect that merely highlights the 
weaknesses of the mus ie, losing the solid 
values in t he gorgeous playing. Gorgeous- but 
nothing more. Hi-fi s tuff, of course. 

Beethoven: Symphony # 1; "Jena" Sym
phony. Warwick Symphony; Janssen 
Symph. of l. A., Janssen . 

RCA Camden CAL 241 

Scout #2 has a mild fit over the very early 
"Jena" symphony, saying how much he en
joys hearing Beethoven "all dewy-eyed and 
Haydnish," for which fine phrase I must com
mend Seout #2!, He doesn't bave my slightly 
disturbing memory that the "Jena" is not en
tirely clear as to authorship and, just maybe, 
isn't by Beethoven at all, No matter (and I 
won't bother to look it up) ; the music stands 
on its own and Is charming, "dewy and 
Haydnish," whoever may have written it. 

The F irst Symphony, he feels, is exagger
atedly rough and boisterous, as the Warwick 
Symphony (wonder what orchestra that tn'ight 
be . . . ) plays It. I add that the First does, 
in truth, bave much of the later Beethoven in 
it, but should never be played pretentiously 
on that account-nor should any Beethoven, 
for that matter. I'd recommend th is reissue 
for the "J ena", with the First thrown in as, 
p.erhaps, an interesting contrast to other in
terpretations. 

Beethoven: Symphony #5; Fidelio Over
ture. Vienna Philharmonic, Furtwangler. 

LHMV 9 

One of t he final His Master's Voice RCA 
releases of last season, this brings a n old-line 
performance of impressive dimensions t hat 
will probably annoy many listeners. Furt
wiingler played his Romantic music (including 
Beethoven) very slowly and with much monu
mentality; his is of the sort that seems draggy 
while you listen, t hen becomes overwhelmingly 
powerful-after it is oyer, That is, of course, 
typical of 19th century procedure in composing 
as well as conducting-take a Wagner opera, 
fo r instance--and so may be cons idered more 
than usually authentic, in spite Of our present
day stream lined tastes, 

On the basi,s of Scout #l's report I'd say 
this would be well worth having if you like 
to study 't be great Interpretative tradit ions, 
Recording is not of the super-hi-fl sort, though 
musically adequate. 

Verdi: Rigoletto (Concert Version). Solo
ists, Chorus, Netherlands Philh. Orch . 
Goehr. 

Mus. Masterpiece MMS 111 (2 10") 
(Mail order) 

Budget mail order opera (also, I gatbel'. 
issued through the affi iliated Opera Society), 
tbis one is reported by Scout #1 as excellent 
in over-all concept, " \';brantly accented amI 
neatly phrased." Individually the soloists are 

CIRCLE SOB 

Designed by DAVID HAFLER, 
Inventor of Famous Ultra-Linear Circuit! 
The DYNAKIT Mark II Is a complete 50 watt 
power amplifier kit In ultra-compact form, uUliz
ing a new .clreD it to Increase , qaa)lty "and em, 
c~ncY., The 'D'fNAKIT uses .th~ -,DYNACO "'\' 4)0 
output transformer to ach leve superior performance. 

The physical and electronic lIrrangement 'of "the 
Mark II is such th at it can be easily and simply 
assembled by the novice, withoat bugs. Specified 
performance is assured, 

Specifications: 
Power Output: 50 watt.. continuous rating; Dis
tortlon : 1% at max power, less tban 1 % bar
monic distortion at any frequency 20 cps to 20 
ke within 1 db of maximum; Response: Plus or 
minus .5 db to 6 cps to 60 kc, Plus or minus 
.1 db 20 cps to 20 kc; Square Wave Respon,e: 
EssentiallY undistorted 20 cps to 20 kc; Sensitivity : 1.5 
vol ts in for 50 wntts out; Damping Factor: 15; Out· 
,put Impedances : Sand 16 ohms; Tubes : 6CAr)EL-34 
(2) ~6550 ' s can also be used) 6ANS, 5U4GB; Size : 
9"x9"x6%" higb. 69.75 

Net 

Featuring para - coupled 
windings, a new design 
prinCiple (patents pond
Ing) . The.. transformers 
use advanced pulse tech
niques to Insore superior 
square wave performance 
and undistorted reprodac
tion of transients. Oynacu 
transformers handle full 

rated power over the entire 
audio spectrum from 20 cps to 20 

kc, without sharp rlso in distortion at 
the ends of the band which characterizes most 

transformers. Conservatively rated and guarantoed 
to handle double nominal power from )0 cps to 15 
kc without loss of performance capabilities. 

Spec ifications: 
Response: Plus or minus 1 db 6 cps to 60 kc; 
Power Curve: Within 1 db 20 cps to 20 ke; 
Square Wave Response: No ringing or distor
tion from 20 cps to 20 kc; Perm issible Feed
back: 30 db. 

MODELS 
A-410 10 wt-6V6, 6AQ5, EL-84· $14.95 
A-420 25 wt-KT-66, 58S1, S07· 19.95 

A-430 50 wt-6550, 6CA7 / EL-34 · 29.95 
A-440 100 wt-6550, 6CA 7 I EL-34·· 39.95 

• tapped primary 
•• tertiary will ding screen or cathode 

____ .. _.aa_._ 

709 Arch Street, Phila. 6, Pa. 
Please ship me the following : 

B D ynaki t Mark II @ $69.75 
A-4!O @ $14.95 8 A-420 @ $19,95 

D A-430 @ $29.95 A-440 @ $39.95 
Check or Ma lley Order Enclosed 
Shipping charges, express collect 

Name ... " . . . . . .... .. .... . .. . . . .. ,.' "" 
Address ... ".,.,.,"', . ... .... . .. ". , .,' 
City .. .. ' .' ... . , Zone "" State .,.", .. --------------_._----
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so-so on t he average but a re carried along to 
good things by the excellence of the whole. 

Tbat, I sbould say, bas been the really 
important virtue of MMS opera so far and I 
my~elf am mucb impressed by wbat has been 
done with intell igence and imaginat ion, 
tbougb tbe solos may be less than stellar. T be 
Mozart "Seraglio" on this label, which I heard 
recently, was excellent and in tbe very same 
manner-i. e.- a Bne, rightly styled, humor
ous performance that carried a long wi tb it to 
success a couple of soloists who could have 
been really bad- without such inspired direc
tion. Tbis is recommended as good competition 
to t he fanciest versions on regular LP. 

Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique. Boston 
Symphony, Munch. 

RCA Victor LM 1900 

This one, brand new, has been widely ha iled 
and our Scout #1 went along and liked it, 
thougb he felt that RCA's earlier Monteux
San F rancisco version (78's, I think) had a 
bit more warmth and plasticity. Out of cu ri
osity I tried it. Maybe so . .. but t his version 
just doesn't come up to the ancient one I 'm 

. '>' ' speaking"' of. :More.r.polish, ,_plenty of sheen, 
super-hi-t!·, but ·the .h-ighly personal 'electriCity 
isn't there. Not for my ear. 

SOUND SYSTEM 
(from page 26) 

keeps low-frequency noise called "rum
ble" . out of the final sound. 

The groove variations are sensed by 
the needle, or stylus, which in high
quality systems is jewel tipped; it is 
made of sapphire, or much preferably, 
diamond. The needle must have an un
marred, smooth surfaced, hard tip, nor
mally of spherical shape. It must also be 
designed so that it does not bend, but 
faithfully communicates the exact groove 
modulations, to the generating mech
anism of the pickup. 

The pickup is an electric generator 
(usually either of the piezo-electric, vari
able reluctance, or moving-coil type) 
whose function is to translate the me
chanical vibratiop.s of the needle into 
electrical oscillations of the same wave 
forms. It must do this with minimum 
distortion of the wave form, and must 
not allow resonances of its own to in
fiuence its output voltage significantly. 
It is als0 an advantage for the pickup 
to impose as little work as possible on 
the needle. The greater the force re
quired for the groove to displace the 
needle· from side to ·side (the less the 
lateral compliance of the pickup) the 

'. greater the vertical bearing force of the 
needle on the record will have to be to 
maintain proper and constant stylus
groove contact, and the greater the wcar 
of both record and neeelle. 

The tone ar'm holds the pickup in 
place over the groove, and must provide 
sufficient freedom of motion so that the 
pressure of the' groove walls alone can 
make the needle move across the r ecord, 
following the recorded spiral. The tone 
arm must hold the pickup approximately 
tangent to the groove being played, must 
provide the proper vertical force for 
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HIGH FIDELITY 
Custom 
Quality 

Hi-Fi 
Components ~ 

Sensibly 
Priced 

for 
Everyone 

~.nM ~ ~ MODEL HF255 

,""<~Ota{, .AM-FM TUNER 

Provides exceptional AM-FM recep
tion, true high fidelity realism with 
"space-saver" convenience and b~auty 
at remarkably low cost. FM response, 
± 0.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cycles; A'M, ± 4 
db, 20 to 5,000 cycles. Sensitivity: FM-
5 microvolts for 20 db of quieting: 
AM-20microvolts for I volt output. 
Includes AFC, drift-compensated 
circuits, FM di-pole antenna, AM · 
ferrite loop, etc. Only 31/ z" high. Ideal 
for use with amplifier below. 

MODEL 1512 

~ a.~L~ ~~ 12-WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 

True hi-fi performance at moderate 
cost. Full 12 watts output; response, 
± 0.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cps. Features 5 
inputs; separate bass, treble controls; 
equalization for EUR, ffrr, RIAA , 
Quiet; variable damping control, choke 
of voluml< ~9ntrol or loudness control. 
In compact'cabinet, only 3Vz" high . 

BEAUTIFUL "SPA~E SAVER" DESIGN 
RAULAND matching Hi-Fi 
units are decorator-stvled in 
handsome charcoal black with 
marbleized gold finish, control 
panels in soft brushed brass. De- 'I~~~ 
signed to (it anywhere-no cabi- ~ 
nets required. ( Extension shafts 
ava ilable for behind-panel 
mount.) 

Hear these RAULAND units at your 
Hi-Fi dealer, or write for details 

RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION 
3515 W_ Addison St_, Dept. C, Chicago 18,111_ 

CIRCLE 52A 
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the pickup, must not allow its own reson
ant behavior to influence the system, and 
must not generate other lateral forces of 
its own (either "side-thrust", usually in 
towards the record, or lateral resistance 
due to binding friction at the pivot. 
When the pivot resistance is in the form 
of viscous damping, however, the two 
above mentioned forces can be balanced 
against each other). 

The electrical output of one type of 
pickup, the piezo-electric, is usually fed 
directly to the amplifier. It is of the 
order of 112 volt or more, and is a faiHy 
accurate replica of the recorded sound. 
This is so because the characteristic 
frequency response of the pickup is 
more or less the inverse image of the 
frequency characteristics "built in" to 
the record. (This last subject will be 
taken up in detail later.) 

The reluctance and moving-coil pick
ups, however, produce a much smaller 
amount of electrical energy. The output 
voltage of these pickups (which are 
classed together as magnetic types) runs 
well under one-tenth of a volt, and may 
be as low as a few hundredths of a volt. 
Furthermore the characteristic fre
quency response of the magnetic pickup 
does not compensate for the way in 
which the. frequency characteristics of 
the recorded sound has been doctored. 
Therefore the pickup output must be 
passed through a p1'eamplifie1' before it 
ente.rs the amplifier proper. 

Amplifiers 

The preamplifier may be mounted on 
a separate chassis, on a chassis with the 
main amplifier control sections (volume 
and tone controls), or on the same 
chassis as the main amplifier. In any case 
its functions are to increase the output 
voltage of the pickup, and to compensate 
accurately for the frequency character
istics of the record so that the sound is 
not deficient in bass and heavy in the 
treble. Since different record companies 
have made records with different char
acteristics the preamplifier often allows 
the operator to choose between several 
types of frequency compensation, each 
of which is appropriate for r ecords of 
particular companies. The need for such 
control, which is called variable record 
equalization, may disappear in the fu 
ture with increasing standardi,zation of 
recording technique. 

The control section of the amplifier 
allows the operator to regulate the vol
ume, and, in most cases, to either ac
centuate or attenuate ("boost" or "cut") 
the bass and treble portions of the re
produced sound independently. The pri
mary function of tone control is to C0111-

pensate for deficiencies in associated 
equipment or program material, and to 
compensate for acoustical conditions of 
the room in which the music i9 heard. 

The main amplifier receives the elec-

20-20 
PLUS! 
E-204-D 
Repeating 
Coil 

G ·PEERLESS 
Elecf.riCi·al P.~oducts 

, "i"OON'~IiUU' 
9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly .Hills, Calif. 
161 Sixth Avenue, Ney( York 13, New York 
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trical signal as it is finally shaped, and 
releases another signal, ideally identical 
in all respects except power. The power 
amplification may be tens of millions of 
times, f rom a fraction of a microwatt 
(one millionth of a watt) to dozens of 
watts. 

Although the demands on the amplifier 
are very great, and although it appears 
to be the most complicated of the system 
components, it is the least imperfect of 
these components. The percentages of 
harmonic and intermodulation distor
tion, the irregularities of frequency re
sponse, and the extraneous noise intro
duced by an awplifier built according to 
the best current design practices, and , 
without regard for cost, are such that 
they are not limiting factors in the fidel
ity of the reproduced sound. Amplifier 
designers are now seeking to extend the 
control of the amplifier to help r egulate 
deficiencies in associated equipment (for 
example: disc recorders are used which 
work in conjunction with a "feedback" 
electronic circuit) , and of course have 
ample room for advance in the field of 
reducing cost without sacrifice of quality. 

Loudspeaker 

The final component of the sound 
system is the loudspeaker system, which 
consists of the speaker mechanism ,itself 
and the speaker' enclosure. The loud
speaker converts the alternating elec
trical output of the amplifier into me
chanical vibrations of a cone or dia
phragm. But the cone vibrating by it
self cannot, for r easons that will be dis
cussed fur ther on, produce adequate bass 
energy. It must be mounted in an en
closure or baffle of some sort, which 
gives the vibrating surface the "bite" of 
air that it needs to radiate low-frequency 
sound. 

The speaker and its enclosure, like the 
amplifier, should introduce as little d~s
tortion and frequency ' irregularity into 
the signal as possible. Typical speaker 
deficiencies are ir regular frequency re
sponse, poor transient response (ha~g
over), and harmonic and intermodula
tion distortion. 

Two other components are shown in 
Flg. 4-3. The tuner is a device which con
verts AM or FM radio signals to audio 
signals that can be handled by the audio 
amplifier; the tape transport mechanism, 
with its associated preamplifier, provides 
a signal of the same nature as that 
coming from the tuner or phonograph 
pickup. 

The system of sound reproducing com
ponents is often referred to as a "chain" 
of components. This term is very ap- , 
propriate: the fidelity of the chain can
not be greater than that of its weakest 
link. The futility of concentrating on 
the perfection of one component, while 
disregarding any of the others, should 
be obvious. 
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Exclusive ! 
Tone Arm scans records automatically for start· 
ing groove. Autamatic tone arm locking device 
prevents styli damage when not in use. An 
Automatic Record Changer or a fully Automatic 
Record Player, as desired. 

Intermixe,s all records from ]" to'12". 

Repeat Switch with automatic reset. 

Pause 'Selector permits intermissions between 
records. May be cancelled at any time! 

Recor,d Reject and Stop Button: for rejecting 
a record, stopping changer mechanism or quick 

selection of any record ,from stack. 

Unique elevator action gently lowers record 
stack to "Ready" position. 

No wow and rumble. Changing cycle and 
pause timer are independ~~t of ~hanger speed. 

Equalizer Switch permits use of magnetic 
Input in preamp. 

Unusually compact design. 

AMAZING I 
One Buffon Control for 

14-Step-Operation: 
l-Correct Stylus Is Selected 
2-Tone Arm Unlocks 
3-Motor Starts r' 

4-Arm Lifts Up and Move. 
Toward Center 

5-Arm Sets Down on Plaltic 
'Glider 

6-Arm Sweeps Acro'sl Record 
7-Fincls Record Edge of Ally 

Size Record 
I-Glider Retracts (like 

Landing Gear of Plane) 
9-Stylus Se'ts Down in Start

ing Groove of Record 
10-Arm lifts Up and Moves 

Towards Rest Position 
when Run-Off Groove Is 
Reached at End of Recorcl 

ll -Next Record Is Gently 
Lowered to Turntable 

12-The ,Re mainde r of Record 
Stack Is Placed in 
"Ready" Position 

13-When Last Record in Stack 
Has aeen Played, Arm 
Sets Down, locks Firmly 

' 14-Motor Shuts Off 

Also Available: DUAL Automatic Record Player, No. 280. 

Write for Specifications and 
Name of Nearest Distributor 

UNITED AUDIO PRODUCTS 
Div, of United Optical Mfg, Corp, 

202 East 19th Street, N. Y. 3 , N. Y. 
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NEW PRO D U el-S 
• Presto Tape Recorder. Intended especi
a lly for the growing market for high-fidel'
i ty equipment in the home, the new Presto 
two-speed tape recorder embodies many 
design features of Presto professional 
models. Designated as Type SR-27, the 
unit consists of a tape-transport mech
anism and a 10-watt amplifier, each sup
piled in a separate carrying case. The 
SR-27 transport mechanism employs three 
motors, one of the -hysteresis synchronous 
type for capstan drive, and two of the 
standard induction type for driving sup
ply and takeup spools. Three separate 
magnetic heads are used to record, 
erase, and play back tape on standard 
7-in. reels at 7.5 and 15 ips. Specifically 

designed brakes are self-adjusting and 
self-aligning. The A-920B amplifier con
tains preamplifiers for microphone and 
playback, power supply, and two small 
speakers for low-level listening or moni
toring. Microphone inputs of 50 or 250 
ohms and a bridging input are provided. 
Although intended primarily for home 
use, the SR- 27 will produce recordings 
which conform to NARTB specifications. 
When operated at 15 ips the unit has a 
frequency response up to 15,000 cps, sig
nal"to-noise ratio is better than 50 db, and 
fiutter is approximately 0.15 per cent 
RMS. Further information is available 
t rom Presto Recording Corporation, P. O. 
Box 500, Paramus, N . J. D-S 

• Audio Frequency Wave Analyzer. D e
signed strictly for professional applica
tion, the Type FNA Wave Analyzer is one 
of the most elaborate instruments of its 
kind ever to be introduced to the Ameri
can market. Its function is to separate a 
complex waveform into its spectrum com
ponents and to measure and /or record the 
amplitude of each frequency. The unit is 
outstanding for its extreme selectivity 
and very steep transition of the attenua
tion characteristic between pass band 
and stop band. A broadband facility per
mits rapid checks to be made with reduced 
discrimina tion. Inherent distortion of the 

FNA is exceptionally low, permitting ac
curate measurement of low-distortion 
communication systems or high-quality 
audio components. Frequency range is 30 
to 20,00Q cps ,and sensitivity range is 1 
microvolt to 100 volts. Response is log
arithmic or linear, with a five -inch-wide 
easily read chart permitting accurate 
measurements of vibration rates at in
dividual frequencies. A highly-detailed 
catalog sheet on this instrument is avail
able from the Instrument Division, Fed
eral Telephone a n d Radio Company, Clif
ton, N. J . D-9 
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• Heathkit Hi-Fi Tuner Xit. Impressive 
circuit improvements and attractive phys
ical design are featured in the new 
Heathkit Model FM-3 FM tuner kit, which 
matches in color, styling, and size the 
Heathkit Model W A-P2 preamplifier. A 
self-powered unit, the FM-3 incorporates 
automatic gain control, a highly stabilized 
osci llator, and a tube line-up which af -

fords excellent gain. I-F and ratio trans
formers are pre-a ligned as is the front
end tuning unit, which is also pre-as
sembled. The kit is supplied with full 
wiring instructions, including picture dia
grams, which make construction easy for 
even the most uninitiated novice. Further 
information will be mailed on request to 
The Heath Company, Benton Harbor, 
Mich. D-IO 

• Audax-Garrard Adapter. Users of both 
Audax cartridges and Garrard record 
players will find interest in the new plug
in adapter which permits instant connec
tion of any Audax cartridge to any Gar
rard changer or single-playing turntable. 
Designed primarily for the Garrard Model 
RC-80 and RC-90 record changers, and for 

the Model "T" turntab le, the Audax 
adapter is precision-made to maintain the 
correct stylus-to-groove a lignment. No 
soldering or wire handling is required for 
installation. The Audak Company, 500 
Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y. D-ll 

• Harmon-Rardon Ten-Watt Amplifier. 
Employing printed circuits throughout, 
the new Harmon-Kardon Model PC-200 
amplifier, although low in price, contains 
many features normally found in ampli
fiers considerably more expensive. Known 
as the "Prelude," the amplifier incorpo
rates a dip-soldered copper-clad laminated 
phenolic board which is used for all wir
ing, yet is so arranged that mechanical 
disassembly can be accomplished when
ever n ecessary. The Prelude incorporates 

a versatile preamplifier with inputs for 
phono and tuner, also a tape input which 
provides correct equalization for tape re
corder heads. Full record equalization 
with separate roll-off and turnover con
trols, a 4-position loudness contour con
trol, bass and treble controls, and a 
rumble filter, are all standard features. 
The amplifier is handsomely styled in 
burnished copper and satin black. D-12 

• Pickering Magnetic Ca rtridge. Among 
its design features the "Fluxvalve," the 
new wide-range pickup recently intro
duced by Pickering & Company, Inc., 
Oceanside, N. Y., includes a new type of 
stylus which has extremely high compli
ance, making it exceptionally well-suited 
for low tracking force in the range of two 
to five grams. The vibratory mass has 
been reduced to such a degree that pickup 
response is virtually flat at 30,000 cps on 
ordinary vinyl. A turnover-type cartridge 
with easily replaceable styli, the Flux
valve is so designed that it meets the 

demands of all presently envisioned de
velopments in the field of recording, in
cluding records which call for less than 
I-mil stylus radius. Electrical chara cter
istics of the cartridge include frequency 
response flat to well beyond 20,000 cps, 
negligible intermodulation, and output of 
25 millivolts at a norma l recording level. 
Output impedance is medium, requiring 
a termination of 47,000 ohms. The entire 
magnetic circuit, including the magnetic 
gap, is completely encapsulated in plastic . 
The unit is supplied with a mounting clip 
which adapts it to all standard arms, 'and 
also acts as the bearing for the turnover 
action. D-13 

• Automatic Record Changer. There is 
hardly any feature to be desired which is 
not incorporated in the new Dual Three
Speed Changer. Manufactured in the Black 
Forest region of Germany and distributed 
in this country by United Audio Products 
Division of United Optical Mfg. Corp., 202 
E. 19th St., New York 3, N. Y ., the Dua l 
intermixes records ranging in size from 

7 to 12 ins. A pause switch m akes possible 
intermissions of one to four minutes be
tween records. Pause duration, as well as 
speed of the change cycle, is entirely in
dependent of turntable speed setting. 
Unique is the changer's automatic glide 
mechanism which works as follows: after 
the start button is pressed, the tone arm 
moves toward the center of the tUl:ntable, 
sets down on a feeler and moves gently to 
the edge of the record. Upon touching the 
edge of the record, the feeler retracts and 
exposes the stylus which sets down in the 
run-in groove. Wow and rumble of the 
Dual are reduced to a practical minimum. 
After the last record has been played, the 
tone arm returns to a locked position and 
the motor is shut off. Additional specifi
cations will be mailed on request. D-14 
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FISHER 
Series 80 

FM-AM TUNERS 
1.5 microvolt sensitivity for 20 db 
quieting . Separate tuning meters 
and separate FM and AM front ends , 
completely shielded and shock 
mounted . 72-ohm , plus eJCciusive , 

balanced JOO-ohm antenna inputs for increased signal-fa-noise ratio . AM 
selectivi ty adiustab le, AM sensitivity better than 1 microvolt. Non -measur
able inherent hum. Under 0 .04 0/ 0 distortion for 1 volt output. 4 inputs , 
including separate tape-playback preamp-equalizer. 6 record equalization 
choices. 2 cathode-follower outputs . 16 tubes . Bass, treble, volume, 
function , equalization, tuning, loudness balance, and AFC controls. Self 
powered. 

Model BO-T .. . ..................................................................... _ ............ $19950 

Model 80 .. R, same as above, but 13 tubes , 
for use with external audio control. . 

New 

Model 4330 

THE fHI-fl' 

................................... $16950 

Complex multi-flare horn system with four separate driver units . Bass horn 
(30-150 cps) has equivalent coaxial length of 14 feet . Mouth area is 7 
feet square, and is substantially increased with proper room placement. 
lower mid-frequencies are handled by two 8" speakers (150-600 cps) 
located on each side of the cabinet, with a phase shift network between 
speakers for three-dimensional effect. Higher mid-frequencies (600-3000 
cps) are handled by a multi-flare horn with on equivalent axial length of 
6 feet. High frequencies (3000· 18,000 cps) are handled by a multi-flare 
horn ~ith an equivalent length of 4 feet . Frequency response is substantially 
flat from 30 to 18,000 cps. Power handling capacity is 60 watts. Available 
in four finishes-mahogany, blonde, walnut, and ebony, $ 
with three coots of locquer, hand rubbed. .... . .. ........... 33950 

Other units in stock priced from $49.50 to $1,500. 

PRI~TED-CIRCUIT - MINIATURIZED 

fPreamp with Pres,ence' 
-as described by C. G . McProud in May Audio Engineering. 3 equaliza
lion choices, presence conlrol, volume and loudness controls, and 
Boxendoll-Iype boss and treble controls . 

Basic kit containing the 1.0 henry encapsulated chQke, the printed circuit 

~a~:~ocl°d,~~~~:I:a~~!~~~~~ .. ~~.~ ... ~.~.~ ............. , ......... ......................................... ........................ $ 750 
The complete kit of ports, including the bosic kit and 011 other paris 
and tubes as specified by author . $ 
With complete, simplified instructions. ....... . .... 3550 

K33 RECORD CLEANING 
COMPOUND 

Highly concentrated formulation of six ingredients. Unconditionally guar
anteed to remove all dust, grit, and microscopic particles worn from the 
stylus tip. Complete removal of these foreign substances from record grooves 

~~sdul~;r;~a~r:~~~ni~t~~ena~~ds~~~~:: ~;i~es.'~~~.~ ... ~ .i.~~......................... . ..... $195 

Everything worthwhile in high-fidelity equipment is IN 
STOCK at Harvey's - our demonstration facilities are 
second to none I Orders shipped same day received_ 

Christmas Bonus-$75. OFF 
ON THIS COMBINATION! * 

AMPEX 600 
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER 

A high qualify tape recorder designed for 
professionals: broadcasters, recording 
stUdios, and other critical users . Housed in 
a truly portable case, the entire un i t weighs 
less than 28 Ibs. The quality of performance 
of the 600 is identical to the console model 
350. 
Has separate eraS9 , record and playback heads • •. and separate record 
and playback amplifiers . A direct-reading meter permits continuous 
checking of recording level. Tape speed is 7 1h inches / sec . with a fre 
quency response from 40 to 10,000 cycles ± 2db , and to 15,000 cycles 
± 4db. 
Other features include: 
-Signal-to-noise ratio : more than 55 db - Fluttef and wow: less than 
.. 25 0

/ 0 - Fast forward and rewind: 90 seconds for 1200 feet - Microphone 
input: high impedance - line input : for high level source (.5 volt level) 
- Separate level and mixing controls for microphone and line inputs -
Monitoring : through phone jack or playback output - Playback output: 
1.25 volts into 10,000 ohm load (matches fnput of most amplifier syslems) 
Recording distortion is negligible. The Model 600 is 'extremely easy to 
use. Only one hand is needed to thread the tape. Can be operated either 
vertically or horizontally, and is readily adaptable for installation in 
home high fidelity systems . 

Complete with tubes, less microphone ..... .. ................................... $545.00 

AMPEX 620 
PORTABLE AMPLIFIER-SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Designed as a companion piece to the Ampex 600 Portable Tape Recorder. 
Weighs ·approx. 19 Ibs. case induded, and measures 13 x 16 x 8". Em~ 
ploys a 10"wott amplifier wilh push·pull output, and less thQn 1% total 
harmonic distortion. Frequency response ranges from 20 to 20,000 cycles 
± .2Sdb. loudspeaker is housed in an acoustically matched enclosure. 
An external speaker jack is also provtded. Power supply is built·in, and 
front-panel controls included for volume level, equalization $149 50 
and power. Coml:'lete with tubes ........................... .. • 

*$ • t»/ When purchased with peCI" the Ampex 600, price is .... . ............ $7450 

MARANTZ Audio Equipment 
New 

40 WATT 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

Built-in metered · operational adiustment. Output transformer with low 
leakage reactance and high flux-handling capability . New type-6CA7 output 
tubes are more efficient and distortion-free . Variable damping from 
separate 4, 8 and 16 ohm outputs. Oil input -filter capacitor, long -life 

::~~~~I_eb~~~i~~neslt~~t:t~~~~~ .. ~~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ ........................................................ $18900 

AUDIO 
CONSOLETTE 

Self-powered . 7 inputs. ' nput 
selector, loudness compensation, volume , 

bass, cutoff filter, treble, turnover, rolloff, and power on-off controls. low 
and high-impedance outputs. 3 switched AC power outlets . Response 
±1 db, 20·40, 000 cps . 1 % maximum intermodulation distortion at 15 
volts output. 4 microvolts equivalent maximum $ 00 
open·circuit noise at first phono grid . ............... _ ... ......... _ .................... _ .......... _ 155 

HARVEY 
ESTABLISHED 1927 

RADIO COMPANY I INC. 

103 W. 43rd Street, New York 36 • JU 2-1500 ·Prices are net, F.O.B. N.V.C. - subject to change without notice. 

t-''''"'--.. _-_-_ .. _-_-~-.... <o.-_ .... _-... ,,- .-_ ..... ~-_-~. -~.:==--.-=-_-_==-_~-_. __ .. 
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NOW 
HEAR 
THIS 

for 
improved high fidelity 

GOODMAN S 
LO 'UDSPEAKERS 

in the New 

'Friction-Loaded' 
AXIOM Enclosures 

Axiom 22 Mk II Axiom 150 Mk II 

Axiom 80 Axiette 

Complete do-if-yourself construction 

details - available on request 

Mail this Coupon • . • Today r----------------, 
I ROCKBAR CORPORATION Dept. NM-l ~ 
r 215 East 37th St., New York 16, N. Y. ) 

I Please send me: I 
I 0 Complete informat ion about GOODMANS I 
I High Fide lity loudspeake rs. I 
I 0 Complete deta ils about the new ' friction. I 
I loaded' AXIOM Enclosures. I 
I I I NAME .............. ...... .......... ......................... ............................ I 
I ADDRESS............................................................. ................ I 
I I I CITY ..... _ ....................... ZONE ......... ... STATE........ .. ........ I 
L __________ , ___ -I 
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1. Fo r Xmas- One-Piece or Two? 

As XMAS COMES sailing up, in the 
ocean of time, you'll find that con· 
siderably more than the usual month

by-month interest is disl?layed in p?~no
graph· radio equipment SUltable for GIVln~. 
Hi-fi components are sold on an Xmas basIs 
far and wide, but I think it would be n~
realistic not to observe that around thIS 
Xmas end of the year people's fancies turn 
to packages-especially nice, ribbon-be
decked packages that can be opened with 
one rip and a swipe, under the X-mas tree, 
and be put to work two seconds later. Peo
ple buy a lot more one-piece sound repro
ducers around Xmas, I'd guess. 

(Now that is an unchallengeable st~te
ment because it's a lovely Dangling 
Comparative. More than when' More than 
ever of course! That's the standard 
ans~er to such inconvenient questionings.) 

And therefore I'm thinking at the mo
ment of two rapid developments that are 
changing the "hi-fi" picture significa~tly 
this year. Since it's the season for bUYIng, 
not talking, I'll merely point 'em out to 
you, for watching, in case you haven't. 

One is strictly American in concept, the 
other as strictly European, and they 
couldn't be more different in the funda
mentals. But both developments, within 
the "package" hi·fi field, seem to be doing 
very well. 

First is the new and strong U.S. tend
ency to sell dual-unit machines, the loud
speaker separately housed from the rest of 
the equipment. I conldn't be happier, my
self and am heartily in favor of this con
stru'ctive compromise, for in this fashion 
the commercial, mass production type of 
machine is able to come closer, in funda
mental ways, to some of the basic virtues 
of separate-unit component equipment, 
notably in its hitherto weakest aspect, the 
speaker system. A separate loudspeaker 
cabinet almost necessitates an improved 
acoustical set·up. For what use a separate 
cabinet if it is merely another hollow open
back shell, or (alternatively) a cramped 
and ingeniously compressed trick-bass en
closure system, about as big as a square 
basket ball' . 

If you're going to remove the speaker 
to its own freedom, you might as well do 
a good job on it-or shall I say, vice versa, 
if you want respectable loudspeaker per
fo rmance, you must, as has been. said. a 
million times, remove the speaker mto Its 
own cabinet. 

Numerous big-outfit and smaller-outfit 
hi-fi systems are out now with thi.s dual 
cabinet feature. It has much attractIveness 
for the decor· minded person, once the idea 
is accepted. Two cabinets, matching, are al
ways an asset in looks, giving a sense of in
tentional pattern to a room design that one 
cabinet never provides- unless you match 
it to something else already there. No less 

Ere. 
edward latnatl Canby 

a biggie than RCA Victor, for one, has 
gone into this field; Columbia also has 
separate speakers. Custom outfits like, to 
cite one that has just turned up in my 
press-release mail, the ~ohn True. High 
Fidelity Phonograph·Radlo (G. Schumer, 
N. Y.) are proliferati~g. Generally Bl?eak
ing I suspect that the Idea of two cabmetB 
fOr' your home machine will be pretty well 
accepted before long by a good slice of 
the former one-cabinet trade. And I don't 
think there is an engineer or salesman or 
buyer who will not be happy, to a point, 
over this improvement in fundamentals
as far as it goes. 

BUT look, too, at the great European 
. Invasion of one-piece sets, Norelco, T~le
funken, Grundig. They seem to be mainly 
Dutch-German and they are of a type that 
has been more or less standard for years 
all over Europe. I was looking at them in 
1953 on my last tl'ip Over There (I dallied 
in the Paillard head office in Switzerland, 
one day, trying to get .M?scow or some
thing just out of CUl'lOSlty on several 
gorgeous, gleaming, ~uper-table models ~f 
that firm, precisely lIke those now on dlB
play in many stores in the U.S.) 

These are one-piecers ,vith a vengeance, 
all the way up to the enormous :floor models 
that stores like Macy's in New York now 
sell en masse. They look utterly unlike any 
sets made here. They are expensively 
stylized with vast numbers of radio bands, 
on the' whole rather forbiddingly profes
sional compared with our simplified radios. 
Some are just radios, some radio-phono
graphs, some have everything-except TV. 
Foreign-language directions on their faces 
add an exotic touch of incomprehensibility. 
Rathel' terrifying machines, when you get 
down to it. Yet they seem to be selling 
very, very well. 
Why~ I'll throw out two good reasons. 

First, like many Eu.ropean products they 
are carefully and solIdly made, to last, for 
the use of- in Europe-a relatively few 
well·to-do individuals who, presumably, will 
be ready to fuss with multidials, who are 
enterprising and/or intelligent. There is 
little big, mass-market thinking in Europe, 
as here, and industrial product designing 
is profoundly different from ours. We find 
this in European cars, too. I have one 
(Austin) and wouldn't trade it for a U. S. 
piece of high·powered, fall-apart show
stuff even if I could get anything for it. 
European radios have a sense of class and 
are built to more solid, conservative, last· 
ing specifications, less brilliantly, but often 
with more built·in life. They have to be. 
They cost too much over there and they are 
bought to keep. Not so much a virtue as a 
necessity. 

Second these same ·machines are quite 
amazingly cheap for us, with our big dol
lars, our import power and our higher paid 
labor. Paradoxically, what we can't afford 
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t o make we can easily afford to buy. 
. And so t he European-type radio, with or 

Wlthout phono, is making a remarkable 
invasion and brings with it to us a certain 
nostalgia for ye olden days, too. 

Nostalgia' What I mean is that these 
one-piece E uropean machines are essen
tial~y brought forward from the pre-war 
pen od. They represent, with modern im
provements inside, the type of machine 
we used to make before hi-fi came along. 

Remember our old-time radio-phono
graphi (see below.) That's what t hese are. 
Radios, basically, with phonograph at
tached. ~ne-piece cabinets, glorified with 
colored hghts and pushbuttons, containing 
the good old open-back speaker systems 
that were 99 per cent standard hereabouts 
before the war. Midwest , Majestic, Zenith, 
-I remember 'em all, over here. 

This is merely European outward con
servatism, of the sort you'll find in many 
products. We move fast and recklessly, they 
move slowly and with caution, changing 
reluctantly to new ways, new styles. We 
do brilliant designing, engineering, they do 
lustrous work in top quality conservatism. 
(My Austin, 1953, was upstyled the year 
before :o .a body design that is, shall I say, 
late thIrtIes and early forties.) 

And so, inside these ultra-conservative 
'pre-war-style European radios you'll find 
some pretty fine works and some very good 
sound, of it s type. Never forget that for 
some years now, many of the small and 
large European radios have had elect ro
static speakers with quality reproduction 
in the high end well ahead of our efforts. 
Remember, too, that a few years back we 
over here were all excited about highs- but 
hadn't t hought much about lows. 

The continental machines, as far as I 
can see, simply ignore the low lows, as we 
used to. Lows, yes, but not really. They 
concentrate on middle-and-high superiority 
and even the machines without electro
static speakers have a peculiarly pleasing 
high register, to my ear. 

Thus ~he E uropean one-piecers, unlike 
our old-tIme boom-boxes, now seem to run 
to a rather special kind of trebleness 
which, decidedly, sells sets to America!:: 
ears. We aren't that educated to big bass 
yet. And never forget that poor bass, or no 
bass, nevel' physically hurts, but poor treble 
grates and slashes at t he ear. Could i t be 
that these well-bred, well-trebled continen
tal imports are going to force an agonizing 
treble reappraisal in our one-piece table 
model area~ 

For old readers, I recall the f abulous 
small radio, unidentified, that I mentioned 
back in 1953, overhear.d somewhere in 
E urope. Such naturalness of voice re
production I had never encountered and I 
wondered what sort of equipment t his 
midget could be. Without the slighest 
doubt it was an electrostatic speaker that 
I was listening to, my first, in one of t he 
same type radios that are now being sold 
in this country. It was my initial experi
ence with the modern breed, and I liked it . 

2 . Gracious Living 

If anybo'ay dangles another gracious 
plum before me in regarcl to what is called 
"gracious living' '-that hyper-hypotheti
cal state of bliss dreamed up by some un
holy pUblicity agent of the devil himself
I shall pop, as the saying goes. In fact I 'm 
about to pop right now, as graciously as I 
can ! This time it's the gracious life aboard 
an airliner : " 

"The ancient minstrels' (keams of waft
ing thei?' listene?'s along wi.th melody is a 
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modern reality, dramatized by the an
nouncement this month that United Air 
Lines is installing Travel Muzak in its 
fleet of forty two span/cing new Douglas 
C-47 MainUners." 

Ugh. That's my reaction. No trace of re
flection on P I'esto, whose tape equipment 
was chosen for this rather difficult job and 
in whose magazine, .Presto Recorde?' I read 
this item. J ust a general r eflection' on our 
utterly zany ideas of graciousness in living 
and our too-foggy notions of personal 

. freedom. Suppose I just don't care to live 
graciously-I just want to get somewhere9 
I ca.n imagine nothing more utterly un
gracIOUS, myself, personally, than having 
to sit hour after hour chained by two ears 
to a steady stream of music I don't want 
to hear one little bit and generally dislike 
rather intensely- with no more gracious 
way o.f avoi?ing the noise than to bury my 
head m a pIllow, or take a gracious jaunt 
to the gentlemen's lounge. (But they'd 
probably have an outlet for gracious music 
there too. Maybe the baggage compartment 
would be better, tho ' unheated and un
pressurized. ) 

No, no, I'm not saying that my musical 
taste- or anybody's- should determine 
what is and what isn't gracious music. Far 
from it. I don't doubt that a lot of people 
want ~xactly what Muzak gives them; 
otherwIse the company wouldn't be in 
business. They've got this sort of thing 
well figured out as a matter of course and 
~hey are enthusiastic in telling you about 
It. But I 'm not Mr. Statis~ical Average, 
nor are you. We all of us stIll have a few 
traits of individuality left; we aren't yet 
Majority Robots. 

"United uses Travel Muzak to set the 
mood for travelers as they come aboard 
(Ugh, I say), duri.ng dinner and cocktail 
hou?'s (mol'e of the same) and before land
ing: (At that point I 'm usually deaf and 
it won't matter one way or another.) 
Muzak has designed two distinct types of 
progmms for United 's flights. Fo?' long 
distance, ... popula?' numbe?'s, semi-clas
sics, and a healthy sprinkling of tunes f?'om 
the latest B?'oadway m?bsicals . .. . However, 
101' United's DC-'/ flights between Hawaii 
and California, Muzak has built p?'ograms 
which include typical Hawaiian selections 
played by outstanding Hawaii.an g?·mtps. 
Soothing hltlas, serenades, and dances m'e 
can"ied, to put travelers in the languoi'ous 
mood of the exotic I slands." 

Now d- it, I don't want to be soothed 
by any hula ! And yet maybe, one of these 
days I'll just have to go to Hawaii, and 
somebody's going to grab me by both ears, 
graciously, and soothe me willy-uilly hour 
after hour. Languorous' I 'll be ready to 
shoot at sight when I get there, Suppose 
I want some gracious sleep, lulled only 
by the fine, steady bone-shaking rhythm 
of four large power plants' Not allowed. 
Got to listen to that hula and might as well 
do i t with good grace. 

I 'm reasonably serious about this. I 
honestly mean that I do not, myself, like 

. this sort of music and I object vigorously 
to any move that, like one of those trick 
riders to a bill in Congress, attaches au 
unwanted compulsory" benefit" that cau't 
be dodged. 

I can t urn off my radio or TV. I don't 
yet have to buy records I don't like. I can 
pick and choose my restaurants for their 
audible qualities, musical 01' otherwise. But 
when I must travel, f or purely non-musical 
reasons, I see no reason why I should have 
to put up with any sort of musical living 
t hat is ungracious as far as my own ideas 

_ are concerned. Nor should you. 

THE ARM THAT SETS A Pat. Pend 

NEW STANDARD IN REPRODUCTION 

NO OTHER ARM GIVES YOU THESE FEATURES: 

SCRATCHLESS STARTING ... FAULTLESS STOPPING! A slight 
tilt of the housing lowers your stylus to start the record, 
Gentle contact is assured each time, regardless on which 
spot you st~rt. ~ou don't touch the cartridge! Whenever 
you stop . .. Just tilt the housing. No scratching is possible, 

DRTHO·SONIC DOES NOT MINIMIZE . .. 
IT ELIMINATES TRACKING ERROR. Pre
cision, multiple ball-bearing cartridge
transport guides your stylus from edge 
to center in a straight line. This action 
duplicates the very path of the original 
cutting stylus, in a virtually frictionless 
manner. DISTORTION DUE TO TRACKING 
ERROR IS ELIMINATED. 

Conventional tone arms guide the stylus 
on arc of a circle, The angle between 
the recorded groove and the axis of the 
play-back stylus thus creates "tracking 
error." 

How Conventiona l 
Tone Arms Create 
Tracking Error (See 
Shaded Area). 

SAVES SPACE...SAVES WEAR! The Ortho-sonic V/4 plays 
records up to 16" yet hardly takes up more space than 
the turn table itself. Its insta llation is simple .. , just two 
screws do the trick. It fits any turn table. 

As al! friction is practically eliminated, it tracks any ec· 
centnc or warped record; and the life of records and 
stylus is extended far beyond present standards. 

FI!S A~L STANDARD CARTRIDGES! Practically all cartridges 
(Plckenng, G, E., E, S. L., Sonotone Weathers etc.) will -
fit the convenient "slide-in'" cartridge carrier. Simple 
thumb screw adjustment for stylus pressure . .. down to 
1 gram. 

AUDIO LEAGUE REPORT Finds 
Ortho -sonic V /4 "First Rate." 

"Less than 2% I. M. distortion at all tracking forces irom 
1 gram up . , , Installation and leveling of the V/4 are 
unusually easy to .accomplish ... General listening quality 
of the arm is first rate . . . Cueing is remarkably precise 
. .. Needle talk was negligible. No accoustic resonances 
could be heard . . . it delivers its optimum performance 
at tracking forces as low as 3 grams . . . " 

Get Ortho·sonic V / 4 From Your local HI-FI 
Dealer. If he cannot supply you, write us for 
descriptive literature and nearest dealer. 

T RAN S C RIP 11 0 N S I Z E ••• $4450 Ner 

PRODUCT OF 

BARD RECORD COMPANY, In 
66 MECHANIC STREET, . NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. • 
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Now ... easier 
more versatile 
operation for. .. 

THO~CD.43 
THE ONLY HI·FI CHANGER 

h .. 

Plus an improved direct·drive motor 
with separate gear for each speed 
••• for absolute speed constancy 
and silence. 

See Your Dealer or • .. for more about new 
improved Thorens Record Changers, 
Players and Turntables write: 

I would not recommend a program of 
Bartok, Beethoven, and Schoenberg to 
Muzak either, though it might well make 
my own trip a lot more interesting and 
more gracious. Other people would f eel im
posed upon, and quite rightly. Maybe I'm 
an egghead- ostrich egg- for having my 
own ideas as to what I'd like to hear or not 
to hear, but I believe it is my honest right, 
and yours too. Sure, I'll take a free cock
tail on the house if my plane stewardess 
offers it to, me-but only because it is a 
pleasure to know I don't have to take it if, 
I don't want to. That's really gracious liv· 
ing! They can give all they want of that 
kind. 

But please, Miss Stewardess, don't grab 
my head with a half Nelson and spill that 
cocktail down my throat by sheer force, ' 
That would be most ungracious of you, 
now, wouldn't it. 

* * * * * 
I might add that, graciousness aside, the 

Presto account of the equipment used for 
this service in the United planes is t echni
cally quite interesting. See the Presto Re
corder, August 1955 (PI'esto Recording 
Corp., Paramus, N. Y.) 

3 . She has a Hi-fi 

Lady first ' cousin of mine came up the 
other day, after no-see for a couple of 
years. She had a vague notion of what my 
business is-hers is being a housewife and 
her husband sells shirts, They always buy 
all the newest ma_nglers, automatic washers, 
get a new PaWlltIac every year and TV for 
the kids, don't know one note from another 
musically. 

Anyway, first thing she said to me was 
- and she was going to show me that they 
~ere really right up to the moment, even 
III my own field-"WE'VE got a hi-fi!" 

So she has a hi-fi. It seems, I now realize, 
that the Amurrican langwitch changes 
faster than I had thought. Not a hi-fi any
thing; just a plain hi-fi. A nice term, 
following an ancient tradition, like a bus 
(for omnibus)-it used to be spelled 'bus 
-or an auto, for automobile. Or the super, 
formerly known as the superintendent. 

I can see how it happens, and happened 
this time. "Hi-fi" is catchy as an adjec
tive. Everybody remembers it now, though 
I remember in the days of my earliest hi
fi youth (several years back) when people 
would say "Is that one of those high
frequency things '" Now, hi-fi is adjec
tivally secure in the language and the 
credit or blame can be easily fixed upon 
the copy writers who have so successfully 
applied the adjective to, shall we say, 
Everything and Anything, including lip
sticks. 

But, by golly, I don't think any copy 
writer thought of making" hi-fi" over into 
a nO~tn, unattached! That was done by the 
People, the folk; that was pure folklore 
in operation. Publicity could not ever rise 
to such a supremely simple stroke of 
linguistic slangitude, and publicity can 
now do no more than take up the idea for 
all it 's worth, with humble gratitude for 
the superior intuition of the Folk when 
it comes to slanguage. 

Hold it! They have, already. Here 's a 
headline in Popular S()cience for November 
1955 (out in early October according t~ 
standard magazine calendaring) which 
says: 

HIGH-BRACKET HI-FIS DO 
EVERYTHING ByT DANCE .... Here 
are a few of the newest hi-fis, fully as
sembled in fancy cabinets ... etc. 

So there we go. First we had the Talk-

ing Machine, then the Phonograph (trade 
name, become unofficial pul;llic property), 
and then the Victrola (trade name, be· 
come unofficial public property) and, still 
later, there was the Radio (remember the 
days of "rah-dio" ') . After this, there was 
a merger and the result was the Radio
Phonograph; but folks didn't like that one 
much-too many syllables-and so it be
came the Combination. You got a new 
Combination for Xmas. And when things 
got even more complicated after the war 
(FM-AM, or is it AM-FM') there was 
an inspired attempt to begin all over again 
with a new tack, the Home Music System, 
or Music Center. My oWll perennial book 
has that very proper term in its title: 
"Home Music Systems" (Harper, 1955 ) , 

But I think when I get to my next 
edition I'll go along with the popular cur
rent and follow the linguistic pressurc
t endency: I '11 name it "How to Pick a Hi
Fi. " Not bad_ 

4. You Never Felt it Like This 

While I'm at it and speaking of well
intentioned publicity, I ' ll mention an odd 
quirk in a recent RCA Victor ad for the 
huge "Mark I" super phonograph 
($1600) which includes everything from 
AM-FM to tape recorder under one roof. 
(Nope, they don't yet call it a hi-fi.) This 
ad will give engineering-minded readers 
a distinct jolt: picture of, a lady leaning 
heavily with one arm on the top of "Mark 
I," looking sweetly into space. ". . . 
You've never felt music like this , . ." 
says the caption, italics being RCA Vic
tor ' s, not mine. 

I really did a quick double-t ake on that 
one. There she was, in plain sight, feeling 
all sorts of pin-prickling sensations right 
through that sensitive right arm of hers, 
and she was obviously real gone about i t! 
Put chills dOWll my spine, until I began to 
think (couple of seconds later) . ' . what 
sort of cabinetry is this, which transmits 
musical vibrations so blissfully' " Never 
felt . . . H" 

As for me, I always thought that a good 
cabinet is non-resonant and does not vi
brate heavily with the music going on in
side it. (Remember the glass of water 
poised on top of the first R-J demonstra
tion speakers, to prove that the cabinet 
didn't vibrate9) . Dear me, thinks I, has 
somebody at RCA scrambled the funda
mentals' Surely they can't mean Mark I 
vibrates that hard' 

At which point I t ook a second look at 
that gone expression, and decided, as will 
you, that the lady's pleasure was purely 
internal. The arm wasn't feeling a thing, 
just a photographic accident. She never 
felt music like that before-through her 
ears. Nevertheless, next time RCA takes 
her picture I suggest she put both arms 
behind her back, not just one of them. 

P. S. As a matter of fact, the Mark I 
commendably separates the speaker cabinet 
and the rest of its system into two units, 
as per my discussion above, for this very 
reason- vibration. The lady's arm, it hap
pens, is on the equipment cabinet, not the 
speaker, so she couldn 't pick up very much 
at best. As said above, I heartily appI'ove 
of the t endency to put the speaker off by 
itself in the newer models of what were 
recently "one-piece" machines, now gone 
two-piece. 

* '* *' * '* 
And so, following current liguistic in

flation a bit further, may I urge upon you 
all a superbly ultra-merry Xmas and an 
utterly divinely happified New! Year. 
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AT HOME WITH AUDIO 
(from page 22) 

view of this mounting technique is shown 
in the close-up of the tuner (Fig. 8). 
The amplifier is mounted in the same 
way, but the close quarters prevented its 
being photographed at the time the other 
pictures were taken. Note the seven holes 
drilled near the top of the door, for ade
quate ventilation. A quarter-inch space 
at the bottom rail, where it l'ests on the 
cabinet-base, creates the desirable chim
ney effect to keep the components cool. 
The tooling of the mounting brackets is 
illustrated in Fig. 9. 

The mounting panels are fitted behind 
oblong openings in the doors, each 4 
inches high by 12 inches wide-a size 
sufficiently near standard to accommo
date most units in or neal' our price level 
and capacity requirements. Control 
knobs, shown in the edgewise view of the ' 
tuner (Fig. 10) are set flush within these 
openings, to keep them from getting in 
the children's hair (literally, for they are 
about that tall now)- a use-factor it 
might be called- which just happens to 
check in with the setback insertion of the 
disposable control panels described above 
- or the function-factor, if you will. As 
Fig. 10 shows, the record changer is 
secured to its door with two brackets 
bolted to each side of the factory sup
plied base, which is left open at the bot
tom. Only the record player door has to 
be swung open to use. This unit is held 
firmly ' in open position for loading by 
means of a brass-plated, elbow-jointed 
friction drop-lid hinge, secured to the 
door and to the underside of the top 
rail, locking rigidly when in full out 
position. 

Far be it from us to urge a doityour
self stint on any of our readers. Fact is, 
as reported (Look, November 29 issue) 
someone (actor Tom Ewell ) claims to 
have formed a Don't Do It Yourself 
Club, saying (and we quote): "There's 
a certain joy in letting others do for you 
what you could do for yourself because 
they inevitably' can do it better." I s this 
hi-fi powerhouse frame maybe too simple 
for you to bother with? Then take a tip, 
man, and have it done, even as above star 
The-Seven-YearJtch Ewell counsels. 
There may be a minimum board feet of 
lumber needed, but a lot of precision in 
layout and execution must go into the 
job. Reckon the cost: about three full 
days' labor, about 15 dollars for lumber 
and fixings if white pine; twice that if 
(as here) in walnut and walnut veneer. 
Includes hardware. Ourself, at the mo
ment a Ewell-disciple (but not quite a 
convert) we "had it done"- as before, by 
Modern F urniture Craftsmen, New 
York. And evidently a fine job it is. 
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C hristmas 

Give the sensational new ESL electrodynamic cartridge, 
acclaimed by The Audio League" as "by far the finest phonograph 

r~producing instrument." 

Your own ears and records deserve this superla tive cartridge, too. 
For maximum improvemen t in your music system at minimum cost, 

join the professionals-switch to ESL. Deta ils upon request. 

·P. 0. Box 55. Pleaml/lville. N. Y. 

FOR LISTE NING AT ITS BEST 

Electro-Sonic Laboratories, Inc. 
35 -5 4 Thirty-sixth Street· Long Island City 6, N. Y. 

Soloist Series from $14.9, . Concert Series $35.9, • Professional Series arm and cartridge $106. , 0 
CIRCLE 59A 

t i 

SOUND REPRODUCTION / 1 

A t op-grade High Fidelity ' Ampl ifier and 
Remot e Control Unit from the world -famous 
Pye Research Laboratories in Cambridge, 
England. Smooth, highly flexib le controls and 
facilities for record player, tape recorder, 
microphone and radiotuner inp ut s. Frequency 
response su bstantially fl at from 2 t o 160,000 
c.p.s. Infinite damping factor. Inte r modulat ion 
distortion under 1% at output of 25 watts . 

PYE LTD., CAMBRIDG E, ENG LA N D 

I 

J 

A.3 

DISTRIBUTORS 1883 JEFFERSON PLACE. N.W. WASHINGTON 6 D.C. ~ 
U.S.A. ~ BRITISH RADIO ELECTRONICS 

CANADA. PYE CANADA LTD. AJAX, ONTARIO 
CIRCLE 59B 
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CROUP SUBSCRIPTION PLAN 

Now you, your friends and co-workers 
can save !IlI.OO on each subscription 
to AUD IO. If you send 6 or more sub
scriptions for the U.S. , Possessions and 
Canada, they will cost each subscriber 
$3.00 each, 14 less than the regular 
one year subscription pt"ice. Present 
labscrlpt lons may be renewed or ex
tended as part of a group. Remittance 
to accompany orders. 

AUDIO is still the only publication 
devoted entirely to 
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• Acoustics 
. ' Home music systems 
• Recording 
• PA systems 
• Record Revues 
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HIGH FIDELITY FAIR IN MEXICO 
(f1·0m page 23) 

through the con·idol's. As a matter of 
fact, we were tremendously impressed 
throughout Mexico by the politeness of 
the people. The words that we heard 
more often than any others were "POI' 
favor" (if you please) and "muchas 
gracias" (many thanks). 

As for the dress of the visitors, there 
were no "native costumes" and, in gen
eral, it appeared that almost everyone 
who came was dressed in his or her Sun
day best. They came to the Audio Fair, 
I would say, very much in the spirit of 
people who would go to a good art ex
hibition. In fact, this was regarded as 
a cultural event and that people came 
almost as they would come to a museum 
to see a collection of sculpture. It was 
as if one of the museums had borrowed 
from many other museums a group of 
pieces which they were putting on dis
play, or as if the Museum of Modern 
Art had taken two floors for an exhibit 
in Hotel Pierre! Nevertheless, however, 
we were told that a great many high
fidelity units had actually been sold at 
the Fair. Like ourselves, the manufac
turers do not actually write business at 
the Show. Howevel·, each manufacturer 
invariably had in his rooms a represen
tative of one or more of his dealers and 
these people were permitted to take ac
tual orders for the equipment. This is 
perhaps easier to accomplish in Mexico 
than it would be, for example, in New 
York, by reason of the fact that there 
are far fewer distributors in Mexico. 
Each distributor works in a carefully 
circumscribed area and the normal chain 
of distribution, that is manufacturer to 
to distributor to dealer to co~sumer, is 

Reproduction of the p rogram cover. 

carefully preserved. As a result, many 
of the distributors present were "exclu
sive" distributors within their own 
areas. Consequently, there were no con
flicts of interest. 

As for the displays themselves, they 
were much more subdued and in keeping 
with the cultural nature of the event 
and, I think, more costly than those we 
use in the United States. I would say 
that the display stands and display 
racks were specially artistic in their con
ception, many of them carefully hand
crafted of very fine woods, hand-pol
ished and altogether beautiful in their 
appearance. Significantly, they stayed 
that way throughout the Show. 

Although we could =derstand very 
little, if anything at all, of the Spanish 
conversations between visitors and ex
hibitors, it was quite clear that the ques
tions asked were being seriously put 
and seriously and satisfactorily an
swei·ed. The yo=g men in attendance 
were very pleasant, and almost all of 
them spoke English as well as Spanish. 
They not only appeared to be extremely 
well-informed regarding their products, 
but they certainly were genuinely anx
ious to be helpful to visitors. Incident
ally, we were pleasantly surprised at the 
amount of English which was spoken at 
the Fair, as well as throughout Mexico 
City in general. In retrospect, we cannot 
think of a single room we visited where 
we failed to have quite satisfactory con
versations in English, with the exhibi
tors or with the exhibitors' perso=el. 

The records played were roughly 50 
per cent typical classical records of ex· 
actly the same nature as are used at 
Audio Fairs in the United States. The 
other half consisted of records which 
were purely local and indigenous, hav
ing been created in Mexico and, to the 
best of our knowledge, offered for sale 
only in Mexico. These latter records were 
conspicuous by their softness. The music 
that the visitors seemed to like best, and 
played most, al·e the "soft" recordings, 
largely vocals and accompanied as you 
might expect, by violins and guitars. 

Other than the completed sets on dis
play, there were no components which 
were truly Mexican in origin, although 
some were assembled in Mexico. Most of 
the names of the components were en
tirely familiar, being either American or 
British in origin. 

Unlike our co=try, high-fidelity com
'ponents are generally sold in Mexico 
side by side with fully packaged sets, 
which carry brand names we would gen
erally recognize, and offered in beauti
ful cabinet styling. These products and 
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high-fidelity components go into the 
finest Mexican homes. By temperament, 
the cultured families are so interested in 
music that when it comes to things musi
cal, they want the very best. In light of 
this, it is understandable it is an almost 
universal practice to install the high
fidelity components in cabinets of dis- I 

tinctive design and workmanship . . . 
seldom in bookshelves or other informal 
arrangements, where the cabinetry may 
be subordinated to the equipment, as is 
so often the case in our country. We 
noticed a great respect for craftsman
ship in the attitude of the visitors, who 
studied and examined the various mech
anisms with perhaps less than the av
erage American understanding of the 
electronic characteristics, but with great 
regard for precision and finish in metal 
parts and careful wiring ill circuits. In 
fact, the Mexico City Audio Fair was 
the first time we had ever seen visitors 
ask exhibitors of completed sets to actu
ally take out the component parts for 
inspection! ' 

Even though this was the first High 
Fidelity Fair, the entire undertaking 
was handled with the greatest efficiency 
and with surprising smoothness. It was 
most interesting to see how seriously the 

Mexican Government took this entire 
project .. On the evening prior to the 
official opening of the Fair, there was a 
nation-wide radio broadcast from the 
hotel, and among the speakers was the 
Minister for Education and a number of 
other high Government officials. In other 
words, the Mexican Government ac
cepted this as a bona fide trade exhibi
tion, to which they gave their full and 
whole-hearted support. 

We really had no idea what to expect 
of this Fair when first we started out 
for Mexico, but we can certainly say 
that it was, in every respect, a most im
pressive event. We would like to ac
knowledge with thanks the many kind
nesses shown us, as a visitor from the 
United States, by Srs. Gibbon, Alonso, 
and Morales, as well as by Sr. Manuel 
Angel Fernandez, president of the spon
soring Asociacion Mexicana de Impul
sores de Alta Fidelidad, and the mem
bers of the organizing committee-in 
particular, Sres. Jorg~ Martinez, Jr., 
Victor Misrachi, Francisco Araiz C., 
and Adolpho Rodriguez, Jr. Senor 
Araiz is to be commended especially for 
the fine program booklet that was given 
to all who came to see and hear. 

SCHOBER ELECTRONIC ORGAN 
([1'om page 32) 

oscillator. Assuming for a moment that 
neither R 1 nor 0 6 is connected to the 
plate of V ,b, we can easily explain the 
action. 

The transformer T 1 is a special pulse 
transformer with low inductance; it is 
so connected that a positive pulse' at the 
plate will put a negative pulse on the 
grid and vice Ve1·sa . When the circuit is 
first turned on, a small random positive 
signal may appear on the grid. Because 
of the high tube amplification this will 
result in a much larger negative signal 
on the plate. This, fed back to grid by 
the transformer, increases the grid's 
positiveness and this action builds up so 
fast that the result is a very sharp and 
high-amplitude positive grid pulse. This 
makes the grid draw a large, sharp pulse 
of current. The current passes through 
the resistance of Rs and R sa in series, 
creating a large voltage drop across the 
resistance, with the negative end of the 
voltage at grid. The negative voltage 
charges u.p the two capacitors O. and as 
in series, and the negative grid voltage 
resulting cuts off the tube. This fast 
negative capacitor charge corresponds 
in time to the "flyback" or vertical posi-
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tion of our sawtooth wave. Because of 
the high tube amplification the negative 
charging pulse is very large and narrow 
so that practically no time is required 
to charge the capacitors. This affords a 
very steep flyback. 

The tube is now cut off. The capacitors 
can discharge only through the resistors, 
and this takes a definite time; it is rela
tively slow and corresponds to the diago
nal part of the sawtooth wave. 

As soon as the capacitors have dis
charged sufficiently to take the grid 
voltage above the cutoff point, the whole 
action begins again and another saw
tooth wave is created. The sawtooth 
waves exist across -the two capacitors in 
series. Output is taken from between 
them. Since the lower one as is 10 times 
the value of A., it has only one-tenth the 
reactance, so that the output impedance 
is relatively low and at the same time the 
output lead is well isolated from the 
tube grid. Isolation is so good that the 
output lead may be almost shorted to 
ground without any material effect on 
operation of the generator. 

So far, we have deseribed the gener
ator stage as free-running-constantly 
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ARE YOU GOING 
TO BUILD A SPEAKER SYSTEM? 

OR, ARE YOU 
GOING TO BUy.r COMPLErE? 

Either way ~ YOU CAN'T GO WRONG 
WHEN YOU END UP WITH UNIVERSITY 

It's all a matter of taste. Some people 
like to assemble things themselves, or 
(because of budget requirements) build 
toward the best. Others prefer to have 
the best-all at once. Either way, 
UNIVERSITY makes it easy. 

IF YOU'RE GOING TO BUILD 
P'S'E-the Progressive 
Speaker Expansion Plan 
by University, makes it 
possible to build a great 
variety of magnificent 
sounding systems in in
expensive stages regard
less of budget or space 
limitations. 
University speaker com
ponents, enclosures and 
networks are so uniquely designed that it 's 
possible to start an excellent basic system, 
at low cost, and add to it later-while enjoy
ing immediate listening satisfaction. Thus 
you are assured that your system can never 
become obsolete. I nstructive folders called 
TECHNIGRAMS, are available FREE to help 
you plan your system. 

IF YOU'RE GOING .TO BUY 
A COMPLETE SYSTEM 
The CLASSIC, at right, is 
one of many outstand
ing systems that you can 
purchase. University of
fers a complete range 
from the space saving TINY-MITE to the 
ultimate in speaker systems-the CLASSIC 

and the DEAN. Free literature on request. 

P-S-S-S-T! Leorn more with our free literature! 

~----~~-------... ....!! _"~" I ~
1B5. 

~~ """""" ~ _I I 
~I LOUDSPEAKERS, INC. Desk D.4 I 

j
l 80 South K,n,ico Avenu" Whit, Plain" N. V. I 

''//', Please send me further details. I 
I!j 0 I want to bUild a system . I o I want to buy a system complete. I o I want information on both. I 

NAME I 
I 

I ADDRESS I 
i CITY STATE I 
~-----------------------j 
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Fig. 5. "Inside" 
of completed tone 
generator chassis. 

oscillating at a frequency determined by 
the values of resistance and capacitance 
(because the.y determine how soon the 
capacitors will discharge). What we 
actually want is to synchronize the fre
quency of this first blocking oscillator to 
that of the master oscillator so that both 
will run at the same frequency, with the 
master oscillator controlling. This is done 
simply by feeding d.c. to the master 
oscillator plate through the plate wind
ing of T 1 } and setting the R and 0 of 
V1b for a free-running frequency some
what below the final frequency desired. 
When a negative oscillator pulse passes 
through the winding it adds to the nega
tive pulse beginning to build up because 
of the blocking-oscillator action and fires 
the blocking oscillator. Since the block
ing oscillator fires once per master oscil
lator cycle, the frequency outputs of the 
two are identical. 

The next blocking oscillator V 2G 

operates in the same way as the first 
with two exceptions. First, its Rand 0 
are chosen for a free-running fre.quency 
slightly less than half of the first stage. 
Second, synchronizing pulses are fed to 
its plate capacitively from V 1b through 
0 0 This stage, therefore, produces a 
frequency exactly half that of V,b, or 
one octave below it. The other blocking 
oscillators divide in the same way. 

Selected components are impractical 
for kit construction since in order to 
make the selection the generator would 
have to be assembled before shipping. 
All the components, therefore, are stand
ard values-IO per cent tolerance resis
tors and capacitors and nGrmal produc
tion tolerances on tubes and trans
formers. The necessary adjustment for 
the first blocking stage is provided by 
R s} which adjusts the free-running fre
quency until the stage. locks in with the 
master oscillator. For the remaining 
stages the variable factor is the ampli
tude of the sync, for which the trimmers 
GO} 09J Oa} 015J 018J and 0 21 are used. 
If the free-running frequency of a stage 
is far below that desired, more sync is 
obtained by tightening the trimmer; if 

it is almost correct, only small sync is 
requirE)d and the capacitor may be nearly 
open. This system has the additional ad
vantage. that future corrections may be 
made for resistors and capacitor~ which 
change value with age, as well as for 
changing tube characteristics, without 
major surgery. Such adjustments are 
rarely needed normally, but the fact that 
the.y can be made solves a possible prob
lem. The design also cheapens the kit 
since perfectly standard parts can be 
stocked and shipped with no labor neces
sary for special selection. 

The IS,OOO-ohm resistors RIO through 
R16 merely place a constant load across 
the output so that the changes between 
no load and that imposed when a tone is 
keyed will make minimum difference in 
the. circuit and lower-frequency tones 
will not be affected. They also serve to 
keep the capacitors discharged so that 
they will not cause clicks or pops when 
the tones are keyed. 

Figut'e 5 shows the. inside of a com
pleted generator chassis. There is a metal 
chassis to hold the tubes and trans
formers and a large etched-circuit panel 
mounted on it at right angles to hold 
almost all the other components. There 
is a hinge on the bottom of each so that 
it can be lowered for inspection or ad
justment without being disconnected. A 
screw and thumbnut at the top holds 
each in place in normal operation. 

The organ is tuned with the variable 
iron core of each of the twelve master 
oscillator coils, and the generators ne.ed 
not be swung out on their hinges for the 
purpose. To facilitate initial adjustment 
the coils are furnished pretune.d. Final 
tuning can be done by anyone, either 
with a simple system given in the in
struction sheets for final assembly or 
with the aid of the company's demon
stration record which most constructors 
will have and which contains twelve re
corded tones on one side especially for 
this purpose. 

In next month's article we shall de.
scribe other sections of the' Schobel' 
Organ Kits. 
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HIGHWAY HI·FI 
(f9·0m page 17) 

ing of the stylus in the groove. The arm 
assembly is also counterbalanced around 
its vertical viscously damped axis. This 
prevents the development of torsional 
forces around the vertical axis of the 
pickup arm which would pro·duce acceler
ation components in a radial direction 
of the. record. 

Figure 3 shows the player when pulled 
out from its housing, detached from the 
car. 

To start the record, one presses a tab 
protruding from the left side of the 
pickup· arm, thus disengaging the arm 
from its resting position, and moves the 
arm to the right until it hits a stop. Now 
the pickup is automatically set down on 
the lead-in spiral of the record, and the 
turntable starts to rotate automatically 
too. This mode of operation makes .it 
possible for the driver, once familia} 
with his instrument, to place a record 
on the turntable and start playing it 
without having to take his eye!? oIl' the 
road. The record cannot be damaged ·by 
sliding the arm across it because the 
arm is rigid in a vertical plane and the 
only force asserted by the stylus against 
the record is the spring pressure of 2% 
grams, which will not produce an audible 
scratch on the record. 

The player mechanism is mounte(l on 
a specially-designed rubber shockmount 
system which has a sufficiently low natu
ral period to filter out harmful shocks 
and vibrations, at the same time prevent
ing these from being translated into 
torsional components in the plane of the 
record. The most vehement acceleration 
or deceleration of the car, or driving 
over bad road conditions will not cause 
the stylus to leave the groove or create 
any audible effect. 

A great deal of attention had to be 
paid to the constancy of speed. The 
possibility of wow has been eliminated 
by the type of drive applied to the turn
table, and variations in speed due to 
supply voltage changes have been taken 
care of by the use of an a.c. induction 
type motor and a 60-cycle vibrator which 
provides substantially constant turntable 
speed for primary voltage variations 
from 10% to 16 volts. 

The player contains a half-inch-high 
record storage compartment for six rec
ords (equal to a maximum of 12 hours 
listening) in the bottom of the player 
where a spring and pressure plate insure 
that the records will stay fiat, even under 
the maximum temperatures encountered 
in the car (such as when parked in the 
sun with windows closed). A separate 
storage compartment for an additional 
25 records will also be made available. 

The cartr idge employed has been spe-
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The Partridge Range 
Specification and prices of tlze filII range, some of 
which are il/ustrated right, alld /lame of your local 
distributor, available from: 

Partridge Transformers Ltd. 
c/o British Electronic Sales Co. Inc. 
23-03 45th Road, 
Long Island City I, N.Y. 

PARTRIDGE 

w.w. F. B. 
The W . W . F. B. follows 
exactly the original design 
an d specification of D . J. 
Williamson in Wireless 
World Jan. 1947. It is avail
able in a wide range of 
impedances, covering full 
audio frequency range with 
lowest distortion . Secondary 
windings are brough t out to 
eight separate sections of 
equal impedance. Power 
Rating 16 watts. continuous 
steady tone. 

Price $17· 75 net 

PARTRIDGE TRANSFORMERS LTD. 
TOL'vV ORTH SURREY 

CIRCLE 63 
ENGLAND 
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~"e . 
Reprints of articles which appeared in AUDIO 
from July 1952 to June 1955. 124 pages of arti
cles of greatest interest to the serious hobbyist. 

The AUDIO ANTHOLOCY and 2nd AUDIO. ANTHO'LOCY 
are no longer in print. 

---------- CUT OUT - MAIL TODAY! 

Book Division, Dept. 10 
Radio Magazines, Inc., 
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 

Gentlemen : Enclosed is D check D money order for $ ... .. . .. Please send me 

........ copies of the 3rd audio anthology (paper cover) @ $2.50 each 

........ copies of the 3rd audio anthology (board cover) @ $3.50 each 

Name (please print) . ..... .. .......... . . . . ............................... . .. . 

Address ... .• ....•. . . . ......... . .. .. .. . .. .. . ..... .. . ...... . ... .. . . . .. . .. .... 

City . ... ..•.. .. • . . ........... . ..... . : . ... . Zone •..... State •....... . . . . .... 
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CIRCLE 64A 

IF YOU ARE MOVINC 

Please notify our Circulation Department 
at least 5 weeks in advance. The Post 
Office does not forward magazines sent 
to wrong destinations unless you pay ad
ditional postage, and we can NOT dupli
cate copies sent to you once. To save 
yourself, us, and the Post Office a head
ache, won't you please cooperate? When 
notifying us, please give your old address 
and your new address. 

Circulation Department 

RADIO MACAZINES, INC. 

P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 

cially developed for this use in coopera
tion with Shure Brothers, and is of the 
ceramic type. The frequency character
istic of the cartridge is such that when 
playing the new automobile records 
through a fiat amplifier, the resulting 
response will be substantially uniform 
between 50 and 10,000 cps. 

The output of the ceramic cartridge is 
sufficient to play it through the audio 
portion of the automebile radio without 
need of a preamplifier. The audio section 
of the automobile radios for all 1956 
Chrysler Corporation cars have been 
modified to take advantage of the record 
player fidelity and are also provided with 
a five prong jack for 'connection to the 
record player, 
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INTERESTED IN HI-FI? First complete 
book, 160 pages on why, what, and where to 
buy high-fidelity equipment. Fully describes 
basic elements of a high-fideli ty system. Only 
$1.00 postpaid. Audio Fair Publishers, Dept. 
H, 67 W. 44th St., New York 36, N. Y. 

WANTED: Vertical transcriptions. Send for 
list. James Orlando, Dickerson Run, Pa. 

TRULINE, the NEW REPRODUCER ARM 
as seen in the Electro-Voice and Cook Labora
tories exhibits, New York Audio Fair. AUDIO 
SPECIALTIES, 13167 Steel Ave., Detroit 27, 
Michigan. 

BROCINER preamp-control unit, A-100-
CA-2 in mahogany cabinet, $60. Apt. 3M, 
34-35 76th St., Jackson Heights 72, N. Y. 
IL 7-8649. 
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I N DIS PUT A B L Y. M • 

the world's best 
microphones Ask about the 

new CM · Sl 
. shown here 

(0 n I y 4 1/2 " 
high), and the 
famous U47M .......... 
Write for com-...,. 
plete details . 

Sole u.s. Importers 

AMERICAN I Dept. A 

E 7 Park Ave. 
LITE. INC. New York 16, N. Y. 

CIRCLE 648 

·-CLASSIFIED-----. 
Rates: 1O¢ per word per Insertion for noncommercial 
advertisements; 25¢ per word for commercl.I u .... · 
tlsements. Rates are net, and no dlscoanb will .. 
allowed. Copy must be accompanied by remlttanc. In 
full, and must reach the New York oftlce ~y tho 
first of the month preced Ing the date of Issue. 

THE AUDIO EXCHANGE has the largest 
selection of new and fu lly guara nteed used 
equipment. Catalog of used equipment on re
quest. Audio Exchange, Dept. AE, 159-19 Hill
side Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y. OL 8 -0445. 
AUDIO EXCHANGE EXCHANGE S AUDIO 

25-50% DISCOUNT. Factory-f resh guar
teed LP records, 69¢ and up; send 20¢ for 
catalogue. SOUTHWEST RECO RD SALES, 
Dept. A, 1108 Wlnbern, Houtson, T exas. 

6-Element Broad-Band FM An tennas. All 
seamless aluminum. $10.95 ppd. Wholesale 
Supply Co., Lunenburg 10, Mass. 

HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED 
Amprite Speaker Service, 

70 Vesey St., New York 7. N. Y. BA 7-2580 

V ARITYPING Composition, D SJ, IBM, 
paste-up, ruled forms, adver.tising layou t and 
technical matter in English a n d foreign 
languages. Catherine Rein, 874 B roadway at 
18th St., New York. GRamercy 7-5720. 

Splices in a wink! NO SCISSORS! NO 
RAZOR BLADES! with GIBSON GIRL TAPE 
SPLICERS. Diagonal-cuts tape ends and trims 
splice edges with the "Gibson Girl" shape. 
Model TS-4, $8.50 list. Model T S-4 Deluxe, 
U1.50 list. At your dealer or write : ROBINS 
INDUSTRIES CORP., Dept. AU, 41-08 Bell 
Blvd. , Bayside 61, N. Y. 

FOR SALE: Two Ampex 350 recorders: one 
Full-track 7'1.,-15 ips, two-case portable 
with Ampex 5938 Monitor Amplifier, $1050; 
one 7 '1., -15 ips, r ack mount, $850. J . M. 
Edelman, M. D., 333 Laurel St., Ba ton Rouge, 
La. Phone 2-6801. 

RECORDING STUDIO CLEARANCE. 
Information and prices sent upon request. 
Reco-Art Sound Recording Company, 1305 
Market St., Phila delphia 7, Pa. 

FOR SALE: HEWLETT-PACKARD AUDIO 
OSCILLATOR, Model 200S. Like new in 
original carton, $100. J . M. Edelm an. M. D., 
333 Laurel, Baton Rouge, La. 

WANTED: Used equipment for personal 
system. Tape recorder, speaker, tur ntable, etc. 
Send specifications, condition, a nd price to 
Lt. Nowicki, Box 2034, Larson A.F .B., Wash
ington. 

FOR SALE: Presto RC-10-14 r ecorder 
(three motors, hysteresis motor on capstan), 
900-A-1 Amplifier, revolution counter, all on 
4-ft rack on casters; E-V 645 m icrophone, 
stand. Little used, all in excellent condition. 
$1100 value for $725. W. Schu ppin, 4904 
Foster Ave., Brooklyn 3, N. Y. Phone INgersoll 
2-2118 (evenings). 

MANUFACTURER'S SURPL US 
Build your own Electl'onic Organ from these 
basic units; 60-note tr iple-stacked shunt key
ing mechanisms, octave-wired isola ting resis
tor to each palladium contact. T hree types 
available: Great 16'. 8', 4 ', dimensions 5" 
wide, 2'1.," high, 36" long; Swell 8 ' , 4',22/ 3', 
dimensions 3:!h" wide, 3%,11 high, 36" long; 
Single Manua l 16', 8', 4' including 12 pedal 
bass notes, dimensions 4" wide, 3" high, 36" 
long; keying mechanisms ...... $10.00 each. 
Tone generator sub-assemblies consisting of 
twenty-one 400- and 600-volt capa Citor s and 
fifteen resistors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ .50 each. 
Minshall Organ, Inc., Brattleboro, Vermont. 

CONCERTONE model 1502 r ecor der, s ingle
track, hysteresis drive, 7'1., and 15 ips , in 502 
case with NAB hubs and one 10 11., ' reel, like 
new condition and factory checked in Septem
ber, $295 FOB Omaha. Chas. F. Craig, 3802 
Grand Ave., Omaha 11, Nebr. 

FOR SALE: Fairchild preamplifier 650-C1, 
excellent condition. Eugene B r owne, 44 
Clement Ave., West Roxbury, Massachusetts. 

lI1ASCO "Sound Reel" Tape Recorder , Model 
526. Dual speed, 3%, and 7'1., ips. Dual track . 
Inputs: microphone, radio, phonograph. Out
pu ts: external speaker, telephone line, ad
ditional amplifier. Erasure-proof recording 
pushbutton, monitoring switch, automatic 
equalization. Complete with crystal mike, 
cables. Table model, easily carried. $95. L. 
Bailin. Chemistry Dept., Tulane University, 
New Olleans, La. 
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PROFESSIONAL 
DIRECTORY 

TYPE 9205 DEGAUSSER 

Noise & program erasure. Use the best. 
Cinema 's Bulk-Tank Type Degau sser 9205. 
Economica Jly priced. Buy yours today. 

~ CINEMA ENGINEERING CO. 
~ DIVISION AERO VOX CORPOIlArION 

1100 CHESTNUT STREET • B~RBANK CALIF 
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CIRCLE 65D 

HIGH-FIDELITY HOUSE 
Most complefe stock of Audio 

compgnents in the West 

Phone: RYan 1-8171 
536 S. Fair Oaks, Pasadena 1, Calif. 

SOUND 
CORPORATION 

CANADA 
High Fidelity Equipment 

Cemplete Linea • Complete 8.meAI 
HI-FI Recorda - Componenta 

and Acc ... orle. 

8LECTRO~UOICE 
SOUND SYSTEMS 

141 DUNDAS ST. WEST. TORONTO. CANADA. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
IRVING GOLIN 

The Recall of an Executive 

On Friday night, November 4th, 1955, 
Irving Galin, President of University 
Loudspeakers, Inc., passed a\y ay. 

Irving Golin was more than merely a 
successful businessman . . . he was an 
Executive worthy of the title, a man who 
could lead others and remain unchanged 
by the experience. He was a young man, 
only 46; but he led a full life. He had 
gained recognition from his fellow man 
and the love and respect of his family. 
One could count only friends among the 
acquaintances of this man whose shadow 
crossed the paths of many. 

Irving Galin was an unassuming man. 
It is doubtful whether he appreciated 
the stimulating effect of his personality 
upon others. He was a reservoir of 
strength to many; an inspiration to all 
who had the good fortune to know him. 
His trademarks, a broad, winning smile 
and homespun philosophies, never once 
left him during the last and most trying 
year of his life. Always tolerant of the 
problems and troubles of others, he 
carried his own with dignity and in 
silence. 

His imprint in the affairs of his COI11-

munity and the philosophies of his busi
ness is indelible. Those who knew him 
will never forget him; those who loved 
him cannot. 

S'TEREOTAPE 
a new line of pre-recorded tape 

devoted entirely to 
two channel stereo-binaural 

w ri te for f ree catalog 
demonstration test tape $2.00 p.p. 

STEREOTAPE 
5607 melrose ave., hollywood, cal. 

CIRCLE 651 

quality control of 

JIM LANSINGT ~ 
. speakers by 

One of the final Inspec
tions given all Jim lan
sing Signature Speakers 
Is made with a Bl test
er. This Instrument gives 
a direct, accurate meas
urement of each unit's 
electrical quality. 

Magnet size and flux 
density alone do not de
termine speaker efficien
cy. The force available 
to move the dynamic 
assembly in any speaker 
Is proportional to: - the 
flux density surrounding 
the voice coil. the length 
of condu.ctor uniformly 

Bl testing 

subjected to lines of 
force, the current flow
ing through the wire. 
This total relationship 
(Iii factor) can be meas
ured by applying a volt
age to the voice coil 
a.nd measuring the force 
exerted by the dy~amic 
assembly. 

In the Signature Bl test· 
er a speaker's ability to 
support a known weight 
is read directly on a 
calibrated watt meter. 
No other commercially 
produced speakers have 
a higher Bl factor than 
do Signature units with 
their edge-wound wire 
ribbon 4" voice coils. 
And , before being re
leased, every Signature 
Speaker must meet the 
same high standards. 

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND. INC. 

manufacturers of precision transducers 

2439 FLETCHER DR. LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA 
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WHOSE 

TURNTABLE 
WAS THE HIT ' 

of the 

AUDIO SHOW? ' 

• 
Turn to 
Page 68 
For The Most 
Important 
Turntable News 
Of The Decade! 
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AUDIO 
SUBJECT INDEX 

AlIIPLIFIERS 
-, Edgar M. ViJlchur. Apr. 34. 
Amplifiers and Preamplifiers, a 40·page 

section, C. G. McProud, Jan. 23. 
Amplifier uses cheap output transformer; 

Nathan Grossman and William Hellman, 
Aug. 11. 

Back to class B for home u se; Joel Julie. 
lUaI'. 19. 

Effect of cathode capacitor on push-pull 
output stage; Robert M. Mitchell. Nov 21. 

High-gain transistor amplifier; J ames J. 
Davidson. Oct. 66. 

High-power low-distortion amplifier; Bruce., 
DePalma. June 15. • 

New amplifier-speaker system; Curtiss R. 
Schaefer. July 13. 

Novel tape recording amplifier; Arieh F. 
Fischmann. June 24. . 

Point-contact transistor audio amplifiers; 
Richard F. Schwartz. July 22. " 

Quality amplifier for the home, Albert 
Preisman. 1\Ia.y 15. 

l;!mall 10-watt package of high quality, 
Harold Reed. Apr. 26. 

Sound system for multiuse auditorium, 
Thomas R. Hughes. Dec. 17. 

I What's a ll this about damping? Norman 
H. Crowhurst. Sept. 17. 

AT H01\1E WITH AUDIO, Lewis C. Stone. 
1\lar. 26 ; June IS; Oct. 2S; Dec. IS. 

AUDIOCLINIC, J oseph Giovanelli. Nov. 32; 
Dec. 34. 

AUDIO SHOWS 
Alta Fidelidad in Mexico, Otto Mayer

Serra. Nov. 26. 
J apan goes Hi-Fi, Warren Birkenhead. 

Feb. 22. 
Mexico's Hi-Fi Fair, Leonard Carduner. 

Dec. 23. 
Audio Society, Poughkeepsie; Charles R. 

Doty. Feb. 24. 

AUDIO' TECHNIQUES; R. S. Houston Feb. 
27. Briggs concert, Technical aspects of 

the; P. J. Walker. Nov. 30. 

BROADCASTING 
Audio Techniques; R. S. Houston. Feb. 27. 
Care of jacks and patch cords; Eugene F. 

Coriell. Aug. 20. . 
Simple design for station-built console; 

C. M. Edmonds. Apr. 21. 
Uses and abuses of the VU meter; Oliver 

Berliner. Nov. 34. 

CALCULATIONS 
Frequency. response circle diagrams; Olan 

E . Kruse. 1\Iar. 33. 
New approach to electrical resonance; N. 

H. Crowhurst. Feb. 2S. 
Scaling-an aid in circuit analysis; Edgar 

D. Morgan. Feb. 26. 
Unique relationships; Norman H . Crow· 

hurst. Oct. 62. 

ELECTRONIC ORGANS 
The new Minshall organ; Richard H. Dorf. 

. Sept. 25. 
The Schober electronic organ; Richard H. 

Dorf. Dec. 

ENCLOSURES, Loudspeaker 
Constant-width folded e=<:ponential horn 

(The CW horn); D. P. Carlton. Nov. 17 
"Patrician" gets a home workout; Cullen 

H. Macpherson and Roy C. Carlson. 
Oct. 37. 

Tuned-pipe enclosure for bass enhance
ment; Raymond H. Bates. 1\Ia.y. 18. 

EQUIPl\lENT REPORTS 
Acoustic Research AR-1 speaker' Oct. 74. 
Bard Orthosonic pickup arm; D~. 40. 
B-J pi!0no arm; Apr. 46; 1\Ia.y 59. 
Browmng L -300 tuner; 1\Ia.y 34. 
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Collaro transcription turntable; Nov. 46. 
Craftsmen Solitaire amplifier; 1\lay 31. 
Crestwood 304 tape recorder; June 60; 

Sept. 38. 
Dual record player; June 60. 
Electro-Sonic Laboratories pickups; Dec. 

38. 
Electro· Voice 666 microphone; 1\Iay 58. 
General Electric Al-901 record filter; Apr. 

48. 
Harman-Kardon "Festival" tuner-amplifier; 

Jan. 61. 
Harman-Kardon "Trend" amplifier; Oct. 74-
KingdOm-Lorenz speaker line; Nov. 46. 
McIntosh MC-30 amplifier, C-8 preamp; Apr. 

44. 
National "Criterion" tuner; Oct. 74. 
PanaSonic 8-in. speaker; Dec. 4.0. 
Pentron CT-1 tape recorder; 1\Ia.r. 40. 
Pilotone AA-420 amplifier; Feti. 32. 
Pilotrol PA-913 control unit; June 60. 
Presto Pirouette turntable; Dec. 36. 
Radio Shack "Realist" tuners and ampli-

fieI'; Feb. 36. 
Rauland HF-155 and TV tuners; Nov. 46. 
Rek-O-Kut turntable line; 1\lar. 3S. 
REL "Precedent" tuner; July 27. 
Rex-A record changer; 1\lay 36. 
Sargent Rayment 808 tuner; Feb. 34. 
H. H. Scott 710A turntable; Oct. 74. 
Sherwood S-1000 amplifier; Nov. 50. 
TechMaster preamplifier; 1\lar. 36. 
Triad amplifier kits ; Sept. 3S. 

FletCher-Munson again; Norman H. Crow
hurst. Nov. 2S. 

Frequency response circle diagrams; Olan 
E. Kruse. lilaI'. SS. 

FANTASY 
Audio and the dragon pup; Eleanor Ed

wards. 1\lay 26. 
Languad expert looks at Hi Fi; George 

L. Augspurger. Aug. IS. 
Feedbacl{, Negative; Edgar M. Villchur. June 

22. 
Hi-Fi Standards; Edgar M. Vlllchur. Nov. 

40. 

HEARING 
The · acoustic earset-a new approach to 

conference applications; D . D. Jones. 
Oct. 4S. 

Artificial ear for measurement of headset 
response; Chandler Ste,vart. 1\Ia.y 2S. 

How do we hear? Charles E. White. Sept. 
20. 

INDUSTRY 
Recorp dealer views the stylus problem; 

Sam Goody. Oct. S2. 
Sound engineer at work; William H. John

son. July 24. 
Success found in "sound" principles; Bert 

Ennis . . Jan. IS. 

LAW 
How long is "permanent" employment? 

Albert W. Gray. Dec. 22. 
Necessary featurers for design patent; 

Albert W. Gray. Sept. 36. 
Patent law changes in the 1952 statute; 

Albert W. Gray. !\lay 27. 
Va lidity of sound truck restrictions; Albert 

W. Gray. Aug. 17. 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Commercial acoustic suspension speaker; 

Edgar M. Villchur. July IS. 
CW-horn-constant width fo lded exponen

tial horn; D. P. Carlton. Nov. 17. 
Design of Biflex loudspeakers; Alexis Bad

maieff Nov 24. 
Electrostatic loudspeaker; Lloyd J. Bobb 

and Edwin C. Gulicl{. Sept. 22. 
New amplifier-speaker system; Curtiss R. 

Schaefer. July 13. 
"Patrician" gets a home workout; Cullen 

H. Macpherson and Roy C. Carlson. 
Oct. 87. 

Selecting a loudspeaker; Charles T. Mor
row. 1\lay 24. 

Tuned-pipe enclosure for bass enhance
ment; Raymond H. Bates. 1\lay IS. 

Jacks and patch cords, Care of; Eugene F. 
Coriell. Aug. 20. 

1\IEASURE1\IENTS 

Artifical ear for measurement of headset 
response; Chandler Stewart. !\lay 2S. 

Effect of cathode capacitor on push-pull 
ouptut stage. Robert M. Mitchell. Nov. 21. 

Make your own meter scales; Ronald L. 
Ives. Apr. 30. 

Uses and abuses of the VU meter; Oliver 
Berliner. Nov. 34. 

M.I.T. Audio Network, The; David L. 
K lepper. Jan. 16. 

Nature of Sound, The; Chap. 1 of "Sound." 
Edgar Villchur. Sept. SO. 

Negative feedback; Edgar M. Villchur. 
June 22. 

New Approach to electrical resonance; Nor
man H. Crowhurst. Feb. 28. 

Novel tape recording amplifier; Arieh F. 
Fischmann. June 24. 

Patch cords, care of jacks and; Eugene F. 
Coriell. Aug. 20. 

Patents, Necessary features for design; 
Albert W. Gray. ·Sept. 86. 

Patent law chauges in the 1952 statute; 
Albert W. Gray. 1\lay 27. 

PHONOGRAPH EQUIP1\IENT, a 32-page 
section; C. G. McProud. June 2S. 

Adapting a record changer to hi-fi; 
Adolphe F . Sterken. July 21. 
Around-the-World portable; Arnold J. 

Gassen. Apr. 17. 
Evaluation of high -fidelity phono pickups; 

John M. SalanL 1\larch 25. 
Highway Hi Fi; Peter C. Goldmark. 

Dec. 15. 
Poughkeepsie Audio Society; Charles R. 

Doty. Feb. 24. 

PREAl\lPLIFIERS 

~plifiers and Preamplifiers, a 40-page sec
bon; C. G. McProud. Jan. 23. 

Cascode preamp improves signal -to-noise 
ratio; M. V. Ki{!bert, Jr. Oct. 23. . 

Miniaturized "Preamp with Presence"; C. 
G. McProud. 1\{ay 20. 

New approacli to miniature preamplifier 
design; Arthur J. Rose. Feb. 20. 

Three-channel preamplifi{!l'-mixer, Harold 
Reed. Jan. 15. 

Record dealer views the stylus problem; Sam 
Goody. Oct. 32. 

Remote air-monitor speaker; Audio Tech
lllques. Feb. 27. 

Remote unattended; Audio T echniques. Feb. 
27. 

Scaling-an aid in' circuit analysis; Edgar 
D. Morgan. Feb. 26. 

Soldering tips fol' hobbyists; Leonard 
Carduner. Aug. 13. 

SOUND, Chap. 1, The nature of sound. 
Edgar M. Villchur. Sept. 30. 
Chap. 2, Hi-Fi standards; Nov. 40. 
Chap. 3, The sound reproducing system. 

Dec. 24. 
Sound conditioning; Audio Techniques. Feb. 

27. 
Sound engineer at work; Willirun H . John

son. July 24. 
Sound truck restrictions, Validity of; Albert 

W . Gray. Aug. 17. 
Sterophonics, Experiences in; Paul W. 

K lipsch. July 16. 
Success found in "sound" principles; Bert 

Ennis. Jail. IS. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 

Sound system for multiuse auditorium; 
Thomas R. Hughes. Feb. 17. 

Stereo sound system covers Hollywood 
Bowl; Oliver Berliner. Aug. 14. 
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SYSTEl\IS 

Acoustic ear set-new approach to confer
ence applications; D. D. Jones. Oct. 43. 

Building simplicity into the hi-fi system; 
Ross H. Snyder. Oct. 49. 

M. I. T. audio network; 'David L. Klepper. 
Jan. 16. 

Simple design for station· built console; 
C. M. Edmonds. Apr. 21. 

Sound system for multiuse auditorium; 
Thomas R. . Hughes, Feb. 17. 

Augspurger, George L. 
The Languad expert looks at Hi Fi; 

Aug. 18. 

Badmaieff, Alexis. 
Design of Bifiex loudspeakers; Nov. 24. 

Bates, Raymond H. 
Tuned-pipe enclosure for bass enchance

ment. 1\lay 18. 

Barbee, Basil C. 
"Good Music" tuner for fringe areas; Mar. 

22. 
Berliner, Oliver 

Stereo sound system covers Hollywood 
Bowl; Aug_ 14. 

Uses and abuses of the VU meter; Nov. 84. 

Birkenhead, Warren 
Japan goes HicFi; Feb. 22. 

Bobb, Lloyd J_ and Edwin C. Gulick 
The electrostatic loudspeaker; Sept. 22. 

Carduner, Leonard 
Mexico's High Fidelity Fair; Dec. 28. 
Soldering tips for hobbyists; Aug. 18. 

Carlson, Roy C. and Cullen H. Macpherson 
The "Patrician" gets a home workout; 

Oct. 87. 

Carlton, D. P. 
The CW horn-a constant width folded ex

ponential horn; Nov. 17. 

Coriell, Eugene F . 
Care of jacks and patch cords; Aug. 20. 

Crowhurst, Norman H. 
Fletcher-Munson again; Nov. 28. 
New approach to electrical resonance; 

Feb. 28. 
Unique relationships; Oct. 62. 
What's all this about damping? Sept. 17. 

Davidson, James J. 
High-gain transistor amplifier; Oct. 66. 

. DePalma, Bruce 
High-power lOW-distortion amplifier; June 

15. 

Dorf, Richa.rd H. 
The new Minshall organ; Sept. 25; Oct. 54. 
The Scho ber electronic organ; Dec. 28. 

Doty, Charles R. 
The Poughkeepsie Audio Society; Feb. 24. 

Edmonds, C. 1\1. 
Simple design for station-built console; 

Apr. 21. 
Edwards, Eleanor (Mrs. R. W.) 

Audio and the dragon pup; 1\lay 26. 

Ennis, Bert 
Success found in "sound" principles; Jan. 

18. 

Fischmann, Arieh F. 
A novel tape recording amplifier; June 24. 

Gassan, Arnold J . 
The around-the-worl d portable; Apr. 1'7. 
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Stereo sound system covers Hollywood 
Bowl; Oliver Berliner. Aug. 14. 

Technical aspects of the Briggs Concert; P. 
J. Walker. Nov. SO. 

TRANSISTORS 

High-gain transistor amplifier; James J . 
Davidson. Oct. 66. 

Point contact tarnsistor audio amplifiers; 
Richard F. Schwartz. July 22. 

AUDIO · 

TUNERS 
"Good Music',',. tuner for fringe areas; Basil 

C. Barbee. 1\lar. 22. 
Tuners-AM, FM, and AM-FM: a 16-page 

section. C. G. McPround. Aug; 28. 
Unique relationships; Norman H. Crow

hurst. Oct. 62. 
Universal mUte input system; Audio Tech

niques. Feb. 27. 
Uses and abuses of the VU meter; Oliver 

Berliner. Nov. S4. 
Validity of sound truck restrictions; Albert 

W. Gray. ·Aug. 17. 
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Hellman, William, and Nathan Grossman 
Amplifier uses cheap output transformer; 
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Houston, R. S. 

Audio Techniques; Feb. 27. 

Hughes, Thomas R. 
Sound system for multiuse auditorium; 

Feb. 17. 

Ives, Ronald L. 
Make your own meter scales; Apr. 30. 

Johnson, 'Villiam H. 
Sound engineer at work; July 24. 

Jones, D. D. 
The acoustic earset-a new approach to con

ference applications; Oct. 48. 

Julie, Joel 
Back to class B for home use; Mar. 19. 

Kiebert, 1\1. V., Jr., 
Cascode preamp improves signal-to-noise 

ratio; Oct. 23. 
Klepper, David L. 

The M. I . T. Audio Network; Jan. 16. 
Klipsch, Paul ,V. 

Experiences in stereophonics; July 16. 
Kruse, Olan E. 

Frequency response circle diagrams; Mar. 
SS. 

1\lacpherson, Cullen H., and Roy C. Carlson 
The "Patrician" gets a home workout; 

Oct. 37. 

Mayer-Serra, Otto , 
Alta Fidelidad en Mexico; Nov. 26. 

McProud, C. G. 
Amplifiers and Preamplifiers, a 4O-page 

section; Jan 28. 

Miniaturized "Preamp with Presence" ; 
1\lay 20. 

Phonograph equipment, a 32 page section; 
June 28. 
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1\litchell, Robert M. 
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l\lorrow, Charles T . 
Selecting a loudspeaker; l\lay 24. 

Preisman, Albert 
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Reed, Harold 
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T:r~~:c1!'annel pr,eamplifier mixer; Jan. 15. 

Rose, Arthur J. 
New approach to m iniatu re preamplifier 
des~gn; Feb. 20. 

Salan!, John 1\1. 
Evaluation of high-fidelity phono pickups; 

1\iar. 25. 

Schaefer, Curtiss R. 
New amplifier-speaker system; July 18. 

Schwartz, Richard F. 
Point-contact transistor audio amplifiers; 

July 22. 

Snyder, Ross H. 
Building simplicity into the hi-fi system; 

Oct. 49. 

Sterl<en, Adolphe F. 
Adapting a re~ord changer to hi-fi; July 21. 

Stewart, Chandler 
An artificial ear for measurement of head

set response; l\lay 28. 

Stone, Lewis C. 
At home with Audio: ' 1\lay ,26; June 18; 

Oct. 28; Dec. 18. 

Villchur, Edgar 1\1. 
Amplifiers; Apr. S4. 
Commercial acoustic suspension speaker; 

July 18. 
Negative feedback; June 22. 
Sound : Chap. 1; The nature of sound. 

Sept. 80. 
Sound: Chap. 2; Hi-Fi standards; Nov. 40. 
Sound: Chap. 3; The sound reproducing 

system; Dec. 24. 

'Valker, P. J . 
Technical aspects of the Briggs Concert; 

Nov. SO. 

lVhlte, Charles E . 

How do we hear? Sept: 20: 
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BASS 
BOOSTE 

A revolutionary new mi· 
crophone which accentu· 
ates pleasant low voice 
and instrument tones, ~om· 
pensates for bass deficien. 
cies of audio equipment, 
and minimizes 60 cycle 
hum. 

Acoustically amplifies fre· 
quencies between 40 and 
ISO cps up to 12 db. with 
fin gertip frequency con· 
trol. Patent Pending. 

write : 
& COMPANY, INC. 

Valley Stream, N. Y. 
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by 

FAIRCHILD 
.. . Naturally 

Coming Next Month! 
For Pre-Release In formation. 

Mail This Coupon Today! 

Fairchild Recording Equipment Co. 
9th Avenue & 154th St. 
Whitestone 57, N. Y. 
YES, please rLlsh me advance data on the New 
Fairchild Turnrable! 
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STATIC FREE 
DUST FREE 
RECORDS 
witk tIw 

STATI-MUTE 
jwt 

CLIP ON 
NEGLIGIBLE 

WEIGHT 

LASTS 
FOREVER 

Enjoy static-free and dust-free record
ings. Retain the original background 
level of your records. EBY'S STATI
MUTE neutralizes dust attracting static. 

• NO BRUSHES 

$5.00 
LIST 

• NO SPRAY 

• NO RAGS 

lUll SALES CO. of N. Y. . I 130 LAFAYETTE ST. 
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Of this 

you can be sure ... 

Record 

Changer 

than the 

M any components are involved in the per
formance of your music system. Being sure of 
your record changer is winning half the battle. 
And you'll know the difference, too. 

lf your system is capable of reproducing tones 
below 40 cycles you'll recognize the RC-54 be
cause of its· freedom from rumble growl. If 
you're a musician you will note that the pitch 
is correct and constant-because the speeds are 
accurate and there is no variation to cause wow 
and flutter. 

But musician or not, you will marvel at the 
gentle respect the RC-54 has for your records 
. . . the fast, 7"second change cycle, regardless 
of record speed ... and the smooth, quiet opera
tion that tells its own story of precision. 

Whether you are planning to replace an obsolete 
unit or to include · it in a new system, you will 
find it easy to fit into small space because of its 
smaller mounting deck. 

You will particularly welcome the fact that the 
RC-54 is now supplied with a pre-cut mounting 
board, power cord and audio connecting cord 
thereby making it possible for anyone to install 
it within a matte~ of minutes.* 

* Also available on hardwood 
base in Mahogany or Blond 
finisb--optional . 

See the RC-S4 at your Sound Dealer or wrIte for complete specIfIcatIons to Dept. XM-l 

ROCK BAR CORPORATION • 215 East 37th Street, New York 16, N. Y. 

J 



RESPONSE, RUGGEDNESS and VERSATILITY 

Engineers and Management both want 

Serving Stations Coast to Coast 
DAY-IN AND DAY-OUT 

You're ahead in every feature when you use Electro
Voice Microphones. For the engineer ... this means 
easier, better set-ups; high senSitivity; high signal
to-noise ratio; stable, wide-range reproduction; 
trouble-free operation; utmost versatility and con
venience. For management ... this means positive 
performance; more in-service, less out-of-service 
time; greater economy . 

. , All models have the exclusive E-V indestructible 

Send for 
newTV& BC 
Microphone 
Catalog 118 

Acoustalloy diaphragm. Slim-Tri.m models also 
i have integral blast and wind shield. No closely as-

sociated auxiliary amplifier equipment is required. 
Each microphone is gU'lranteed to be within its 
very close tolerance specifications. In addition, E-V 
manufactures a full line of accessory microphones 
for intercom, paging and utility applications. 

Model 666. Variable 0* Cardioid. Response 40 to 15,000 cps. 
Output level -55 db. Provides high front-to-back discrimination. 
No proximity effects. TV gray. Weighs only 11 oz. 
list Price . . ..... .... . . ............................ $245. 

Model 655C. New Slim-Trim. Response 40 to 20,000 cps . Output 
level -55 db . Omnid irectional. Easily concealed In studio props. 
TV gray; l-in. diam. list Price ....................... $200. 

Model 654. Slim-Trim. Response 50 to 15,000 cps. Output level 
-55 db. Omnidirectional. Impedance selector. TV gray. l-in. 
diam. list Price .... ... ....................... : ' ...... $95. 

Model 646. LavaJler-type, Response 40 to 10,000 cps. Adjustable 
for chest use. Output level -55 db, Omnidirectional. TV gray. 
l-in. diam. Weighs only 7 oz. list Price • •• • ••••••••••• $140. 

Model 665, Variable O*Cardioid, Response50to 14,OOOcps, Out
put level -55 db. Unidirectional, Impedance selector. TV gray. 
list Price ......................................... $130. 

Model 650. Response 40 to 15,000 cps. Output level -48 db, 
Omnidirectional. Oual-type external shock mount, Impedance 
select?r. TV gray or satin chrome. list Price •••••••••• $150. 

Model 635. "Workhorse" of the industry, Omnidirectional. 
Response 60 to 13,000 cps. Output level -55 db. Impedance 
selector. TV gray or satin chrome, list Price, •••••••••• $75. 

FULL PROFESSIONAL DISCOUNT APPLIES 

·E-V Pat. Pend. 


